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Executive Summary
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, March 2012) emphasises the weight to be given to
planning for economic development (para. 20):
“Planning should operate to encourage and not act as an impediment to sustainable growth.
Therefore significant weight should be placed on the need to support economic growth through the
planning system.”
More specific guidance on factors to be considered when undertaking an Employment Land Review
(ELR) and the nature of ELR outputs are provided at paragraph 21 of NPPF: “In drawing up Local
Plans, local planning authorities should:
 Set out a clear economic vision and strategy for the area which positively and proactively
encourages sustainable economic growth.
 Set criteria, or identify strategic sites, for local and inward investment to match the strategy and
to meet anticipated needs over the plan period.
 Support existing business sectors, taking account of whether they are expanding or contracting
and, where possible, identify and plan for new or emerging sectors likely to locate in their area.
Policies should be flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan and to allow
a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances.
 Plan positively for the location, promotion and expansion of clusters or networks of knowledge
driven, creative or high technology industries.
 Identify priority areas for economic regeneration, infrastructure provision and environmental
enhancement.
 Facilitate flexible working practices such as the integration of residential and commercial uses
within the same site.”
And finally, Councils are urged to be flexible and responsive to “market signals”.
Paragraph 22 of the NPPF states that: “Planning policies should avoid the long term protection of
sites allocated for employment use where there is no reasonable prospect of a site being used for
that purpose. Land allocations should be regularly reviewed.”
This ELR is consistent with Government guidance on undertaking employment land reviews
contained in the NPPF1 and National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG)2.
The ELR is an assessment of the employment and economic environment of Corby and the demand
for and supply of employment land for the period 2011 to 2031.
The aims of the report are to:
 Consider the future employment land and premises requirements of the Borough to 2031;
 Review the current supply of employment land in both quantitative and qualitative terms;
 Identify which employment sites should be retained and which can potentially be de-allocated, or
allocated for alternative uses to provide a balanced portfolio of land to 2031; and
 Identify the scale, location and type of sites that are needed to meet the future requirements of
the Borough.
The ELR has been carried out in three stages:

1
2

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance
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 Background work and site assessments have been carried out by Corby Borough Council;
 Consultants Peter Brett Associates in association with Aspinall Verdi undertook a commercial
property market assessment to consider the market in general, to gauge the likely effective
demand for new floorspace, and hence for development land, and finally to take a look at specific
sites, to provide a market-facing assessment of selected existing and potential employment sites,
for input into the site-specific recommendations in the main report; and
 The final stage undertaken jointly by Corby Borough Council and the consultants combined the
work from the first two stages.
This executive summary summarises the main findings of the ELR and highlights the most significant
conclusions.
The commercial property market
Offices
With the forecast growth to the population and improved transport links, Corby may become a more
attractive office location. But currently office rents are too low and occupier demand too weak to
make development viable, meaning that in the short to medium term public sector intervention
and/or cross-subsidies with higher value uses is required to bring forward new office space. With a
supply side stimulus, this may over the medium-term increase rents. But rents would have to double
from current levels to make development viable. This makes new build development without public
sector support or higher value uses cross-subsidising very challenging.
For the short to medium term, therefore, the focus will be on refurbishment of existing stock rather
than new development. This provides the most cost-effective way to bring more modern space into
the market.
In the longer term, new build office development is only likely to work as part of a town centre
scheme, on a site close to the railway station or as part of the Western SUE. Such sites will need to
provide sufficient levels of on-site car parking to capture demand. Even so, it cannot be guaranteed
that office development will come forward as part of mixed-use schemes.
General industrial space
Market signals in Corby are such that that general industrial development is currently not viable in
the Borough, and is only being brought forward in special circumstances.
Corby has the potential to have a competitive advantage over neighbouring centres, by offering
lower rents / prices and freehold opportunities. A big challenge for development in the Borough in
recent years has been getting finance to build speculatively. The special circumstances of CWC
Group bringing forward Centrix Park on a speculative basis, using their own funds, will hopefully be
the turning point the market needs. Centrix Park will hopefully act as the market stimulus, providing
lenders with confidence that Corby is a viable location – whether they are lending to developers or
occupiers.
Should Centrix Park not act as the stimulus required, over the longer term the ageing of the existing
stock, built at the time of the Enterprise Zone, will be a concern. It may require public sector
intervention to help regenerate these areas.
Strategic distribution
As with general industrial, market signals are such that strategic distribution development is
currently not viable in the Borough. Corby’s competitive advantage is the ability to provide very
5

large units of over a million sq ft, making it one of a very few competing locations in the country or
the region that could capture such demand from retailers. In addition, the availability of freehold is
an advantage.
Midlands Logistic Park will be a test, as it will show if Corby can capture demand for very large-scale
requirements. But this solution is clearly challenging given current levels of viability in Corby. Should
Midlands Logistic Park be successful, those sites currently being used for car storage (e.g.
Geddington Road and Willowbrook North) could be well placed to capture future demand.
Given current market uncertainties, there is no market rationale to allocate additional sites for this
type of development.
Market evidence and the Joint Core Strategy
In the short term the market analysis shows that delivering the requirements of the JCS will be
challenging. The JCS says that there will be demand for large amounts of B-class development, and
the market analysis suggests that such development is generally unviable.
The point of the market analysis is not to challenge the JCS’s employment land policy, but to show
that to deliver it will require a very substantial uplift in demand. This confirms the view of the Core
Strategy Inspector, that the plan’s employment targets are challenging and aspirational3.
A range of factors should contribute to improving demand. Firstly, the market may already be at a
turning point, due to the recent transactions and commitments. Secondly, in line with the sitespecific recommendations Corby in future should offer a better portfolio of development
opportunities, combing a reduced quantity of land with better quality. Thirdly, Corby as a growth
town will see large-scale population growth, together with physical and social improvements, that
should make it more attractive as a business location.
Despite these positive signs, the market analysis suggests that to deliver the JCS targets in relation to
job growth and B-class development will be challenging. There is scope for the public sector to
intervene proactively to bring forward development. The main opportunity is on the land covered by
the Rockingham Development Framework, where there is a large cluster of development sites
(ELR11a-11i, see Appendix 4), which is identified for employment in the JCS and partly in Council
ownership. Successful development will need a strategy that brings together the different
landowners, an agreed masterplan, and spending on land reclamation and infrastructure to make
land ready for development. There may also be scope for intervention at the Tata Steel land (ELR32)
and Boyle Road and Curver Way (ELR28), also owned by Tata Steel.
Site assessment
Development sites
The Council commissioned PBA / Aspinall Verdi to produce a market-facing, demand-side
assessment of selected sites proposed or being considered for employment development. The table
below summarises their findings, together with the Council’s assessment of supply-side constraints
and availability, and draws the implications for planning policy.

3

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/docs/NN%20JCS%20Exam%20Final%20Report%2022-06-16(1).pdf
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Site assessment and recommendations: development sites

ELR03

0.2 Land adjacent to Iron Pit Close
143.7 Land at Geddington Road

36.0



No

Too small to allocate

56.0

-

No

Discounted through JCS process

Probably not

39.0



No

No evidence of demand, could be released for alternative
uses
Poor location for employment use, could be released for
alternative uses

4.4 Priors Hall Development Site

ELR05

3.4 Land at Weldon Park

No

42.0



No

7.9 Corby West

Yes

44.0



No

Yes

61.0



No

ELR07

18.3

Gretton Brook Rd. (Brookfield
Plantation)

ELR08

0.5 South of Gretton Brook Road

ELR09

7.4 M anton Park

ELR10

1.8

St Luke’s Road,St James
Industrial Estate

-

36.0

-

No

Yes

34.0



No

Yes

37.0

-

Yes

( 10 )

( 11)

0.2

4.4

-3.4

7.9
18.3
Too small to allocate

0.5
7.4

Extension to existing industrial estate

1.8

14.0 Centrix Park

Yes

43.0



No

ELR11b

8.4 Genner Park

Yes

39.0



No

8.4

ELR11c

15.0 North of Birchington Road (Bela)

Yes

56.0



No

15.0

ELR11d

9.9

North of Birchington Road
(M orrisons)

Yes

44.0



No

9.9

ELR11e

19.1 Willowbrook North/Baird Road

ELR11g

Yes

38.0



No

Yes

36.0



No

15.4 Land at Steel Road

Yes

42.0



No

15.4

Yes

50.0



No

30.3

30.3 Land off Phoenix Parkway

ELR11i

26.5 SEM LEP Proposal

ELR12

6.3

ELR13

49.7

Land to the West of Uppingham
Road
Land North of Western Urban
Extension

ELR14

1.6 Adjacent Railway Station

ELR15b
& 15c

5.8 Tripark

ELR16
ELR17
ELR18

14.0

7.1 Willowbrook East

ELR11h

1.1 Parkland Gateway Site B
7.3 Land at Former Sludgebeds
42.0 Barn Close

ELR20

8.6 Former Tarmac Land

19.1
JCS allocation and planning permission

Yes

49.0



No

46.0

-

No

Should remain as agricultural land

No

44.0

-

No

Should remain as agricultural land

No

29.0



No

Remainder of site more likely to come forward for
alternative uses, deallocate

No/PN/Yes

48.0



Yes

To be allocated as part of long-term land reserve. (Split
sites, not strategic in scale.)

Probably not

24.0



No

Likely to come forward as mixed use scheme

Yes

42.0



No

Yes

51.0



No

Not available within plan period

42.0

-

49.0



No

Not available within plan period

8.6

Yes

48.0



Yes

Land being prepared

-

57.0

-

No

Site blighted, deallocate

26.5

1.6 Princewood Road
1.8 M aylan Road

ELR23

1.1 Weldon Stone Quarry

No

50.0



No

Site is not available, deallocate

ELR24

0.4 CDC Plots Oakley Hay

-

43.0

-

No

Deallocate, too small

Yes

51.0



No

Part of ELR03

ELR26

0.7 Land off Courier Road

Yes

28.0



Yes

Land currently on the market

ELR27

0.5 Former M agistrates Court

No

25.0



No

Town Centre site likely to come forward for alternative
uses

ELR28

Land at Boyle Road and Curver
9.2
Way

Yes

36.0



No

ELR29

1.8 Howitt’s Yard

No

47.0



No

Site is not available

ELR30

Land at Pearson Training
0.9
Academy

Yes

35.0



Yes

Live proposal for change of use, likely to be demand for
remainder of site

ELR31

95.3 M idlands Logistics Park

Yes

54.0



No

JCS allocation and planning permission

ELR32

19.8 Tata Land

Yes

35.0



No

ELR34

8.3 Pen Green

Probably not

47.0



No

Live residential scheme on site

ELR35

0.6 Saxon 26

Yes

35.0



Yes

Retain allocation as part of long-term land reserve

T o t al

6.3
49.7

1.6

5.8

1.1
7.3

ELR21

1.1 Fircroft Park

7.1

Probably not

ELR22

ELR25

[ 13 ]

143.7

ELR11a

ELR11f

( 12 )

No allocation

(9)

To be allocated in
Local Plan Pt 2

Notes

Yes

ELR04

ELR06

(8)

Identified in JCS
(as committed or
allocated)

( 7)

To be allocated?

(6)

Supply: how
constrained is the
site?
Supply: is the site
likely to be
available?

( 5)

Strategic in scale

Land areas by category (ha)
(4)

Demand: is the
site attractive for
employment use?

Site Name

(3)

Area (ha)

ID
ELR02

(2)

Committed
(has permission)

Individual site assessments
( 1)

1.6
1.8
1.1
0.4
1.1
0.7

0.5

9.2
1.8

0.9

95.3

19.8

59 8 .8

8.3
0.6
10 0 .8

7

153 .9

9 .6

3 0 6 .9

2 0 .8

Established employment areas
As well as development sites, Aspinall Verdi / PBA have produced a market facing assessment of the
Borough’s eight employment areas. They find that the areas are generally well occupied and viable
to maintain in their existing use. But two types of industrial units are at risk:
 Larger bespoke industrial units, designed to suit specific businesses, when they are vacated by
their original occupiers may not be suitable for new ones. These buildings are unlikely to be
viable to refurbish or redevelop, and therefore could be suitable for redevelopment for
alternative uses. But whether this applies to any specific building can only be determined on a
case-by-case basis.
 Smaller units, up to 5,000 sq ft, are more often in poor condition and nearing the end of their
economic life. In the short to medium term they should be protected, because they already have
the lowest vacancy of any unit sizes, but are not viable to redevelop. Therefore, if such units are
lost there will be no alternatives for occupiers.
Conclusions and recommendations
Outstanding planning permissions and strategic allocations in the adopted JCS together provide
capacity for 870,638 sq m of employment development. This is roughly twice the estimated need
over the plan period, which itself is based on aspirational job targets. In the table above, it is
recommended that a further 11.4 ha be allocated in the emerging Part 2 Local Plan, which does not
make a material difference to the quantity of supply but is justified on qualitative grounds.
Within this total supply, each site individually is assessed as attractive for employment from a
market perspective. But collectively the sites represent significant oversupply over and above the
take-up that can reasonably be expected, even allowing for replacement of any existing employment
space that is lost.
Thus, employment land in Corby is significantly oversupplied against likely future demand and need.
But such oversupply may be reasonable, because an area that is pursuing highly ambitious economic
targets should provide plenty of land for flexibility, choice and competition, so that no opportunity
to attract business and investment is missed. It is always possible that there will be one-off large
requirements, which are impossible to predict and additional to employment forecasts; if Corby can
offer generous land supply it will be ready to accommodate such requirements. Also, over-allocating
employment land will not crowd out other land uses, because the sites identified and recommended
are generally unsuitable for such other uses; and it is unlikely to waste investment, because the
large-scale infrastructure the sites need is already in place or committed.

8

1. Introduction
Background
1.1 This report sets out the processes and findings of Corby Borough Council’s Employment Land
Review.
1.2 Corby Borough is centrally located within England. It is within the north east of
Northamptonshire, bordering Leicestershire, Rutland, the Borough of Kettering and the District
of East Northamptonshire. It is 80.28 square kilometres in size, making it the 11th smallest local
authority area in England. However, Corby Borough is one of the fastest growing areas of the
country outside of London, and has been recognised as one of the four Growth Towns within
the North Northamptonshire area (which comprises the administrative areas of Corby,
Kettering, East Northamptonshire and Wellingborough), with the focus of delivering the
majority of new housing and employment sites for the region by 2031, as well as growth in
leisure and retail opportunities.
1.3 Corby has strong links to major urban centres, particularly Leicester and Northampton, as well
as with the near-by towns of Kettering and Market Harborough and further afield
Peterborough, Stamford, Wellingborough and Rushden. Figure 1.1 shows the location of the
Borough in relation to other towns and the wider area.
Figure 1.1: Location of Corby in relation to the wider area

9

1.4 Corby Borough comprises of the town of Corby as well as 9 villages (East Carlton, Middleton,
Cottingham, Rockingham, Gretton, Weldon, Stanion, Little Stanion and Great Oakley). The
Borough is situated within Rockingham Forest, a large patchwork of managed woodland that
stretches across the north eastern parts of Northamptonshire. Figure 1.2 shows the morphology
of the Borough.
Figure 1.2: Map of Corby Borough

1.5 At the time of the last census (2011), the Borough’s population was 61,100, which marked an
increase of 14.4% from the 2001 census figure of 53,400. The Mid Year estimates from 2016
have highlighted a further increase in population since then, at a figure of 68,2004. Corby
Borough also has a relatively high proportion of children and young residents; approximately
23.2% of the total population was aged 0-17 years in 2011, which is higher than both the
average for Northamptonshire (22.5%) and the East Midlands (20.9%).5
1.6 Corby was traditionally a centre for the steel industry in England, attracting a workforce which
largely comprised of migrants from Central Scotland, specifically Glasgow. Though steelmaking
in Corby has diminished since the 1980s, the town retains an important manufacturing function
for the region and the sector still supplies a large proportion of its jobs (table 1.1).

4

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/
Corby Population Statistics: 2011 (Corby Borough Council)
http://www.corby.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Population%20Data%202011.pdf
5
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Table 1.1 Key employment sectors in Corby, 2015 (Source: NOMIS)
Sector

Corby (employee jobs)

Manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale and Retail
Trade
Accommodation and
Food Service Activities
Administrative and
Support Service
Activities
Education
Human Health and
Social Work Activities
Transportation and
Storage

Corby (%)

7,000
1,000
7,000

23.3
3.3
23.3

1,250

4.2

2,250

7.5

2,250
1,750

7.5
5.8

3,000

10.0

1.7 Corby’s central location within the country and its close proximity to major cross country routes
has made it attractive as a base for the distribution and logistics industry. The proportion of
people in the Borough employed within the distribution sector has grown significantly in the
last 20 years. Major retailers such as Staples, Smyths Toys and Morrison’s have chosen to
operate distribution centres within the Borough over the past few years.
1.8 Opened in 2011, the Corby Enterprise Centre is a purpose built facility at Priors Hall which
provides modern office and studio space for start-ups and small scale businesses. Currently it is
occupied by around 40 small businesses.
The Employment Land Review
1.9 The Employment Land Review (ELR) is an assessment of the employment and economic
environment of Corby and the demand for and supply of employment land for the period 2011
to 2031.
1.10 The ELR is consistent with Government guidance on undertaking employment land reviews
contained in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)6 and National Planning Policy
Guidance (NPPG)7.
1.11 The aims of the report are to:
 Consider the future employment land and premises requirements of the Borough to 2031;
 Review the current supply of employment land in both quantitative and qualitative terms;
 Identify which employment sites should be retained and which can potentially be deallocated, or allocated for alternative uses to provide a balanced portfolio of land to 2031;
and
 Identify the scale, location and type of sites that are needed to meet the future
requirements of the Borough.
6
7

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance
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1.12 The North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy published in 2016 (JCS) focuses on making
North Northamptonshire more self-reliant by achieving a sustainable balance between local
jobs and workers by ensuring that the right amount and type of employment land is available in
the right locations. It sets a net job creation target for Corby of 9,700 between 2011 and 2031.
The JCS states that where there is an existing over-supply of committed employment land, the
local authority will undertake an employment land review to inform Part 2 Local Plans to ensure
that where sites are safeguarded for employment use, there is a reasonable prospect of the site
being brought forward for that use.
1.13 The ELR’s primary role is to identify key employment sites that have a reasonable prospect of
being delivered and developed. The principal focus is on employment needs for the group of B
use classes (B1, B2 and B8) as defined in Table 1.2. The outcome of the ELR will inform and
provide an evidence base for decision making against Policy 22 of the JCS.
Table 1.2: Definition of employment land
B Use Classes8
B1(a)
B1(b)
B1(c)
B2
B8

Definition
Offices other than a use within Class A2
Research and development of products or processes
Light industrial processes which can be carried out within residential areas
General industrial processes other than that falling within class B1
Use for storage or as a distribution centre

1.14 The ELR does not determine whether or not specific sites should be allocated for B employment
purposes. However, it provides an evidence base, including a list of potential sites, which can be
taken forward for ‘next stage evaluation’ by the Council, where necessary, as part of the formal
plan making and planning application process.
1.15 The report also draws on previous employment land studies as well as other relevant
documents including the commercial property review, Economic Development Strategy etc.
1.16 The final report will update and supersede the Employment Land & Buildings Study (2005).
Methodology
1.17 The NPPF and the NPPG provide guidance on ELRs. The NPPG replaces the 2004 Employment
Land Review Guidance produced by the former Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM).
1.18 Paragraph 160 of the NPPF requires local planning authorities to have a clear understanding of
business needs within the economic markets operating in and across the area by:
 Working collaboratively with county, neighbouring local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships (LEPs) to prepare and maintain a robust evidence base to understand existing
business needs and likely changes in the market; and
 Working closely with the business community to understand their changing needs and to
identify and address barriers to investment.

8

There is no best practice guidance for defining B use class jobs using the UK Standard Industrial Classification
of Economic Activities (UK SIC). Consultants tend to produce their own definitions. The process of defining Buse jobs using SIC data is only an approximate exercise because it is not always certain which SIC codes some
of the businesses occupying premises fall under.
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1.19 The NPPF and NPPG set out in detail the approach and methodology for using the evidence to
carry out the assessment of:
 Economic development needs – identifying future quantity of land or floorspace required for
economic development uses including both the quantitative needs for new development
and providing a breakdown of that analysis in terms of quality and location, indicating gaps
in current land supply; and
 Employment land availability – identifying a future supply of land which is suitable, available,
and achievable for economic development uses over the plan period.
1.20 The approach and methodology for the assessment of economic needs is summarised in
Chapter 3, whilst a detailed analysis of land availability assessments is addressed in chapter 4.
Report Structure
1.21 The remainder of this report is structured as follows:






Section 2: Baseline Review
Section 3: Predicting Demand for Employment Land
Section 4: Employment Land Supply
Section 5: Comparing Supply with Need
Section 6: Conclusions and Policy Recommendations
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2 Baseline Review
2.1 The baseline review comprises key themes and recommendations coming from a number of key
policy documents at national and local levels that are of particular relevance to the provision of
workspaces and for planning economic growth in the Borough.
2.2 The baseline review covers the following themes:
 Planning Policy Framework;
 Other Policy Drivers;
 Socio-Economic Analysis;
 Commercial Market Analysis;
 Corby Commercial Property Market;
 Demand and Supply of Employment Floorspace in Corby; and
 Commercial Property Business Requirements – Business Survey 2013.
Planning Policy Framework
2.3 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s planning policies for
England and how these are expected to be applied. Planning law requires that applications for
planning permission are determined in accordance with the development plan, unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. The NPPF must however be taken into account in the
preparation of local and neighbourhood plans, and is a material consideration in planning
decisions.
2.4 The NPPF is clear that there are three dimensions to sustainable development, one of which is
an economic dimension. This gives rise to the need for the planning system to perform a
number of roles, including an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and
competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right
places and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying and
coordinating development requirements, including the provision of infrastructure.
2.5 One of the 12 core principles of the NPPF is that planning should ‘proactively drive and support
sustainable economic development to deliver the homes, business and industrial units,
infrastructure and thriving local places that the country needs. Every effort should be made
objectively to identify and then meet the housing, business and other development needs of an
area, and respond positively to wider opportunities for growth. Plans should take account of
market signals, such as land prices and housing affordability, and set out a clear strategy for
allocating sufficient land which is suitable for development in their area, taking account of the
needs of the residential and business communities’.
2.6 The NPPF contains a chapter titled ‘Building a strong competitive economy’. In summary the
policies in this chapter seek to:
 Ensure that the planning system supports sustainable economic growth, operating to
encourage and not act as an impediment to sustainable growth. Local Planning Authorities
(LPAs) should have a vision and strategy to achieve this;
 Ensure that LPAs plan proactively to support and help meet the needs of an economy fit for
the 21st century;
 Ensure that planning policies do not over burden investors in business or seek to protect
allocated employment sites in the long term if there is no reasonable prospect of a site being
used for that purpose;
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 Ensure that LPAs have flexible policies to accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan
and to allow a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances; and
 Facilitate flexible working practices, support existing business sectors, and identify and plan
for emerging sectors where possible.
2.7 This ELR takes account of the above principles – which are left broadly unchanged in the draft
revised NPPF that the Government has recently consulted on.
Planning Practice Guidance
2.8 The National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) provides additional guidance on how LPAs
should carry out housing and economic needs assessments9, and housing and economic land
availability assessments10. This Guidance has been carefully considered in the production of this
ELR.
General Permitted Development Order
2.9 Changes to the General Permitted Development Order (GPDO) occurred on 30th May 2013
when the Government made amendments including the insertion of a new class O into Part 3 of
Schedule 2 (changes of use) for a temporary three year period to allow for changes of use from
buildings within Class B1(a) (offices) to a C3 use (dwellinghouses). This Class requires a number
of qualifying criteria to be met before a developer can make an application to a LPA for a
determination as to whether the prior approval of the authority will be required as to:
 Transport and highways impacts of the development;
 Contamination risks on the site; and
 Flooding risks on the site.
2.10 On 13th October 2015, the Government announced that Class O will be made permanent. In
addition, those who already have permission will have 3 years in which to complete the change
of use. The Government also confirmed that the GPDO will also be amended to allow for the
demolition of office buildings to allow them to be replaced with new buildings for residential
use. In addition, new permitted development rights will enable the change of use of light
industrial buildings and launderettes to new homes.
The Development Plan
2.11 The principles of a plan-led system and a presumption in favour of sustainable development are
established in the NPPF. The NPPF consistently refers to the need for clear policies based on
local community and neighbourhood needs and the need for planning to proactively drive and
support sustainable economic development to deliver homes, business and industrial units
through the local planning process.
2.12 The ELR plays a key role in establishing requirements for locally distinctive policy responses, in
particular relating to the provision of a suitable portfolio of employment land and the creation
of ‘balanced economic markets’.
2.13 The statutory development plan for Corby comprises the following documents:
9

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-and-economic-development-needs-assessments
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-and-economic-land-availability-assessment
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 North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy (JCS) adopted in July 2016; and
 Saved policies from the Corby Borough Council 1997 adopted Local Plan.
Saved Policies from the 1997 adopted Local Plan
2.14 Saved policies from the Corby Borough Local Plan adopted in 199711 retain development plan
status. The Part 2 Local Plan Regulation 18 Consultation which took place during
November/December 2016 asked whether saved policies are still relevant and can be retained
in their current state; whether they need minor amending or whether they need deleting or
replacing.
2.15 The table below sets out the Council’s thoughts on the saved policy that is most relevant to
economy and employment. The final column in the table indicates the following:
 Green (G) – Retain in existing form and incorporate within the Part 2 Local Plan for Corby
Ref
Policy
P10(J) The Corby Sewage Treatment Works is
a 'bad neighbour' and proximity to the
Works, and the potential smell and
associated nuisance, will be a material
consideration in dealing with planning
applications for development within
400m of the boundaries of the Works.

Comments
This is considered a useful policy that
clarifies that the effects of bad
neighbour uses will be a material
consideration in dealing with planning
applications within 400m of that use. It
is suggested that this policy should be
retained and rolled forward into the
Part 2 Local Plan for Corby.

RAG
G

Intensive livestock units may also be
'bad neighbours' and the adverse effect
of such units will be a material
consideration in determining planning
applications within 400m.
2.16 A number of sites are allocated for employment development within the original Local Plan. The
National Framework cautions about retaining such allocations when there is no demand. All
relevant sites will be reviewed as part of the updates to evidence.
North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy
2.17 The JCS was adopted in July 2016 and superseded the North Northamptonshire Core Spatial
Strategy (2008). The JCS is the Part 1 Local Plan for Corby, East Northamptonshire, Kettering and
Wellingborough. It sets out the strategic vision for development in the region. Some policies will
be developed in more detail through the Part 2 Local Plan for Corby for which this ELR is
prepared as part of the supporting evidence base.
2.18 The JCS Vision for Corby sets out that by 2031 Corby will be well placed to offer enterprise areas
that will promote the town as a base for businesses leading the way in high performance
technologies, creative industries and the green economy.

11

http://www.corby.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planning-policy/plan-making/saved-local-planpolicies/corby-borough
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2.19 Relevant to the ELR, the central focus of the JCS is self-reliance by achieving a sustainable
balance between local jobs and workers and a more prosperous and diverse economy. It does
so by:







Matching jobs to the forecast growth in labour force with an additional buffer in the
southern region to reduce further out-commuting;
Ensuring the right amount and type of employment land is available in locations that
balance market demands and infrastructure provision;
Supporting skill enhancement in the local workforce through improved education and
training;
Promoting provision of infrastructure and services to provide a competitive environment;
Promoting regeneration of the town centres as a focus of employment provision; and
Promoting diversification of the rural economy by developing, among other things, rural
economic activities and conversion of existing farm buildings and infrastructure for
employment.

2.20 Policy 22 of the JCS seeks to deliver a net increase of 31,100 jobs up to 2031 in North
Northamptonshire by implementing the above. It also prioritises the enhancement of existing
employment sites and the regeneration of previously developed land.
2.21 Policy 23 sets out the job creation target of 9,700 for Corby up to 2031.
2.22 The policy identifies the Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUEs) as the focus for the provision of
high quality employment in North Northamptonshire, with new office development earmarked
for town centres and areas around the railway stations. Policy 32 allocates West Corby SUE as
suitable for a wide range of employment opportunities. Additionally, four strategic sites are
identified for employment development in Corby, namely Gefco, Geddington Road (committed
strategic site (now developed)), Stanion Lane Plantation (referred to in this report as Midlands
Logistics Park – committed strategic site), Land at Cockerell Road (referred to in this Report as
Manton Park is subject to Policy 34 – proposed strategic site) and Rockingham MRC Enterprise
Area (subject to Policy 27 (part East Northamptonshire – proposed strategic site)). It requires
additional sites to be allocated in Part 2 Local Plans or neighbourhood plans if there is a shortfall
in supply of deliverable sites to meet the job targets.
2.23 Policy 24 contains the development management principles and criteria for determining
applications for logistics, including large scale strategic distribution.
2.24 These include the provision of a proportion of floorspace in the form of smaller employment
units in large developments of 9,300sq m and above; the need for good access to the strategic
road network, with priority given to the development of freight consolidation centres and sites
which can be served by rail freight and operate inter-modal terminals; good access to local
workforce through public transport, walking and cycling; locations which allow 24 hour
operations with minimal environmental, community and landscape impact etc.
2.25 Policy 25 seeks to diversify the rural economy by, among other things, supporting the re-use of
rural buildings for a mix of uses, including small scale business, tourism activities, tourist
accommodation, and live/work units.
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Other Policy Drivers
2.26 Besides the statutory development plan and emerging documents to support the Part 2 Local
Plan for Corby, there are a number of other policy plans and projects that will influence demand
for employment land within Corby.
2.27 The next section summarises a selection of a few economic policy documents and other reports
most relevant to the demand and supply of employment land within Corby Borough.
Northamptonshire Workspaces Assessment Study (2014)
2.28 The Northamptonshire Workspaces Assessment Study12 was commissioned by the former
Northamptonshire Enterprise Partnership (NEP) to explore the market scenario for B1, B2 and
B8 uses across the county.
2.29 NEP supported the creation of better quality, private sector jobs for the county by seeking to
attract investment in four key sectors, building on the strengths of the local economy: high
performance technologies; logistics; food and drink; and creative and cultural industries.
2.30 The report, produced by Aspinall Verdi, establishes the demand and supply issues surrounding
commercial property. It identifies key issues, constraints and opportunities that are pertinent to
the demand and supply of employment land in Corby:
Key Opportunities
 Corby has experienced strong population growth between 2001 and 2011 (+8,100),
particularly those of a working age. There has also been a significant rise in the proportion of
the working age population which are economically active;
 Between 2001 and 2011, the resident population has seen enormous improvements in
qualification levels;
 A net increase in jobs is forecast up to 2031. Key growth sectors are likely to be in
professional and business services;
 High Performance Technology is also a key opportunity sector linked to Rockingham Motor
Racing Circuit; and
 There have been a number of significant planning consents linked to the logistics sector.
Key Issues
 Despite rapid improvements in the qualification levels in Corby between 2001 and 2011, the
population remains under qualified;
 Reflecting this, resident and workplace earnings are significantly below regional and national
averages;
 Business start-up rates in Corby are below national averages; and
 General manufacturing is expected to experience a loss up to 2031.
2.31 The report also contains a property market analysis for the region. This section of the report has
now been updated and fine grained to focus on Corby. The updated commercial property
market assessment informs, and is part of, this ELR. The full report is at Appendix 1.

12

http://www.northamptonshireep.co.uk/partner-resources/
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Corby Economic Development Strategy 2015-2020
2.32 Corby’s Economic Development Strategy13 was approved by the Council in July 2015 and
subsequently updated in June 2016.
2.33 The aim of the Economic Development Strategy is to guide the activities of all agencies involved
in economic development in Corby, by indicating not only what the Council intends to do but
also the totality of need and action. The Economic Development Strategy sits alongside the
Council’s Corporate Plan14 and the North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy 2011-203115
(and will also sit alongside the Part 2 Local Plan for Corby which is currently planned for
adoption in December 2019).
2.34 The Strategy makes the following observations about Corby which are relevant to the ELR:
 Corby is one of the best connected towns in the Country, making it a superb location for
business;
 Corby has one of the fastest growing populations in the Country, providing a significant
workforce;
 Corby has a good reputation for business, especially in distribution and manufacturing
(including food);
 The local economy is developing well, but growth in employment has not kept pace with
housing growth; and
 The Town Centre has seen £500m of investment in the last ten years, including The Cube,
Railway Station and extensive public realm improvements which have transformed the Town
Centre. Investment continues with the cinema development (now operational).
2.35 The Strategy goes on to note that there is still more to do. For example, improving the
connection between the Town Centre and the Railway Station remains a key Council objective.
Measures to be promoted by the Council and its partners to make the Economic Development
Strategy a reality include:
 Securing new grant regimes to provide support for start ups and for existing companies to
expand, including through capital investment;
 Allowing for limited holidays from rates for a selected number of inward investment projects
which create quality new jobs in Corby;
 Helping to unlock land and ‘kick start’ opportunities for development;
 Supporting and promoting Corby as a location for specific employment uses, such as high
performance and motorsport engineering at Rockingham Motor Racing Circuit;
 Helping to bring derelict and unused properties back into use, through a tax allowance of
100% for expenditure on converting or renovating unused business premises, in the Assisted
Area of Corby until 2017;
 Lobbying for a minimum train service at Corby Station; for all opportunities to capitalise on
planned improvements of the Midland Main Line; and measures to increase the use of the
County’s rail network for freight;

13

http://www.corby.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Draft%20Eco%20Dev%20Strategy%20150115%20%282%29%20%
282%29.pdf
14
http://www.corby.gov.uk/home/council/council-democracy/corporate-plan-2015-2020
15
http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/docs/Joint%20Core%20Strategy%2020112031%20High%20Res%20version%20for%20website.pdf
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 Efforts to extend superfast broadband coverage in the County;
 Applying for funding under the Community Led Local Development (CCLD) scheme which will
focus on groups that require more support to access the labour market;
 Consideration to extending the range of courses locally, including at degree level, geared to
the needs of the population and local employers;
 Continuing support for the Leader Rural Local Action Group;
 Providing support and action to increase awareness of and understand the role of regulatory
services; and
 Use procurement to encourage contractors to create apprenticeships.
2.36 Corby Borough Council intends to prepare an Action Plan which will go into more detail on
projects, timings, costings and responsibilities.
South East Midlands Strategic Economic Plan (2017)
2.37 The South East Midlands’ Strategic Economic Plan – prepared by the South East Midlands Local
Enterprise Partnership (SEMLEP) sets out strategic investments and future actions needed to
grow our economy to its full potential for the future prosperity of communities in the South
East Midlands (which covers 14 local authority areas including Corby). The Plan16 sets out seven
priorities to be delivered in partnership with organisations from across the public, private and
education sectors:
 Growing Business
o To use our strengths in High-Performance Technology, including Next Generation
Transport, to deliver commercialisation of innovation, driving growth within the
Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Oxford Growth Corridor.
o To deliver increased levels of private sector investment, including Foreign Direct
Investment into the area, and grow jobs by 10% by 2025.
o To deliver greater trading activity between companies in our area and elsewhere, with a
special emphasis on emerging global markets, but also working to retain good European
links.
 Growing Places
o To deliver sufficient new homes – with 130,000 planned in the decade to 2025/26 – to
meet the needs of our growing population, with an emphasis on accelerating the
completion of units with planning consent.
o To deliver the infrastructure needed to achieve our full growth potential, including EastWest Rail and the Expressway, and much-improved Broadband and wireless connections.
 Growing People
o To deliver an integrated and employer-led approach to skills attainment to ensure that
our population is aware of, and has the attributes and competencies required for a
modern competitive economy. This will comprise all pathways including delivery of
170,000 apprenticeships in the decade to 2025/26 and opportunities for up-skilling, reskilling and re-engagement.
 Cross-Cutting
o To ensure that this growth is undertaken in a manner that promotes social inclusion,
equality and environmental sustainability.
Corby Employment Land and Buildings Study (2005)
2.38 Roger Tym & Partners (RTP) together with Innes England were commissioned to prepare an
16

http://www.semlep.com/modules/downloads/download.php?file_name=742
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Employment Land & Buildings Study (ELBS) of Corby’s urban area. The purpose of the ELBS was
to assess the future demand for employment space, compare it with existing supply to see
whether there was a surplus or deficit of different types of employment land (broadly offices/
B1, general industry/ B2, distribution/ B8) and make recommendations accordingly. The ELBS
was complemented by an Urban Housing Capacity Study, also undertaken by RTP and Innes
England around the same time. Together these reports assisted the Council in the preparation
of its Local Development Framework. The recommendations of the ELBS were incorporated as
issues and options for consultation as part of the Corby Site Specific Proposals LDD.
2.39 Below is a brief summary of some of the key conclusions from the ELBS:
• A key objective of employment land policy should be to maximise the number of jobs in
Corby;
• Corby will need continuing inward investment yet the local economy is vulnerable to global
competition;
• Key target sectors for Corby include manufacturing firms and activities least vulnerable to
global competition (e.g. food & drink; smaller firms) and strategic distribution;
• Corby should also target higher value employment by providing attractive office/ B1 sites;
• The provision of land for general industry is currently in oversupply for the plan period, while
there is a shortfall of land for strategic distribution. However a significant number of
allocated sites are heavily constrained, particularly for general industry;
• On qualitative rather than quantitative grounds it is recommended that a new site of 40ha is
allocated, half for general industry and half for strategic distribution. It is proposed that the
optimum location would be at or near the Stanion Plantation;
• Provision should include a freehold offer;
• Strategic distribution should be rail-based;
• It is noted that surplus and under-used land at Corus (later Tata) would quantitatively meet
all Corby’s foreseeable employment land requirements. However the whole site is currently
operational and it would take considerable public and private sector investment and time to
bring this forward. The need to do this is an issue for the LDF;
• The economic regeneration of Corby will not be accomplished by employment land provision
alone. Important conditions include: a more attractive environment / better amenities
especially in the Town Centre / higher quality new housing / enhanced training and
education / “place-marketing” to build a better image for Corby; and
• The re-opening of a passenger rail service would significantly improve Corby’s potential as an
office location (passenger services recommenced at Corby in 2009).
The Northamptonshire Strategic Employment Land Assessment (SELA) (2009)
2.40 This study17 provides an evidence base at a strategic level to assist in informing planning and
economic development policy in Northamptonshire. A central purpose of the document is to
identify potential key B-use employment sites that have a reasonable prospect of being
developable and deliverable subject to overcoming relevant physical and planning policy
constraints and being tested through the planning system. Sites put forward by public sector
partners, private sector developers and landowners were assessed against a range of criteria
including planning constraints; ownership and site assembly issues; potential delays whilst
awaiting delivery of other sites or wider schemes; and local and strategic infrastructure issues.
This information was then used to give each site a score for the following broad categories:

17
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• Likelihood of site coming forward for employment development up to 2031. A score (out of
5, with 5 being the highest) was derived by looking at the current and potential future
market demand for employment uses on each site; current constraints and their severity;
and the existence of other sites which may be better suited to come forward for
employment uses beforehand. Whilst a site might be relatively unconstrained, the likelihood
of it coming forward may not be as high as 5 because the market demand for the site in its
current format may be relatively low or because the owner may not have wished to push
forward the site for employment development at the time that the SELA was undertaken.
 Sustainability Score. A high score was given to a site located within the central area of a key
settlement (of at least a rural service centre or above) or if the site was on the edge of a key
settlement but within 15 minutes walk of a railway station. If the site was located on the
edge of a key settlement, or had access to reasonably frequent bus links, the site was given a
medium sustainability score. Sites essentially outside of a key settlement, with no access to
public transport links, were given a low sustainability score. The scores were adjusted
upwards if development could take place on a largely brownfield location or downwards if
the site was largely greenfield. The score was also adjusted upwards if the site had the
potential to link into the national rail network for freight distribution.
• Commercial Suitability Score. A score (high, fair or low) for each site was derived using an
analysis of its location, its links to the wider highway network, the general site environment,
access for HGVs, the existence of any proposals for the site, other developer interest and the
likely potential demand for future employment uses.
• Overall Quality. This is a composite score of the commercial suitability and sustainability
scores. Sites identified as high quality were either highly sustainable and at least fairly
suitable from a market perspective or fairly sustainable and highly suitable from a market
perspective. Fair quality sites scored fairly in at least either the sustainability or market
perspective scores, whilst poor quality sites usually achieved a ‘poor’ score in both
categories.
2.41 The SELA concluded that several sites could be of regional importance and should merit
particular attention when considering future allocations. This list included:
 Land at Stanion Plantation, Corby. This site could provide a strategic distribution location
with good inter-modal road/rail transfer at the adjacent Eurohub; and
 Rockingham, Corby/East Northamptonshire. This site could provide a high performance
engineering and motor sport cluster in conjunction with development at Silverstone and
Brixworth in South Northamptonshire.
2.42 The SELA also identified Cockerell Road and Corby Central Business Park as worthy of further
investigation.
Sustainability Appraisal (SA) of the Proposed Site Specific Allocations DPD (2009)
2.43 An assessment of housing and employment sites in Corby was included at appendices I
(housing) and J (employment) of the SA18.
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2.44 In respect of employment sites, the SA19 sought to expand on the findings of the SELA and
identify sites in sustainable locations. The SA included 31 possible employment sites of which 12
were discounted. The majority of the sites, however, are not referred to either because they are
not of a strategic size; they form part of the larger Rockingham MRC development area; or they
were already committed. Of the sites included in the short list, the following are described in
the SA as having some potential: Cockerell Road; Corby Central Business Park; Corby West and
several sites included within the proposed Rockingham MRC development area. The appraisal
indicated that the following sites on the short list should be discounted: Land at Geddington;
and Gretton Brook Road. In addition, the document incorporates a further SA for Corby West
(see page 572 of the SA).
Assessment of Potential Employment Sites (2010)
2.45 The authors of the SA noted a number of information gaps in the site appraisal data, notably in
relation to the impact of development on biodiversity, the visual landscape and heritage; and
the need to assess the ease of utility provision. The proximity of development to areas suffering
from high levels of deprivation and the capacity of key services to cope with the level of
development were also recommended as additional indicators that should be included in the
assessment. The ‘Assessment of Potential Employment Sites’20 paper was therefore prepared by
the Borough Council in order to assess the visual, heritage and biodiversity impact of the
employment sites in the SA.
Background Paper on Strategic Housing and Employment Sites (2015)
2.46 The Background Paper on Strategic Housing and Employment Sites21 was prepared to support
the JCS. It describes the methodology used to identify and assess strategic sites for possible
inclusion in the JCS and the evidence and justification for the allocation or non-allocation of
sites.
2.47 In the Background Paper, the size threshold for employment land is 5ha or more.
2.48 The Paper proposes that West Corby (mixed use), Land at Cockerell Road (employment use) and
Rockingham Enterprise Area (within Corby and East Northamptonshire)(employment use) be
allocated for strategic employment use in the Joint Core Strategy.
2.49 Strategic sites considered but not allocated within Corby Borough were Brookfield Plantation
(employment use), Extension to Weldon Park (residential use), Land at Geddington Road
(employment use), Land at New Grange Farm (residential use), Land to the West of Uppingham
Road (residential use) and Land to the North of Corby West (residential use with some
employment).
Socio-Economic Analysis
2.50 Setting out the prevailing socio-economic conditions provides the context within which the
objectives of the plan can be delivered. The socio-economic context shapes employment land
demand and supply factors in the area.
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http://www.corby.gov.uk/sites/corby.gov.uk/files/Assessment%20of%20Potential%20Employment%20Sites%
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https://www.corby.gov.uk/ldf-background-documents-employment-and-economy
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http://nnjpu.org.uk/docs/Final%20updated%20Background%20Paper%20Jan%202015.pdf
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2.51 A detailed Local Economic Assessment for the whole of Northamptonshire was undertaken in
January 2014 by Oxford Economics22. The former Northamptonshire Enterprise Partnership
(NEP) and it partners also updated the Local Economic Assessment for Northamptonshire23. This
ELR should be read in conjunction with these documents.
2.52 The economic data has informed the objective assessment of housing and economic need and
the economic strategy coming through the JCS.
2.53 In this ELR, it suffices to highlight some of the key issues arising from this evidence which are
relevant to the demand and supply of employment land in Corby. These are summarised in
Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Summary of key socio-economic issues in Corby

Labour market

Land, buildings and
infrastructure

Strengths/Opportunities

Weaknesses/Threats

 Corby has a good reputation for business,
especially in distribution and manufacturing
(including food).
 World recognised brand names in the Borough
including Weetabix, Tata Steel, Avon and RS
Components.
 Births of enterprises are outpacing deaths and a
higher proportion of Corby businesses are still
trading after 4 and 5 years compared to England.
 Corby is one of the best connected towns in the
Country, making it a superb location for business.
 A range of priorities to enhance rail provision
within North Northamptonshire includes the
electrification of the Midland Main Line which is
due to be completed from Bedford to Corby by
December 2019 and northward from Kettering to
Leicester by 2023.
 The Town Centre has seen £500M of investment in
the last ten years, including The Cube, cinema,
swimming pool, railway station and extensive
public realm improvements which have
transformed the Town Centre. There is still more
to do. Improving the connection between the
Town Centre and The Railway Station remains a
key Council objective.
 Average house prices across Corby remain much
lower than the regional and national averages.
 Increase in housing delivery rates at strategic sites
(e.g. 273 new homes at Priors Hall in 2017/18).

 The majority of enterprises do not continue to
trade in the medium to long term.
 An over reliance on the manufacturing sector to
provide local jobs has left the economy vulnerable.
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 Developers are failing to bring forward committed
employment sites.
 Increased congestion will reduce accessibility
unless measures are taken to alter travel patterns
and modal choices.
 Access issues and pressure on key local services
will increase as Corby’s growth strategy is
implemented unless new provision can be secured
through developer contributions.
 Coverage of superfast broadband in Corby is
patchy at the moment which puts some businesses
at a disadvantage.

People and community

 Corby has one of the fastest growing populations
in the Country, providing a significant workforce.
 Long term unemployment within the Borough is
favourable compared to the average for England.
 Tresham College is the main provider of further
education in Corby, both full and part time,
including many courses of relevance to the local
workforce and employers.

Environment

 Electric Corby – supporting the move to a lower
carbon, sustainable economy and aiming to
establish the area as a UK leader in energy
efficient homes and low carbon transport.
 Air quality in Corby and the wider North
Northamptonshire area is generally regarded as
being good.
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 The Local Economy is developing well, but growth
in employment has not kept pace with housing
growth.
 The proportion of unemployed claimants is slightly
higher than the regional average but broadly
similar to the national average (August 2016).
 Full time workers in Corby are paid less than
regional and national averages.
 Attainment levels of 5 GCSEs or above are
significantly lower than the regional and national
averages.
 A number of health issues are prevalent in the
Borough and life expectancy is 10.4 years lower for
men and 6.2 years lower for women.
 Corby ranked 321 overall out of 324 local
authorities in the 2017 Social Mobility Index (ranks
prospects of disadvantaged young people growing
up using 16 indicators).
 The Borough and County as a whole have limited
biodiversity value.
 Development pressure within Corby could degrade
existing biodiversity assets unless carefully
managed.
 Corby has some of the highest per capita
consumption levels of fossil fuels in the country.

The Commercial Property Market
2.54 As part of the baseline work to inform the ELR, the Council commissioned consultants Peter
Brett Associates in association with Aspinall Verdi to undertake a point-in-time property market
review, focusing on the main commercial sectors within classes B1, B2 and B8. The property
review is in two parts. The first part considers the market in general, to gauge the likely
effective demand for new floorspace, and hence for development land. The second part
provides a market-facing assessment of existing and potential employment sites, for input into
the site-specific recommendations in the main report.
2.55 The report builds upon the Northamptonshire Workplace Assessment, but focusing on Corby. It
is informed by a range of information, including site visits, the commercial databases Estates
Gazette Interactive and CoStar (Focus) and extensive consultations with property agents and
business occupiers.
2.56 The property market review is at Appendix 1 to this report. The sections below reproduce its
summary and conclusions.
Offices
2.57 With the forecast growth to the population and improved transport links, Corby may become a
more attractive office location - but this needs to be considered as part of a longer-term
strategy. Currently office rents are too low and occupier demand too weak to make
development viable, meaning that in the short to medium term public sector intervention
and/or cross-subsidies with higher value uses is required to bring forward new office space.
With a supply side stimulus, this may over the medium-term increase rents. But rents would
have to double from current levels to make development viable. This makes new build
development without public sector support or higher value uses cross-subsidising very
challenging.
2.58 For the short to medium term, therefore, the focus will be on refurbishment of existing stock
rather than new development. This provides the most cost-effective way to bring more modern
space into the market.
2.59 In the longer term, new build office development is only likely to work as part of a town centre
scheme, on a site close to the railway station or as part of the Western SUE. Such sites will need
to provide sufficient levels of on-site car parking to capture demand. Even so, it cannot be
guaranteed that office development will come forward as part of mixed-use schemes: agents
comment that as part of the Parkland Gateway site a mixed-use solution was considered, but in
the current market the developer could not make it viable.
General industrial
2.60 Market signals in Corby are such that that general industrial development is currently not viable
in the Borough, and is only being brought forward in special circumstances.
2.61 Corby has the potential to have a competitive advantage over neighbouring centres, by offering
lower rents / prices and freehold opportunities. A big challenge for development in the Borough
in recent years has been getting finance to build speculatively. The special circumstances of
CWC Group bringing forward Centrix Park on a speculative basis, using their own funds, will
hopefully be the turning point the market needs. Centrix Park will offer an opportunity to locate
in Corby to footloose businesses that seek a new building for immediate occupation. It will
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hopefully act as the market stimulus, providing lenders with confidence that Corby is a viable
location – whether they are lending to developers or occupiers.
2.62 Should Centrix Park not act as the stimulus required, over the longer term the ageing of the
existing stock, built at the time of the Enterprise Zone, will be a concern. It may require public
sector intervention to help regenerate these areas.
2.63 Given the current uncertainty in the market and the availability of sites both for immediate
occupation (Centrix Park, Manton Park and Genner Park) and longer term occupation (car
storage sites at Geddington Road and Willowbrook North), there is no market rationale to
support the release of new sites for general industrial development.
Strategic distribution
2.64 As with general industrial, market signals are such that strategic distribution development is
currently not viable in the Borough. Corby’s competitive advantage is the ability to provide very
large units of over a million sq ft, making it one of a very few competing locations in the country
or the region that could capture such demand from retailers. In addition, the availability of
freehold is an advantage.
2.65 Midlands Logistics Park will be a test, as it will show if Corby can capture demand for very largescale requirements. However, the market for such units has cooled. If Mulberry Developments
were able to deliver smaller strategic units (e.g. circa 150,000 sq ft) on a speculative basis, this
may capture footloose requirements. But this solution is clearly challenging given current levels
of viability in Corby. Should Midlands Logistics Park be successful, those sites currently being
used for car storage (e.g. Geddington Road and Willowbrook North) could be well placed to
capture future demand; but this will be dependent on the success of the general industrial
market, which could compete for parts of these sites.
2.66 Given current market uncertainties, there is no market rationale to allocate additional sites for
this type of development.
Market evidence and the Core Strategy
2.67 It will be helpful at this stage to reflect on the relationship between the market analysis above
and the JCS. As discussed later in Chapter 3, the job targets in the JCS imply a demand for
additional employment land, over the plan period 2011-2031, of approximately 112 ha.
2.68 However, in the short term the market analysis shows that delivering the requirements of the
JCS will be challenging. The JCS says that there will be demand for large amounts of B-class
development, and the market analysis suggests that such development is generally unviable.
The recommendations in this report must be in line with the numbers in the JCS, as an adopted
plan, which has been found sound.
2.69 The point of the market analysis is not to challenge the JCS’s employment land policy, but to
show that to deliver them will require a very substantial uplift in demand. A range of factors
should contribute to this improvement. Firstly, the market may already be at a turning point,
due to the recent transactions and commitments discussed earlier in this chapter. Secondly, in
line with the site-specific recommendations, Corby in future should offer a better portfolio of
development opportunities, combing a reduced quantity of land with better quality. Thirdly,
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Corby as a growth town will see large-scale population growth, together with physical and social
improvements, that should make it more attractive as a business location.
2.70 Despite these positive signs, the market analysis suggests that to deliver the JCS targets in
relation to job growth and B-class development will be challenging. There is scope for the public
sector to intervene proactively to bring forward development. The main opportunity is on the
strategic allocation at Rockingham MRC Enterprise Area, where there is a large cluster of
development sites (ELR11a-11i, see map at Appendix 4 below) partly in Council ownership.
Successful development will need a strategy that brings together the different landowners, an
agreed masterplan, and spending on land reclamation and infrastructure to make land ready for
development. There may also be scope for intervention at the Tata Steel land (ELR32) and Boyle
Road and Curver Way (ELR28), also owned by Tata Steel.
2.71 As we have seen, industrial development in Corby is discouraged by poor investor confidence.
One specific obstacle is lack of comparables evidence, to show what rents and values are
achievable once good-quality new space is brought to the market. In this way, underinvestment breeds more under-investment. New development supported by public sector
intervention can break this vicious circle.
Commercial Property Business Requirements - Business Survey 2013
2.72 The NPPG states that when undertaking assessments of future need and land availability, Local
Planning Authorities should understand business needs to establish their current and potential
future requirements.
2.73 In 2013 Corby Borough was part of a consortium with 5 other Local Authorities in the South East
Midlands (South East Midlands Local Enterprise Partnership (SEMLEP)) area to commission
Public Perspectives Ltd. to undertake a business survey. The primary objective of the survey was
to provide an indication of the perceptions of local businesses and an opportunity to compare
results and provide intelligence at a SEMLEP wide level. The participating authorities were
Central Bedfordshire, Cherwell District Council, Corby Borough Council, Kettering Borough
Council, Northampton Borough Council and South Northamptonshire Borough Council.
2.74 The survey which was completed in June 2013 is available on Corby Borough Council’s
website24.
Methodology
2.75 The research combined telephone and on-line surveys of businesses in each of the participating
authorities. A total of 932 interviews were conducted, including a survey of one hundred local
businesses representative of the demographic profile of businesses in Corby Borough. A
questionnaire was developed in conjunction with the participating Local Authorities to capture
information to answer the aims and objectives of the survey. The questionnaire contained
common questions to allow for comparison across the participating Local Authorities.
2.76 The survey was conducted over a period between 8th April and 7th June 2013.

24

http://www.corby.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Corby%20Business%20Survey%202013%20Report%20%20Finalwappendices.pdf
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Selected Key Findings
Quality of local area for business
2.77 Overall, across the full SEMLEP sample, the majority of businesses (62%) said that their location
was a good place to do business. Within Corby, the same majority (62%) rated their location as
a good place to do business.
2.78 Travel aspects were the most positively cited aspects of the SEMLEP area as a business location.
Key aspects that were rated as good in Corby included the strategic road network, good quality
schools and colleges, the rail network and ease of transportation of freight. Interestingly, the
proportion of businesses across the SEMLEP area that cited support on planning permissions as
poor was high (37%) compared to Corby (34%).
2.79 Over a quarter of businesses, across the SEMLEP area, agreed that the area was improving as a
business location (28%). The highest level of agreement was from businesses in Corby (40%
agreed the area was improving).
Business performance and growth
2.80 The majority of businesses within Corby experienced improved or stable performance over the
past 12 months (83%). This was marginally more positive than the overall rate, across the full
SEMLEP sample (80%).
2.81 The survey highlighted the optimism in Corby, with more businesses expecting business to
improve in the next 12 months than within any other Local Authority area (61% in Corby
compared to 55% across the SEMLEP area).
2.82 Consistent across all Local Authorities, the general economic climate was cited as the main
constraint on business growth. Other commonly cited constraints across the SEMLEP area
included access to finance, attracting or retaining customers and cash flow.
Key Issues for Consideration
2.83 By way of conclusion, the consultants identified a number of key issues for consideration,
including:
2.84 A strong strategic transport network, good schools and attractive surroundings are positives
which should be promoted as part of inward investment activity – the survey highlighted the
travel aspects that are positively rated by local businesses. These could be marketed as
potential pulls to attract new business to the area.
2.85 Address key aspects, business constraints and areas for future support identified by local
businesses as issues for improvement that SEMLEP and Local Authorities can influence – the
survey identified a number of issues about the area, business constraints and areas for support
that businesses consider need improvement. Many of these cannot be influenced by SEMLEP
and Local Authorities, but some can. For example, some of the lowest ratings for the availability
and quality of key business aspects for Corby were for local support available to businesses,
good value rent and rates, affordable housing, skilled staff and the availability of local premises.
Whilst SEMLEP and Corby Borough Council cannot make immediate impact on these, there is
opportunity to have some strategic medium to long term influence.
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3

Predicting Demand for Employment Land

3.1 The NPPF requires Local Planning Authorities to proactively identify need for land and
floorspace for economic development uses, including both the quantitative (number of
units/amount of floorspace) and qualitative (footprint of economic activities and proximity for
infrastructure) needs for all types of economic activity over the plan period. The key output of
the exercise is an estimate of the scale of future needs, broken down by economic factors.
3.2 This section summarises the B class employment space requirements for the plan period up to
2031 as set out in the JCS. These figures were produced by the North Northamptonshire Joint
Planning Unit (JPU) to underpin work on the JCS and were subject to scrutiny through the
examination of the JCS. The ELR therefore takes the figures as given.
Methodology for assessing economic development needs
3.3 The NPPG sets out the methodology for assessing economic development needs. The needs
assessment should be based on relevant economic functional areas, which can be defined by
considering many factors including travel-to-work areas, transport networks, extent of Local
Enterprise Partnerships, flows of goods, services and information within the local economy and
the relevant administrative areas.
3.4 The local authorities should first assess the current situation in relation to economic uses,
including an analysis of the rent pattern of employment land supply, data from market
intelligence, market signals like changes in rental values, locational and premises requirements
of particular businesses and identification of oversupply and evidence of market failure.
3.5 To forecast the quantitative and qualitative need, local authorities should consider three
methods:
 Labour demand – sectoral and employment forecasts and projections;
 Labour supply techniques – demographically derived assessments of future employment
needs; and
 Historic employment land take-up – based on past take-up trends and/or future property
market requirements.
3.6 The employment forecasts should be translated into land requirements having regard to four
key relationships:
 Standard industrial classification sectors to use classes;
 Standard industrial classification sectors to type of property;
 Employment to floorspace (employment density); and
 Floorspace to site area.
Job targets for North Northamptonshire
3.7 The Employment Background Papers (201225 and 201526) prepared by the JPU set out the
approach to developing job targets for Corby, East Northamptonshire, Kettering and
Wellingborough as part of the evidence base for the JCS. The approach follows the guidance set
out in the NPPG.

25
26

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/publications/docdetail.asp?docid=1253
http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/docs/Employment%20Background%20paper%20Jan%202015.pdf
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3.8 The target for North Northamptonshire as set out in Policy 22 of the JCS is 31,100 jobs for the
period up to 2031. These jobs are split between the four local authorities in Policy 23 of the JCS
as follows:
Table 3.1: Job creation targets for North Northamptonshire (2011-2031)
Net job growth
Corby
9,700
East Northamptonshire
7,200
Kettering
8,100
Wellingborough
6,100
North Northamptonshire Total 31,100
3.9 The 2015 Background Paper suggests that in Corby 6,305 jobs (65%) will be provided within the
B use class. The remainder of 3,395 (35%) relates to employment across ‘non B jobs’, including
retail, leisure, professional and public services.
3.10 The job targets are fewer than the forecast increase in the Borough labour force in the
Cambridge Centre for Housing & Planning Research (CCHPR27) ‘Assessing the Housing
Requirements of North Northamptonshire’ (December 2013) of 14,500 to reflect a realistic but
still testing target given past performance.
3.11 These targets should not constrain growth if additional employment opportunities come
forward in line with the policies in the JCS. However, the B use target of 6,305 jobs is the one
against which the quantity and quality of existing and committed employment sites will be
reviewed in this ELR.
3.12 The target is not split into indicative sectoral targets in Policy 23 of the JCS to allow for flexibility
between different B class uses.
3.13 Flexibility to respond to market signals is a key requirement of the NPPF. The majority of
employment land supply in the Borough is committed or allocated and in some cases indicative
sectoral splits will be identified in master plans. Policy 23 of the JCS seeks to deliver the mix and
scale of employment uses identified in the approved masterplans with sufficient in-built
flexibility provided for in Policy 22 in respect of proposals for revised mix/scale. For this reason,
and having regard to the supply of committed sites as identified in Chapter 4, it will not be
necessary to set sectoral targets. However, the local authority should provide sufficient buffer
to allow for any unforeseen changes in mix.
3.14 The quantitative estimates and sectoral splits should not be applied in a rigid or prescriptive
manner because economic conditions prevailing at a certain point in time dictate the demand
and supply conditions over the plan period. For monitoring purposes only, the local authority
can use a proxy for the sectoral splits. One way would be to use the 2012 Background
Employment Paper sectoral targets which were based on three different growth scenarios28 at
district levels.
3.15 The paper presented different growth scenarios for each B use sector. The B use employment
targets have been updated in the 2015 background paper to a total of 6,305 jobs, which is very
27

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/docs/131219%20Final%20Report%20for%20NNJPU%20Version%201.0%20.pdf
Scenario a – Growth pattern based on 2008 sectoral proportions
Scenario b – Growth pattern according to sectoral growth between 1998-2008
Scenario c – Forecast regional growth rates by sector
28
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similar to the 6,325 jobs for Corby based on the average of scenarios a and b as recommended
at paragraph 33 of the 2012 Background Paper. By way of comparison the three growth
scenarios are presented below. For demonstration purposes only, the economic land supply will
be measured against the average of scenarios a and b. The three growth scenarios from 2012
are presented below:
Table 3.2: Sectorial job split taken from the 2012 Background Paper
Corby
Scenario a
Scenario b
Scenario c
Average
scenario a+b
B1
1,045
0
3,357
523
B2
2,695
0
-1,636
1,348
B8
3,117
5,792
3,967
4,455
Total B jobs
6,857
5,792
5,688
6,325
Total non B
2,041
3,106
3,210
2,574
jobs
Total
8,898
8,898
8,898
8,898
Translating job targets into land requirements
3.16 To determine development capacity of sites, the formula in the technical note29 developed by
the JPU to translate job targets identified in the JCS into employment land requirements can be
used. The note makes the following assumptions about job to floorspace ratios for different
types of B-uses:
 B1 (offices)= 1 job/18 square metres;
 B2 (manufacturing)=1 job/35 square metres; and
 B8 (warehousing and distribution)=1 job/88 square metres.
3.17 Using this formula, the estimated number of jobs are converted to gross floorspace
requirements which are in turn converted into land requirements, assuming a 40% plot ratio
(i.e. 4,000m2 would occupy a 1 hectare site).
3.18 This formula is applied to the indicative splits described above to facilitate monitoring and
ensure that there is a sufficient buffer for each sector. However, these are hypothetical
scenarios. It is difficult to foresee any eventualities in terms of the future performance of the
economy.
3.19 Table 3.3 shows the floorspace and land requirements arising from the identified need using the
preferred growth scenario.
Table 3.3: Floorspace and land requirements based on preferred growth scenario
B1
B2
B8
Total B jobs
523
1,348
4,455
Floorspace requirements
9,414
47,180
392,040
(sqm)30
Land requirements (ha)31
2.35
11.80
98.01

Total
6,325
448,634
112.16

29

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/docs/Turning%20%20Employment%20Numbers%20into%20Land%20Quantities.pdf
30
Multiply jobs by job to floorspace ratios above
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3.20 The preferred growth scenario shows a need for approximately 112 hectares of land for
employment uses for the period up to 2031.
3.21 The key output from the economic needs assessment is an estimate of the scale of future
employment land needs, broken down by type of use. The foregoing discussion sets out the
targets within the JCS. It does not go into the detail of how these numbers were derived but
makes references to the relevant source documents.
3.22 The NPPF requires local authorities to identify and meet the need for future economic
development. Chapter 4 identifies the existing and potential supply of employment land in the
Borough to meet the identified need.

31

Divide floorspace requirements (sqm) by 4,000
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4 Employment Land Supply
4.1 The NPPF requires LPAs to identify and assess a future supply of land which is suitable, available
and achievable for economic development uses over the plan period by:
 Identifying the broad location of sites with potential for development;
 Assessing their development potential; and
 Assessing the likelihood of development coming forward.
4.2 The NPPG states that the assessments should identify all sites to provide an audit of available
land.
4.3 There are a number of sources from which this list can be drawn:
 Existing allocations – JCS/Saved Local Plan;
 Sites with planning permissions (unimplemented or under construction) as at 31st March
2016;
 ‘Call for Sites’ undertaken as part of the Regulation 18 Issues and Options consultation in
November/December 2016;
 Refused /withdrawn applications;
 Council owned land database;
 Public land records;
 Vacant/derelict buildings;
 Additional opportunities – underutilised land/structures;
 Business requirements; and
 Previous evidence base – Proposed Site Specific Allocations DPD for Corby Borough
Sustainability Appraisal Report (2009).
4.4 This section assesses the existing and potential supply of land that could meet or bring forward
new employment floorspace to satisfy the identified need set out in Chapter 3.
Stages for assessment of economic land availability
4.5 The NPPG sets out the guidance for assessing the existing and future supply of land and to
establish its sufficiency and suitability to meet employment needs as required by the NPPF.
Table 4.1 depicts the five stages:
Table 4.1: Stages for assessing economic land supply
Stage
Name
Detail
1
Site/broad location identification Determine assessment area and site size;
desktop review of existing information; call for
sites/broad locations
2
Site/broad location assessment
Estimate development potential; assess
suitability; assess availability and viability
3
Windfall assessment
Determine economic development potential of
windfall sites (where justified)
4
Assessment review
Assessment of development need for economic
development uses32; review assessment and
prepare draft trajectory if enough sites/broad
locations33
32
33

See chapter 3
See chapters 4 & 5. If ‘no’ repeat Stage 2. If ‘yes’ produce evidence base
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5

Final evidence base

Evidence base and monitoring and inform
development plan preparation

4.6 For the purposes of assessing the existing and potential employment land in this chapter, the
sources are conveniently classified and the above methodology is applied to the extent that it is
relevant to that category. The broad classifications are as follows:
 Allocated and potential employment land;
 Opportunities from existing employment areas; and
 Commercial development pipeline.
Allocated and potential employment land
4.7 This category includes existing allocations, refused or withdrawn applications, sites from council
owned database or public land records, those promoted by landowners and businesses, those
identified in previous employment land studies and undeveloped sites within established
industrial areas.
Stage 1: Site/broad location identification
4.8 To ensure that reasonable alternatives have been considered in developing the Part 2 Local Plan
and that the identification of sites is reasonably comprehensive, a long list of sites has been
compiled from a non-exhaustive list of sources identified above.
Site threshold
4.9 In terms of the site threshold, the Council identified sites in accordance with the NPPG which
sets a minimum threshold for sites to be assessed at 0.25ha (or 500m2 of floorspace) and above.
However, it also states that local authorities can consider alternative site size thresholds where
appropriate.
4.10 The Background Paper on Strategic Housing and Employment Sites assesses sites above 5ha in
order to establish a portfolio of sites sufficient to deliver the spatial vision of the JCS. All sites
identified above and below the thresholds will be reviewed in the ELR to present a complete
picture of potential sites in the Borough. However, only sites between 0.25ha and 5ha will be
considered for allocation or de-allocation in the Part 2 Local Plan for Corby.
4.11 Notwithstanding the set minimum threshold, there will be other windfall sites below it
(including commitments) which are essential to the delivery of the plan but not allocated in a
Local Plan.
Determining development potential
4.12 The NPPG sets out that development potential should be guided by the existing or emerging
plan policy including locally determined policies on density. It states that where policy does not
provide a sufficient basis, judgements can be made on the basis of existing development
schemes, adjusted for any site characteristics and physical constraints, for example, floorspace
densities for certain industries.
4.13 Floor area data can also be provided by site promoters through planning applications.
Alternatively, the technical note for translating job numbers into employment requirements
discussed in Chapter 3 can be used where there is no information.
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Allocated and potential sites – the long list
4.14 The long list is included in the schedule of sites at Appendix 2. The schedule identifies the site,
the source from which the site was drawn, the potential capacity of the site by sector
(B1/B2/B8) or mixed use converted to gross hectares.
4.15 The list incorporates sites promoted in response to the call for sites through the Issues and
Options document, in addition to sites from other sources.
4.16 The sites in the long list are not allocated unique reference numbers. Reference numbers are
allocated to sites shortlisted for assessment after the initial sieve stage.
4.17 An initial sieve is undertaken to establish whether the sites in the long list should be subject to
further detailed consideration. The main considerations for discounting sites from further
assessment were:
 Site developed or change of use completed;
 Site has planning permission and under construction; and
 Site below the minimum size threshold.
4.18 Sites discounted at this stage are highlighted in red in the left hand column of Appendix 2. The
last column gives a brief explanation as to why further assessment is considered unnecessary.
Allocated sites or those with planning permission are denoted green and carried forward to be
assessed for availability and achievability. Other sites to be included in the shortlist of potential
sites are colour coded yellow.
Allocated and potential Sites – the shortlist
4.19 All potential sites to be assessed further are subjected to more rigorous assessment, including
technical analysis by the council and input from key stakeholders. The shortlist is included at
Appendix 3 and mapped at Appendix 4.
4.20 The sites on the shortlist are allocated unique reference numbers prefixed ‘ELR’ for ease of
identification.
Stage 2: Site/broad location assessment
4.21 The sites on the shortlist are assessed for their deliverability i.e. suitability, availability and
achievability over the plan period. Table 4.2 summarises the deliverability criteria set out in the
NPPG.
Table 4.2: Site deliverability criteria
Stage
Criteria
1
Suitability

2

Considerations
Compliance with development plan and national
policy
Meeting market industry requirements,
appropriateness and market attractiveness
Site constraints and potential to overcome them,
including physical limitations, potential impacts,
contribution to wider objectives and
environmental/amenity impacts
Ownership constraints

Availability
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3

Achievability

Economic viability – reasonable prospect the land
will be developed at a particular point in time

4.22 The deliverability criteria is applied to the shortlisted sites as follows:
(i)

Suitability

4.23 The sites are assessed for suitability against a range of sustainability criteria that have been
developed by the JPU with the intention that it be used for all local plan documents and
supplementary planning documents across the area (table 4.3). The Sustainability Appraisal (SA)
framework consists of objectives, which were developed in consultation with statutory
consultees and other key stakeholders, and has evolved over the years to that shown in the
table below. The relationship to the SEA Directive is highlighted:
Table 4.3: Sustainability appraisal framework
SA Topic
SA Objective
Accessibility

Housing

Health

Crime

Community

Skills
Liveability

Biodiversity

To improve accessibility and
transport links from
residential areas to key
services, facilities and
employment areas and
enhance access to the
natural environment and
recreation opportunities
Ensure that new housing
provided meets the needs of
the area, provide affordable
and decent housing for all
Improve overall levels of
physical, mental and social
well-being, and reduce
disparities between different
groups and different areas
To improve community
safety, reduce the incidences
of crime and the fear of
crime - a safe place to live
Value and nurture a sense of
belonging in a cohesive
community whilst respecting
diversity
To improve overall levels of
education and skills
To create healthy, clean and
pleasant environments for
people to enjoy living,
working and recreating in
and to protect and enhance
residential amenity
To protect, conserve and
enhance biodiversity,
geodiversity, wildlife habitats
and green infrastructure to
achieve a net gain and to
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SEA Directive
Population

Population
Human Health

Human Health

Population
Human Health

Population

Population
Population
Human Health

Biodiversity
Fauna
Flora

Landscape

Cultural Heritage

Climate Change

Air
Water

Natural Hazard

Soil and Land

Minerals

Energy Use

Waste

Employment

Wealth Creation

Town Centres

avoid habitat fragmentation
To protect and enhance the
quality, character and local
distinctiveness of the natural
and cultural landscape and
the built environment
Protect and enhance sites,
features and areas of
historical, archaeological,
architectural and artistic
interest and their settings
Reduce the emissions of
greenhouse gases and
impact of climate change
(adaptation)
To maintain or improve local
air quality
Maintain or improve the
quality of ground and surface
water resources and
minimise the demand for
water
Reduce the impact of
flooding and avoid additional
risk
Ensure the efficient use of
land and maintain the
resource of productive soil
Ensure the efficient use of
minerals and primary
resources
To mitigate climate change
by minimising carbon based
energy usage by increasing
energy efficiency and to
develop North
Northamptonshire’s
renewable energy resource,
reducing dependency on
non-renewable resources
To reduce waste arisings and
increase reuse, recycling and
composting
Maintain and enhance
employment opportunities
and to reduce the disparities
arising from unequal access
to jobs
Retain and enhance the
factors which are conducive
to wealth creation, including
infrastructure and the local
strengths and qualities that
are attractive to visitors and
investors
Protect and enhance the
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Landscape

Cultural Heritage
Minerals Assets

Climatic Factors

Air
Water

Water

Soil

Mineral Assets

Mineral Assets
Climatic Factors

Material Assets

vitality and viability of town
centres and market towns

4.24 The sustainability assessment criteria and the methodology for applying them are included at
Appendices 5a and 5b. The SA criteria considered relevant to employment are summarised in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Sustainability criteria relevant to employment
Stage
Name
Detail
Suitability
Accessibility to services
Access to public transport and convenience shopping
Health/recreation/safety Impact on sports/recreational facilities and health &
safety
Community
Impact on community facilities
Liveability
Impact on neighbouring land uses, existing
noise/odour etc.
Biodiversity
Impact on biodiversity and protected species
Landscape
Impact on visual landscape, form and character
Cultural heritage
Impact on cultural heritage, on archaeology
Prudent use Water
Impact on water resources
of natural
Natural hazard
Impact on flood risk
resources
Soil and land
Impact on agricultural land, whether or not on PDL,
impact on land stability, land contamination
Minerals
Impact on minerals stock
Physical
Limitations
Physical constraints, ease of utility provision, existing
limitations
uses, vehicular access
4.25 The purpose of assessing each site against the sustainability criteria is to produce a consistent
and comparable assessment which can be used to enable judgement to be made as to which
sites ought to be included in the Part 2 Local Plan. Not all SA criteria are appropriate for site
selection purposes, for example design. These are clearly identified in Appendix 5b.
4.26 A ‘traffic light’ system was used to identify the severity of any constraints and indicate how well
sites perform against sustainability criteria listed in the site assessment sheet. A comparator
colour coding was used to compare the suitability of the sites against criteria as follows:
Table 4.5: Traffic light system for classifying constraints
Assessment
Definition

No constraints identified, development acceptable in principle or
development would have a positive impact
Neutral impact or there may be constraints, but mitigation is
possible

Significant constraints, although mitigation should be possible


Severe constraints where mitigation is unlikely to be possible and
development is probably unacceptable

4.27 The traffic light system is preferred as a numerical scoring system implies that different
indicators are directly comparable and that the scores can simply be added together and best
options chosen on highest scores. Although this can be improved by weighting the criteria, this
compounds the complications with the scoring system. Site assessments are not an exact
science and it will not always be possible to apply objective tests.
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(ii)

Availability

4.28 The NPPG states that for assessing viability, there should be reasonable confidence that, on the
best information available, there are no legal or ownership problems with a particular site. This
often means the land is controlled by a single developer or the land owner is willing to sell.
4.29 To determine availability, the “call for sites” pro-forma included questions on deliverability,
including ownership issues. The pro-forma is included at Appendix 6. In addition, the Issues and
Option document sought views on the deliverability of the sites.
(iii)

Achievability

4.30 Assessing achievability is judging whether there is a reasonable prospect that a development
will occur on the site at a particular point in time. It involves making judgements on the
economic viability of a site and consideration of the delivery record of the developers or
landowners promoting the sites and whether the planning background of the site shows a
history of unimplemented permissions.
4.31 To determine achievability, the pro-forma described above contained questions relevant to
these criteria. In addition, views on the achievability of sites were sought through the
consultation on Issues and Options.
4.32 The North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy Pre-Submission Plan Viability Study Update34
produced by BNP Paribas Real Estate on behalf of the JPU makes broad conclusions about the
viability of commercial development in Corby, having regard to the cumulative impact of the
emerging draft JCS policies at the time the study was undertaken (late 2014/early 2015).
4.33 The report suggests that the viability of speculative B use development in Corby (and the other
three local authority areas in North Northamptonshire) is challenging and the Council needs to
apply policies which add costs very flexibly to allow schemes to come forward.
Commercial assessment: development sites
4.34 The Council commissioned PBA and Aspinall Verdi to provide an assessment of the allocated
and potential development sites (except for a few that were considered too small or obviously
unsuitable), and a separate assessment of existing employment areas. The assessment focuses
on the sites’ suitability and achievability from a market perspective. It is part of the property
market report at Appendix 1.
4.35 To form an opinion about deliverability from a commercial perspective, the consultants
assessed the sites in respect of location, frontage, neighbouring uses, infrastructure
requirements, land assembly and market activity.
4.36 The report makes pertinent recommendations in respect of the commercial prospects of the
sites. The detailed consideration of all sites is contained in the report at Appendix 1 below.

34

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/docs/NNJPU%20Local%20Plan%20ViabilityTesting%20Update%20Report%20FINAL%
2026Jan14.pdf
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Outcome of the site assessments
4.37 The site assessment matrix at Appendix 7 shows the outcome of the assessments. Appendix 8
contains assessments for individual sites.
4.38 The majority of the sites on the short list are within or adjacent to existing industrial estates
(e.g. Phoenix Parkway Industrial Estate, Earlstrees Industrial Estate, Willowbrook Industrial
Estate) or have employment uses already being undertaken on/adjacent to the sites (e.g.
Tripark). Given that the sites within these locations are already within established employment
locations, the current allocations are considered appropriate.
Opportunities from existing industrial estates/premises
4.39 Existing employment areas are an important source of employment floorspace to meet the
identified need. The opportunities come in the form of vacant floorspace, underutilised
sites/premises and opportunities for intensification.
Vacant floorspace
4.40 Vacant floorspace refers to vacant premises which are marketed as available. The commercial
property market review identifies in detail the current availability of industrial premises. Table
4.6 summarises the report’s analysis of vacant floorspace identified at existing employment
areas/premises as at July 2017.
Table 4.6: Corby industrial supply (vacant floorspace) – July 2017
Use
No. of
Sqft
Sqm
%
units
vacant
units
B1 Offices
10
19,118
1,775
3.7
B2 general
34 642,298
59,671
5.6
industrial
B8
0
0
0
0
Total
44 661,416
61,446
4.41 As at July 2017, there was a total availability of 642,298sqft (59,671sqm) across 34 B2 units,
representing a vacancy rate of 5.6%. The greatest supply of units was within the 2,001-5,000
sqft range (9 units), followed by 8 units of between 20,001-50,000sqft, while smaller units up to
2,000sqft were limited, with only 1 unit available. No B8 units were available as of July 2017.
4.42 In the same period, there was a total of 19,118sqft of office space across 10 units, representing
a vacancy rate of 3.7%. The greatest supply was for those between 2,001-5,000sqft (4 units),
followed by 3 units each between 1,001-2,000sqft and up to 1,000sqft. All of the availability was
second-hand stock, with no new space available.
4.43 The supply of office and industrial floorspace as at July 2017 represents efficient frictional
vacancy rates which allow for a reasonable degree of churn in the market. It is excluded from
the supply totals in Chapter 5 below.
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Completed and permitted schemes
4.44 The development pipeline comprises schemes completed since 2016 and schemes with
outstanding planning permissions (the planning pipeline). These schemes make an important
contribution towards meeting the identified need.
4.45 The JPU publishes an Authorities Monitoring Report35 every year to monitor the extent to which
the policies set out in the JCS are being achieved, among other things. From the AMRs and
other planning application data the Council holds, it is possible to estimate total net gains or
losses in B class floorspace.
Completed schemes
4.46 Table 4.7 shows the net gains/losses of employment floorspace between April 2011 and April
2016.
Table 4.7: Total employment floorspace net gains/losses (sqm) – 2011 to 201636
Use
Gains
Loss due to change of use or
Net gain/loss
redevelopment
B1a
379
450
-71
B1b/B2
6,358
8,350
-1,992
B8
7,456
7,185
271
Total
14,193
15,985
-1,792
4.47 The Borough received a net gain of 271sqm of B8 floorspace over the 5 year period. However,
there was a net loss of office and industrial space of 2,063sqm. This was largely due to loss of
office space within the Town Centre and losses of floorspace from existing industrial estates.
Appendix 9 also shows a loss of B1 to residential. Overall there was a total net loss of 1,792sqm
across the Borough over the five year period.
Outstanding commitments
4.48 There are also a number of extant but unimplemented B class planning permissions which
provide a significant supply of employment floorspace to meet identified need. The Council’s
planning records show outstanding net commitments as at 31st March 2016 in Appendix 10.
Table 4.8 shows total employment floorspace to be delivered from outstanding commitments.
Table 4.8: Outstanding net commitments (sqm) – 31st March 2016
Use
Sqm (floorspace)
B1
9,542
B2
73,261
B8
174,629
Mixed use (B1/2/8)
2,848
Total floorspace
260,280

35
36

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/publications/default.asp
The base period of 2011 coincides with the plan period under review
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4.49 There is approximately 260,280sqm of committed employment floorspace across the Borough.
The commitments include one large site Midlands Logistics Park, referenced as ELR31 in this
report.
4.50 There have been some applications since the collation and analysis of the original data,
including Corby West (which is included in potential allocations in table 4.10); subject to a
decision on the applications this may affect the total floorspace from commitments. The data
will be reviewed and updated following the Council’s next monitoring year and prior to presubmission.
Deliverability of commercial pipeline
4.51 The existing commitments should also be assessed for deliverability using the assessment
methodology discussed above.
4.52 The NPPG states that sites with planning permission will generally be considered suitable for
development provided circumstances have not changed which may require that a site is
reassessed for suitability. It is considered that there are no known circumstances that justify an
assessment for suitability.
4.53 In terms of availability and achievability however, the NPPG notes that the existence of planning
permission does not necessarily mean the site is available. Assessing achievability is a matter of
judgement based on viability, delivery record of the developers and whether the sites have a
history of unimplemented permissions.
4.54 Question 27 of the Regulation 18 Scoping Document recognises that despite an apparent over
supply of B use class employment land in the Borough, additional employment sites of a nonstrategic scale may also be considered in Part 2 Local Plans and Neighbourhood Plans. As part of
the consultation a “call for sites” under the 5ha strategic threshold was made. Any additional
sites identified through this process can be included for assessment, although this does not
guarantee its allocation, nor does it prejudice any decision the Council may wish to take should
an application for any site be forthcoming.

Employment land supply: summary
4.55 Table 4.9 summarises the existing and potential land supply in the Borough which will meet the
identified need.
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Table 4.9: Existing supply of employment floorspace (sqm)
Type of
Use
Sqm (floorspace)
development
Net gains/losses
B1
-71
B2
-1,992
B8
271
Mixed (B1/2/8)
0
Total (a)
-1,792
Outstanding
B1
9,542
commitments
B2
73,261
B8
174,629
Mixed (B1/2/8)
2,848
Total (b)
260,280
Total floorspace
B1
9,471
B2
71,269
B8
174,900
Mixed (B1/2/8)
2,848
(a+b)
258,488
4.56 The total supply of floorspace from completed schemes and outstanding commitments is
258,488sqm.
4.57 In addition to the existing supply, potential site allocations from assessed schemes have
additional capacity of 600 hectares as shown in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10: Potential land supply from potential site allocations (ha)
B1
B2
B8
Potential supply
(ha)

21.54

43.15
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192.01

Mixed
(B1/2/8)
343.3

Total
600.0

5 Comparing Supply with Need
5.1 The preceding chapters address the demand and supply of employment land in the Borough.
This section assesses the suitability and sufficiency of the existing portfolio of land to meet the
identified need for the period up to 2031.
Quantitative balance
5.2 The purpose of the analysis is to ensure the Borough has sufficient land to cater for demand
arising from different sectors.
5.3 The findings in relation to demand and supply of employment land as set out in chapters 3 and
4 are summarised in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 below. The indicative splits based on the preferred
growth modelling scenario are used for demonstration purposes only. The Council will not be
prescriptive in terms of sectoral split in order to retain flexibility.
Table 5.1: Demand and supply of existing floorspace (sqm) from existing sites based on
preferred growth scenario
B1
Industrial
Mixed
Total
(B1/B2/B8)
Floorspace requirement
9,414
439,220
0
448,634
(sqm)
Floorspace supply (sqm)
9,471
246,169
2,848
258,488
Surplus/Deficit
57
-193,051
2,848
-190,146
5.4 Table 5.1 demonstrates that the Borough has sufficient B1 floorspace from outstanding
commitments and completed floorspace than is currently required for the plan period up to
2031. There appears to be a deficiency in terms of industrial (B2/B8) uses.
5.5 The above analysis shows the Borough has insufficient land overall in quantitative terms to
meet demand arising for employment (B1/B2/B8) land over the plan period and should look at
potential sites to allocate. This is supply from the commercial development pipeline comprising
outstanding commitments and completed schemes and opportunities arising from existing
industrial areas. The deficit shown by the preferred growth scenario also does not take into
account any losses that may occur in the future.
Sensitivity analysis
5.6 The supply and demand of land is sensitive to a number of factors, including the introduction of
a broader mix of uses on employment sites when detailed applications for schemes with
planning permission come in, specialist developments on some sites and any lapse rates or
future losses to other uses.
5.7 As demonstrated above, the existing site portfolio is significant and capable of absorbing
unforeseen demand surges in the short, medium and long term.
Qualitative factors – commercial assessment of identified and potential development sites
5.8 The deliverability of the committed strategic sites was subject to examination in respect of the
JCS. This will feed into the Part 2 Local Plan for Corby process as it develops.
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5.9 As mentioned earlier, the Council commissioned PBA / Aspinall Verdi to provide a market-facing
assessment of allocated and potential employment sites shortlisted by the Council: sites
potentially attractive for employment; sites that are probably attractive for employment; and
sites that are not attractive for employment. Only those sites between 0.25ha and 5ha are
detailed below. The full assessment is provided at Appendix 1 below, as part of the PBA /
Aspinall Verdi property market review.
Sites potentially attractive for employment use that are likely to be delivered in the plan
period







St Luke’s Road (ELR10) has planning permission, granted in 2014, for workshops, admin
offices and open storage. Demand for completed space could be strong as it forms a natural
extension to the St James’s industrial Estate.
Land off Courier Road (ELR26) is positioned next to an existing office building, in a good
location near Corby town centre and the train station. The land does have some physical
disadvantages, being an irregular shape and an uneven gradient. However, it is actively
being marketed, and with little pressure from alternative uses, the site could be developed
in the plan period.
Land at Pearson Training Academy (ELR30) has the potential to be used for expansion of the
existing training academy to the south. There is a change of use application for the training
academy to B1 and B8. ELR30 benefits from reasonable connectivity, and if brought forward
once the change of use has been completed, it would have a good level of demand from
both B1 and B8 occupiers.
Princewood Road (ELR21) is located to the northern boundary of the Earlstrees Industrial
Estate. Though there are proposals for B2 and B8 space the site has little prominence and
poor access. The land is currently being levelled.

Sites potentially attractive for employment that may be delivered beyond the plan period




Tripark (ELR15b) and Saxon 26 (ELR35) are both located in the south of Corby in a good
position and are some of the closest sites in Corby to the A14. Both have previously been
developed and have reasonable access. There is no evidence of demand for these sites or
development interest. As there are more superior sites in terms of size, access and active
land owners, ELR15b & ELR35 would not create enough demand to be delivered as industrial
space in the current market.
Tripark (ELR15c) is in a good location and has reasonable access, in an existing
industrial/office area of Oakley Hay Industrial Estate. The Council has been approached by
the landowner enquiring about the potential redevelopment of the site. ELR15c would be
suitable for B2 and B1a, b, c uses. But, office space may have issues with delivery as the
current rents/capital values in the Borough mean development is unviable.

Sites not attractive for employment




Tripark (ELR15a) is currently owned by Aldi Supermarkets. It is unlikely to be available for
employment use.
Parkland Gateway Site B (ELR16) is in a good position in the town centre, and is large
enough to provide car parking, which is a key requirement for office occupiers. But office
development is not viable, and the site is attractive for mixed use.
Pen Green (ELR34) has proposals in the pipeline to be built out as a residential scheme. Its
potential as an employment site is reasonable, with good access from the north of the site
from the Earlstrees Industrial Estate, but there is also pressure to develop it for other uses.
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Sites not attractive for employment
 Southern Gateway (ELR15d) is very small, with much of the original parcel of land already
developed to include a petrol station, hotel and residential units. The only possible
employment use would be offices, for which there is no evidence of demand. The site could
be suitable for residential development. A planning application is pending for a McDonalds
Restaurant, Costa Coffee Cafe and drive-through plus two commercial units (A1-A5 use) on
the site.
 Former Magistrates Court & Police Station (ELR27) is a small site, with a good position in
the town centre. This land is suitable for a number of other uses including residential and
retail. B1a office may be appropriate. However, there is no market evidence to suggest that
this site would be ever be developed for offices, unless perhaps as part of a mixed-use
scheme.
 Howitt’s Yard (ELR29) is blighted, with ownership issues making any development on the
land unlikely. There is little or no potential for other uses, but also no market evidence to
suggest there would be demand for employment uses. Such uses would have to be in class
B1, as the position of the site, close to retail and residential uses, makes it unsuitable for B2
or B8 occupiers.
 Land Adjacent to Railway Station (ELR14a & ELR14c) would likely be used for B1a office
space as part of a mixed-use scheme. Market research has shown that there is demand for
office space in such a location but it is currently unviable to develop. These sites could be
lost to residential, which has already been the case for ELR14b.
 Weldon Stone Quarry (ELR23) is a small site with reasonable connectivity. The site is an
irregular shape and would be unattractive to most B2 and B8 occupiers. The site is currently
in use and the existing tenant, Weldon Stone Enterprise, has not indicated whether they
wish to remain.
Sites already identified in the Joint Core Strategy








Corby West (ELR06) is to come forward as part of the SUE of 4,500 new homes to the west
of Corby. ELR06 has been assessed on the assumption that the SUE will be completed as
planned. The most likely use for the site is B1 (a, b or c). In market terms the area around
ELR06 is untested, and there is little or no current evidence to suggest that commercial
development will be in demand and viable at this location. However, the Council has advised
that there is a developer already on board and that they are willing to deliver commercial
development, which will be cross-subsidised by the residential element of the SUE. This site
is in the process of securing planning permission. The site has the potential for a number of
employment uses including B1a, b, c; and depending on how it is masterplanned there could
be scope for B2 and B8.
Manton Park (ELR09) does not currently have a live proposal, but is ready to be developed.
It is in a prime position surrounded by the Phoenix Parkway industrial/retail area. It is
potentially suitable for B1a, b, c, B2 and B8 uses. The site is currently being marketed for
build to suit and has seen some plots sold for non-employment uses. The site is available on
a freehold or leasehold basis.
Centrix Park and Midlands Logistic Park (ELR11a & ELR31) are both in the ownership of
commercial developers and have proposals for industrial uses. B2 and B8 in the case of
Centrix Park with 1x50,000+sq ft unit and 5x10,000sq ft units; and up to 3.36 million sq ft of
B8 in the case of Midlands Logistic park. Centrix Park is to be speculatively built and
Midlands Logistic Park is looking for pre-lets.
Genner Park (ELR11b) is well positioned, next to Centrix Park, and the rest of the site will
likely see development in the plan period. The site benefits from a good position on Phoenix
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Parkway and the development of the bakery and proposals at Centrix Park should provide
market confidence to bring this forward in the plan period.
Land around the Orbital Link Road (ELR11c, d, e, f, g, h, i) is reasonably well connected at
the moment however with the completion of the link road these sites could be in a much
better position to serve B2 and B8 occupiers. The sites are likely to be delivered as part of
wider scale masterplanned redevelopment of the whole area. Historical contamination of
the sites, and the surrounding industrial uses, means there is no scope for alternative uses.
All sites are relatively cleared and ready to be developed apart from ELR11e, which is
currently being used for car storage and held on a short-term lease from the Council.
However, the Council is keen to see the site used for a more intensive employment use.
There are no known ownership issues on any of these sites, with owners, besides the
Council, including Bela administrators and Tata. ELR11g is owned by Roquette Food
Production, who have indicated they have no desire to sell the land, and wish to hold onto it
for their own expansion. As this land will not be available to buy on the open market it is less
likely to come forward for development in the plan period, however the land should be
designated to accommodate Roquette if they wish to expand in the future.

Qualitative factors – commercial assessment of established employment areas
5.10 Appendix 1 below provides the full version of this assessment, which considers Corby’s eight
employment areas individually. Below, the Borough-wide summary is reproduced.
Industrial space
5.11 Industrial vacancy is reasonably low across the Borough, and extremely low for units smaller
than 2,000 sq ft. Development on a speculative basis is unviable in all areas and all unit types,
but smaller units under 5,000 sq ft are the most unviable. Private sector industrial development
is only viable with an owner occupier or pre-let in place, but even this is challenging in the
current market.
5.12 These market realities have different implications for units of different sizes. Most established
estates with units larger than 5,000 sq ft, while dated, are in a reasonable enough condition to
be maintained in industrial use over the plan period. However, within this group the larger
units are particularly at risk, because they are usually bespoke in nature and may not meet
modern occupier requirements. These are unlikely to be viable to refurbish or redevelop, and
therefore could be suitable for redevelopment for alternative uses. But whether this applies to
any specific building can only be determined on a case-by-case basis.
5.13 Smaller units, up to 5,000 sq ft, are more often in poor condition and nearing the end of their
economic life. Such units are at St James Industrial Estate; Shelton Road and Pywell Close in the
Willowbrook Industrial Estate, and Maylan Road in the Earlstrees Industrial Estate. Though
these units are nearing the end of their economic life, in the short to medium term they should
be protected, because they already have the lowest vacancy of any unit sizes, and if they are
lost there will be no alternatives for occupiers.
Offices
5.14 Corby has much less office than industrial stock. The office stock that does exist out of the town
centre is of a reasonable quality and will still be viable to maintain in office uses throughout the
plan period. It is important to protect that stock, because offices are currently unviable to
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develop without public sector funding. Loss of existing office space would create a situation
where occupiers, already with limited choice, would struggle to find appropriate premises.
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6

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations
Introduction

6.1 This study advises on three main questions: firstly how much land in total will be required for
employment over the period of the new Part 2 Local Plan for Corby; secondly what sites the
plan should identify for employment development, and thirdly how it should deal with
established employment areas. These questions are addressed in turn below.
6.2 In taking decisions on those allocated and potential employment sites, plan-makers should have
regard to the advice in the National Planning Policy Framework, that:




Planning should meet business needs (paras 14, 17, 20 among others), ‘with sufficient
flexibility to adapt to rapid change’ (para 14);
‘Plans should be deliverable’ (para 173);
‘Planning policies should avoid the long-term protection of sites allocated for
employment use where there is no reasonable prospect of a site being used for that
purpose… Where there is no reasonable prospect of a site being used for the allocated
employment use, applications for alternative uses of land or buildings should be treated
on their merits, having regard to market signals and the relative need for different land
uses to support sustainable local communities.’ (para 22).

6.3 The analysis and recommendations below take account of the above principles – which are left
broadly unchanged in the draft revised NPPF that the Government has recently consulted on.
The quantity of land
6.4 It is estimated that the Joint Core Strategy job target implies a requirement for 448,635 sq m of
net additional employment floorspace over the plan period. Against this requirement, the
current supply comprises:
 Outstanding planning permissions for 260,280 sq m of new floorspace.
 Completed schemes since the beginning of the plan period, resulting in a small net loss of
1,792 sq m of existing employment space.
 Net outcome: 260,280 – 1,792 = 258,488 sq m of net additional employment space.
6.5 Subtracted from the need of 448,635 sq m, this produces a need for 190,147 sq m of net
additional employment space to be provided over the plan period, over and above outstanding
planning permissions.
6.6 In line with the adopted Joint Core Strategy, therefore, the development plan should provide
land to accommodate 190,147 sq m of net new employment space, over and above outstanding
permissions. At the standard plot ratio of 40%, this would require 47.5 ha of land. On top of
this, the development plan should provide a margin for flexibility, choice and competition. If any
existing employment space is to be lost in future, the plan should also provide additional land to
replace such losses.
6.7 This development capacity will come from three sources:
 Strategic sites allocated in the adopted Joint Core Strategy (JCS).
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 Any further strategic sites to be allocated in the next review of the JCS.
 Allocations to be made in the emerging Part 2 Local Plan for Corby.
6.8 The scope of the Part 2 Local Plans is that they will only allocate sites up to 5ha. Any larger new
allocations are considered ‘strategic in scale’, a matter for the next JCS review. The Council has
also determined that sites of less than 0.25ha would not be allocated in either plan, as being
too small.
6.9 It may be of course that when the JCS is reviewed it will include new targets for job growth and
/ or total land provision. If and when this happens, the calculations above on the total quantity
of land will no longer apply.
Development sites
6.10 Earlier sections of this report have provided detailed assessments of development sites
currently allocated for employment, together with those that could potentially be allocated in
new plans. For each shortlisted site, PBA / Aspinall Verdi produced a market-facing assessment
of likely demand, while Council officers assessed supply-side constraints and availability. Table
6.1 below summarises the two assessments and draws the implications for planning policy. The
sites fall into four groups, as shown in columns 9-12 of Table 6.1 and discussed in turn below.
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Table 6.1 Final site assessment and recommendations

ELR03

0.2 Land adjacent to Iron Pit Close
143.7 Land at Geddington Road

36.0



No

Too small to allocate

56.0

-

No

Discounted through JCS process

Probably not

39.0



No

No evidence of demand, could be released for alternative
uses
Poor location for employment use, could be released for
alternative uses

ELR04

4.4 Priors Hall Development Site

ELR05

3.4 Land at Weldon Park

No

42.0



No

ELR06

7.9 Corby West

Yes

44.0



No

( 10 )

( 11)

0.2

4.4

-3.4

7.9

ELR07

Yes

61.0



No

ELR08

0.5 South of Gretton Brook Road

-

36.0

-

No

ELR09

7.4 M anton Park

Yes

34.0



No

ELR10

1.8

Yes

37.0

-

Yes

14.0 Centrix Park

Yes

43.0



No

ELR11b

8.4 Genner Park

Yes

39.0



No

8.4

ELR11c

15.0 North of Birchington Road (Bela)

Yes

56.0



No

15.0

ELR11d

9.9

North of Birchington Road
(M orrisons)

Yes

44.0



No

9.9

ELR11e

19.1 Willowbrook North/Baird Road

Yes

38.0



No

19.1

7.1 Willowbrook East

Yes

36.0



No

15.4 Land at Steel Road

Yes

42.0



No

15.4

Yes

50.0



No

30.3

ELR11a

ELR11f
ELR11g
ELR11h

30.3 Land off Phoenix Parkway

ELR11i

26.5 SEM LEP Proposal

ELR12

6.3

ELR13

49.7

Land to the West of Uppingham
Road
Land North of Western Urban
Extension

ELR14

1.6 Adjacent Railway Station

ELR15b
& 15c

5.8 Tripark

ELR16
ELR17
ELR18

1.1 Parkland Gateway Site B
7.3 Land at Former Sludgebeds
42.0 Barn Close

18.3
Too small to allocate

JCS allocation and planning permission

49.0



No

46.0

-

No

Should remain as agricultural land

No

44.0

-

No

Should remain as agricultural land

No

29.0



No

Remainder of site more likely to come forward for
alternative uses, deallocate

No/PN/Yes

48.0



Yes

To be allocated as part of long-term land reserve. (Split
sites, not strategic in scale.)

Probably not

24.0



No

Likely to come forward as mixed use scheme

Yes

42.0



No

Yes

51.0



No

Not available within plan period

49.0



No

Not available within plan period

48.0



Yes

Land being prepared

-

57.0

-

No

Site blighted, deallocate

No

50.0



No

Site is not available, deallocate

43.0

-

No

Deallocate, too small

ELR22

1.8 M aylan Road

ELR23

1.1 Weldon Stone Quarry

ELR24

0.4 CDC Plots Oakley Hay

Yes

51.0



No

Part of ELR03

ELR26

0.7 Land off Courier Road

Yes

28.0



Yes

Land currently on the market

ELR27

0.5 Former M agistrates Court

No

25.0



No

Town Centre site likely to come forward for alternative
uses

ELR28

9.2

Yes

36.0



No

ELR29

1.8 Howitt’s Yard

No

47.0



No

Site is not available

ELR30

Land at Pearson Training
0.9
Academy

Yes

35.0



Yes

Live proposal for change of use, likely to be demand for
remainder of site

ELR31

95.3 M idlands Logistics Park

Yes

54.0



No

JCS allocation and planning permission

ELR32

19.8 Tata Land

Yes

35.0



No

ELR34

8.3 Pen Green

Probably not

47.0



No

Live residential scheme on site

ELR35

0.6 Saxon 26

Yes

35.0



Yes

Retain allocation as part of long-term land reserve

ELR25

T o t al

1.1 Fircroft Park

Land at Boyle Road and Curver
Way

6.3
49.7

1.6

5.8

1.1
7.3

-

1.6 Princewood Road

7.1

26.5

Yes

8.6 Former Tarmac Land

1.8
14.0

Yes

ELR21

0.5
7.4

Extension to existing industrial estate

Probably not

ELR20

[ 13 ]

143.7

Gretton Brook Rd. (Brookfield
18.3
Plantation)

St Luke’s Road,St James
Industrial Estate

( 12 )

No allocation

Notes

Yes

(9)

To be allocated in
Local Plan Pt 2

(8)

Identified in JCS
(as committed or
allocated)

( 7)

To be allocated?

(6)

Supply: how
constrained is the
site?
Supply: is the site
likely to be
available?

( 5)

Strategic in scale

Land areas by category (ha)
(4)

Demand: is the
site attractive for
employment use?

Site Name

(3)

Area (ha)

ID
ELR02

(2)

Committed
(has permission)

Individual site assessments
( 1)

42.0
8.6
1.6
1.8
1.1
0.4
1.1
0.7

0.5

9.2
1.8

0.9

95.3

19.8

59 8 .8

8.3
0.6
10 0 .8
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153 .9

9 .6

3 0 6 .9

2 0 .8

6.11 As a footnote to table 6.1 it is important to note that the summary assessment scores provided
in column 5 are based on a desk survey against the sustainability criteria detailed in Appendix
5A. The scores are then weighed to take into account factors such as ease of mitigation to come
up with an overall score. This is a broad brush approach which in isolation does not give a
complete or necessarily accurate picture of the suitability of a site being brought forward nor
rules out the possibility of a site scoring ‘red’ being included in a development plan. It does give
an indication that a high scoring site would be more likely to require detailed planning
assessments prior to being included in a plan and/or at the planning application stage and in
some instances may be an indication that a site would not be considered suitable after such
assessments are carried out. Appendix 7 gives details of how the summary scores were arrived
at.
6.12 The first group, in column 9, comprises three committed sites – i.e. outstanding planning
permissions:
 The largest element by far of this planning pipeline is Midlands Logistics Park, at 95.3 hectares.
 This and Willowbrook East (ELR11f, part of the Rockingham Enterprise Area) are classed as
potentially attractive from a market perspective.
 But the market-facing site assessment advises that third committed site, Land at Weldon Park
(ELR05) is as unattractive for employment use and should be released for other uses if
possible.
6.13 The employment floorspace permitted at ELR05 is a modest 3,450 sqm. If the site is released for
other uses, the total existing supply falls by this amount, from the 258,488 sq m estimated
earlier to 255,038 sq m. Conversely, the need for net additional floorspace over and above
existing supply increases by the same amount, to become 193,597 sq m. At the standard plot
ratio of 4,000 sq m per hectare this would require 48.4 ha of net additional employment land
over the plan period.
6.14 The second group of sites at table 6.1, listed in column 10, comprises strategic employment
commitments (sites with planning permission or previously allocated) or proposed strategic
employment allocations (sites not yet with planning permission or allocated) in the current JCS.
All the land in this group, which includes the bulk of the Rockingham Enterprise area alongside
other sites, is rated as potentially attractive for employment uses. The group’s total land area is
153.9 ha, which at the standard plot ratio would provide 615,600 sq m of floorspace. Added to
the existing supply of 255,038 sq m, this means that Corby’s outstanding permissions and JCS
strategic sites will provide an estimated 870,638 sq m of net additional employment floorspace.
6.15 Quantitatively, this existing and JCS-allocated supply is roughly double the need for additional
employment land over the plan period, which was estimated earlier at 448,635 sq m. This is
clearly more than enough to cover that need, replace any existing space that may be lost in
future and allow a generous margin for flexibility, competition and choice. Qualitatively the
existing and JCS-allocated supply is well-matched to market requirements. However, most of
the land identified is subject to constraints, including contamination from Corby’s industrial
legacy in the steel works, which requires costly land remediation works before any
development could take place.
6.16 Despite the generous supply that is already identified for employment, at column 11 of Table
6.1 it is recommend that five further sites be allocated for employment in the Part 2 Local Plan.
Those sites total 9.6 ha, which would provide an estimated 38,400 sq m of floorspace. In terms
of overall quantity, these recommended allocations do not make a material difference to
Corby’s oversupply of employment land. In qualitative terms, the rationale for allocating the
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sites is that some of them are well on the way to delivery (live proposals, sites on the market or
currently being prepared); while others may have market potential beyond the plan period as
part of a long-term land reserve, and are not suitable for alternative uses anyway. The
recommendation to allocate these sites in the Part 2 Local Plan is based on the principle that
planning should do all it can to maximise take-up of employment land, because Corby is
pursuing a highly ambitious and challenging job target.
6.17 Finally, columns 12 and 13 of Table 6.1 show sites that cannot be allocated in the Part 2 Local
Plan, either because they are larger than 5 ha and hence a matter for the JCS review, or because
they are too small to be allocated. The first of these categories, at column 12, provides an
impressive 306.9 ha – which would accommodate around 1.2 million sq m of floorspace, three
times the estimated need over the plan period. Quantitatively, there is no need for these
additional allocations. Qualitatively, their merits vary, as discussed in the detailed site
assessments – which should help inform the JCS review.
Established employment areas
6.18 As well as identified and potential development sites, Aspinall Verdi / PBA have produced a
market facing assessment of the Borough’s eight employment areas – which is provided at
Appendix 1 and summarised in Chapter 5 above. In summary, the assessment finds that the
areas are generally well occupied and viable to maintain in their existing use. But two types of
industrial units are at risk:
 Larger bespoke industrial units, designed to suit specific businesses, as when they are
vacated by their original occupiers they may not be suitable for new ones. These buildings
are unlikely to be viable to refurbish or redevelop, and therefore could be suitable for
redevelopment for alternative uses. But whether this applies to any specific building can
only be determined on a case-by-case basis.
 Smaller units, up to 5,000 sq ft, are more often in poor condition and nearing the end of
their economic life. In the short to medium term they should be protected, because they
already have the lowest vacancy of any unit sizes, but are not viable to redevelop. Therefore,
if such units are lost there will be no alternatives for occupiers.
Demand and supply summary
6.19 Outstanding planning permissions and strategic allocations in the adopted JCS together provide
capacity for 870,638 sq m of employment development. This is roughly twice the estimated
need over the plan period, which itself is based on aspirational job targets. The ELR
recommends that a further 11.4 ha be allocated in the emerging Part 2 Local Plan, which does
not make a material difference to the quantity of supply but is justified on qualitative grounds.
Table 6.2: Demand and supply summary

Employment floorspace, net change 2011-31
Estimated need
Existing supply (completed schemes & outstanding permissions)
Adopted JCS allocations not yet permitted
Recommended Local Plan Part 2 allocations
Total supply
Balance (supply less need)

Sq m
448,635
255,038
615,600
38,400
909,038
460,403

6.20 Within this total supply, each site individually is assessed as attractive for employment from a
market perspective. But collectively the sites represent significant oversupply over and above
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the take-up that can reasonably be expected, even allowing for replacement of any existing
employment space that is lost (in the last five years such gross losses were just 3,195 sq m p.a.,
see table 4.7 above).
6.21 Thus, employment land in Corby is significantly oversupplied against likely future demand and
need. But such oversupply may be reasonable, because an area that is pursuing highly
ambitious economic targets should provide plenty of land for flexibility, choice and competition,
so that no opportunity to attract business and investment is missed. It is always possible that
there will be one-off large requirements, which are impossible to predict and additional to
employment forecasts; if Corby can offer generous land supply it will be ready to accommodate
such requirements. Also, over-allocating employment land will not crowd out other land uses,
because the sites identified and recommended are generally unsuitable for such other uses; and
it is unlikely to waste investment, because the large-scale infrastructure the sites need is
already in place and committed.
6.22 Nevertheless, the next JCS review may decide to de-allocate some of the strategic employment
sites currently identified if these haven’t come forward for employment uses. This would be a
decision for North Northamptonshire collectively, rather than the Borough Council. Given that
all the existing strategic allocations are deemed attractive from a market perspective and
unsuitable for alternative uses, such decisions should be based on constraints and wider spatial
strategy – so that any sites to be de-allocated should be those with the greatest delivery
constraints, and whose development for employment is less closely linked to development /
regeneration schemes.
6.23 Over and above the identified supply and the further allocations recommended, sites which
may be considered or proposed as new strategic JCS allocations provide an impressive 306.9 ha
– which would accommodate around 1.2 million sq m of floorspace, almost three times the
estimated need over the plan period. Quantitatively, there is no need for these additional
allocations. Qualitatively, their merits vary, as discussed in the detailed site assessments –
which will help inform the next JCS review.
Monitoring
6.24 The NPPG requires Local Planning Authorities to ensure that assessments of sites are kept up to
date through the monitoring report. It states that a full review should only be undertaken when
development plans are being reviewed or there are other significant changes that make this
necessary.
6.25 It suggests what information the local authority ought to record:
 Progress with delivery of development on allocated and sites with planning permission;
 Planning applications that have been submitted or approved on sites and broad locations
identified by the assessment;
 Progress that has been made in removing constraints on development and whether a site is
now considered to be deliverable or developable;
 Unforeseen constraints that have emerged which now mean a site is no longer deliverable or
developable, and how these could be addressed;
 Whether the windfall allowance (where justified) is coming forward as expected, or may
need to be adjusted; and
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 All uses within industrial estates in order to monitor changes of use to non B uses and
therefore the vitality of the estates.
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APPENDIX 1: The commercial property market
See separate report.
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APPENDIX 2: Long List of committed, allocated and potential employment Sites
Key
Sites discounted at the initial sieve stage (includes those with planning permission below 0.25ha)
Sites included on the shortlist of potential sites (unallocated)
Shortlisted sites with planning permission or allocated in an adopted Development Plan Document

List of abbreviations used in the ‘ref/source’ column below
CBC

Corby Borough Council Proposed Site Specific Allocations DPD for Corby Borough

JCS

Joint Core Strategy 2011-2031 Pre-Submission Stage Background Paper on Strategic Housing and Employment Sites (January 2015)

SELA

Northamptonshire Strategic Employment Land Assessment

REM/DPA/O
UT/COU/TLE
/COC/RVC/S
COP

Planning Permission

LP

Saved Local Plan

Prom

Site Promotion

CBP

Put forward by Corby Borough Property

ED

Put forward by Corby Borough Economic Development

CFS

Call for Sites Part 2 Local Plan Regulation 18 Consultation 7th November – 20th December 2016
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Key

ELR02

ELR03

Site

Ref/source

B1 (gross
has)

B2 (gross
has)

B8 (gross
has)

Total
(gross
has)

Comment/reason for discount

0

Mixed
(B1/B2/B
8) gross
has)
0

Seymour
Plantation,
Rockingham
Road, Corby

06/00053/REM
CBC0015
SELA C17
JCS 89
LP J27

11.0

0

11.0

0.1

0

0.2

Discounted. Strategic in scale. Most
of the land is currently leased to the
County Council for use in connection
with an adjoining former landfill site.
Will not come forward in short to
medium term.
Earlier permission lapsed.
Shortlisted. Site constrained by flood
risk and TPOs.

Land adjacent to
Iron Pit Close,
Geddington
Road, Corby

(11/00047/DPA)
16/00102/DPA
SELA C25

0

0.1

Shire Farm,
Rockingham
Road,
Rockingham,
Market
Harborough
Land at
Geddington
Road, Corby

12/00433/DPA

0.34

0

0

0

0.34

Application 16/00102/DPA use of site
for siting of storage containers
approved on 22 September 2016.
Site being marketed by Potter
Learoyd. Currently under offer.
Discounted. Completed.

JCS 20
CBC0007
SELA C7

0

0

143.7

0

143.7

Shortlisted. Strategic in scale.

Includes Fircroft
Park ELR26
Shelton Road,
Willowbrook

(08/00197/OUT)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1.3)

(1.3)

04/00347/DPA

0

1.75

0

0

1.75

Currently being marketed by Potter
Learoyd Commercial.
Discounted. Started in 2011.
Application for new plant on
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Industrial Estate,
Corby
Iceland Frozen
Foods Plc/ 59,
Corporation
Street, Corby,
NN17 1NQ
Allbrite Cleaners
Services/ 14,
Darley Dale
Road, Corby,
NN17 2DF
12, Brunel Road,
Earlstrees
Industrial Estate,
Corby, NN17 4JW

Roquette site.
10/00132/COU

0.013

0

0

0

0.013

Discounted. Change of use in town
centre below threshold.

10/00164/COU

0.011

0

0

0

0.011

Discounted. Change of use below
threshold.

10/00205/DPA

-0.21

0

0

0

0.37

Discounted. Loss of B1 space. Change
of use to sui generis and part B1
office use below threshold.

4, Tunwell Lane,
Corby, NN17 1AR

11/00153/COU

0.0075

0

0

0

0.0075

Gefco Uk Ltd
Euro Terminal,
Geddington
Road, Corby,
NN18 8AA (CIRFT
site)
1A Bardsley
Road, Earlstrees
Industrial Estate,
Corby, NN17 4AR
Burbeck House,
11 - 13 Brunel
Road, Earlstrees
Industrial Estate,

15/00029/DPA
JCS 24

0

0

0

28.94

28.94

Discounted. Completed change of
use dwelling to offices below
threshold.
Discounted. Under construction.

11/00404/TLE

0

0.03

0

0

0.03

Discounted. Completed below
threshold.

13/00022/DPA

0

0.29

0.48

0

0.77

Discounted extension to existing
operational warehouse. Waiting for
Western Power to move sub-station.
Land cleared for development.
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Corby, NN17 4JW
Crawley House,
Shelton Road,
Willowbrook East
Industrial Estate ,
Corby, NN17 5XH
8 St. Marks Road,
St. James
Industrial Estate,
Corby, NN18 8AN
P C M Group UK
Ltd, Pilot Road,
Corby, NN17 5YF
4 Curie
Courtyard,
Cockerell Road,
Corby, NN17 5DU
Proposed new
office block, St
Marks Road, St
James Industrial
Estate, Corby
Fage UK, Great
Folds Road,
Corby, NN18 9AS
Displaymode Ltd,
4 Princewood
Road, Earlstrees
Industrial Estate,
Corby, NN17 4AP
Land West of
Briggs Irrigation
Ltd, Boyle Road,

13/00054/DPA

0

0.2

0

0

0.2

Discounted. Re-construction of
existing industrial units following a
fire. Below threshold.

14/00072/DPA

0

0

0.13

0

0.13

Discounted. Below threshold.

14/00207/DPA

0

0.51

0.20

0

0.71

Discounted. Extension to existing
units currently in operation.

14/00277/COU

0

0

0

0

-0.03

Discounted. Change of use to sui
generis with loss of B1 and B8
floorspace. Below threshold.

14/00338/DPA

0.71

0

0

0

0.71

Discounted. Proposal is a small office
extension to serve a larger industrial
unit which is currently operational.
Site area quoted is for whole site.

14/00352/COU

-1.9

0

1.9

0

1.9

Discounted. Completed. Change of
use from B1 to B8. No net gain.

14/00373/COU

0

0.12

-0.12

0

0.12

Discounted. Completed change of
use from B8 to B2. No net gain.
Below threshold.

14/00401/DPA

0

0.094

0

0

0.094

Discounted. Below threshold.
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Corby
Peavey
Electronics Ltd,
Great Folds
Road, Corby,
NN18 9ET
9, St Marks Road,
St James
Industrial Estate,
Corby, NN18 8AN
Avon Cosmetics
Ltd, Earlstrees
Road, Earlstrees
Industrial Estate ,
Corby, NN17 4AZ
Storafile Ltd Unit
1, Davey Road,
Corby,
Northants, NN17
5XZ
10, Princewood
Road, Earlstrees
Industrial Estate,
Corby, NN17 4AP
Unit N,
St Marks Road,
St James
Industrial Estate,
Corby,
Northants,
NN18 8AN
Land Rear Of Boc
Site,

14/00474/COU

0

-2.02

2.02

0

2.02

Discounted. Completed change of
use from B2 to B8. No net gain.

15/00019/DPA

0

0

0

0.13

0.13

Discounted. Below threshold.

15/00181/DPA

0

1.45

0

0

1.45

Discounted. Extension to existing
facility.

15/00238/COU

0

-0.43

0.43

0

0.43

Discounted. Completed change of
use from B2 to B8. No net gain.

15/00349/COU

0

1.0

-1.0

0

1.0

Discounted. Change of use from B8
to B2. No net gain.

15/00357/COU

0

0

0

-0.21

0.3

Discounted. Completed change of
use to D2 and mixed B1/B8 use.

15/00399/DPA

0

0

2.65

0

2.65

Discounted. Demolition of existing
warehouse and construction of new
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ELR04

ELR05(a/b/c)

Weldon Road,
Corby,
Northants
Priors Hall
Development
Site, Stamford
Road, Weldon,
Corby

warehouse.

04/00240/OUT
13/00026/RVC
15/00038/RVC
CBC0001a/b
SELA C1
JCS 29

0

Land at Weldon
Park, Oundle
Road, Weldon

09/00083/OUT
CBC0028
SELA C29
JCS 11

3.4

0

0

0

3.4

Haulage Depot/
Warehouse
Premises,
Geddington
Road, Weldon
100 Kettering
Road, Weldon,
NN17 3JG

14/00032/DPA

0

0.58

-0.58

0

0.58

15/00169/DPA

0

0

0

0.45

0.45

Discounted. Change of use from C3
to mixed use. To be completed by
end of 2016.

The Talbot Inn,
High Street,

15/00282/COU

0

0

0

0

0

Discounted. Change of use from
public house to dwelling and

0

0
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4.4

4.4

Shortlisted. Assessed at strategic
(JCS) level.
Proposed Development Framework
submitted in February 2015 sets out
employment land use. Parcel E2
comprised 1.9ha; Parcel E3
comprised 3.0ha; Parcel E4
comprised 1.4ha.
Shortlisted. Part of application for
mixed use urban extension for up to
1,000 dwellings, local centre,
employment, primary school,
community facilities,
footpaths/cycleways, A427 Weldon
relief road, roads, car parking,
balancing ponds, formal and informal
open space, landscaping and
associated development.
Discounted. Completed change of
use from B8 warehouse to B2 lorry
trailer repair and maintenance
depot.

Gretton

ELR06

ELR07

ELR08
ELR09

ELR10

St James Snooker
Club, 4 St James
Road, St James
Industrial Estate,
Corby, NN18 8AL
Corby West

Gretton Brook
Road (Brookfield
Plantation),
Corby
South of Gretton
Brook Road
Manton
Park/Land at
Cockerell Road,
Corby

St Luke’s Road,St
James Industrial
Estate

associated works to building. No Buse implications.
Discounted. Change of use from D2
to D1. No B-use implications.

16/00044/COU

0

0

0

0

0

JCS 7
CBC0013
SELA C15
17/00180/OUT
tbd
JCS 8
CBC0016
SELA C21
CFS-Tata
CBC0019
LP J5
(15/00301/DPA)
(17/00059/DPA)
JCS 14
CBC0004
SELA C4
Prom
14/00108/DPA
(St Lukes
Rd./East part of
site)

0

0

0

7.9

7.9

B1/B2 uses and ancillary uses as part
of SUE. Shortlisted. Assessed at
strategic (JCS) level.

0

0

0

18.3

18.3

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

Shortlisted. Assessed at strategic
(JCS) level. Agent for Tata Steel
submitted details through call-forsites exercise.
Shortlisted.

0

0

0

7.4

7.4

Shortlisted. Strategic in scale. Wickes
(class A1) operational on part of site.

0.99

0

0.81

0

1.8

Tesco Extra now operational on
majority of original 9.6 ha site
assessed at strategic (JCS) level.
Application 14/00108/DPA granted.
Project currently on hold.

JCS 18
SELA C23
CBC0017
LP J35
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ELR11a

Centrix Park

ELR11b

Genner Park

ELR11c

ELR11d

ELR11e

North of
Birchington Road
(Bela Land)
North of
Birchington Road
(Morrisons Land)
Willowbrook
North/Baird
Road

05/00117/OUT
JCS 17
SELA C11
Prom
CBC011
SELA C12
LP J14(part)
Prom
17/00275/REG4
tbd
05/00119/OUT
JCS 13
CBC0002
SELA C2
LP J23
Prom
JCS 15
SELA C5
CBC005
LP J14

0

0

0

14.0

14.0

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

0

0

0

8.4

8.4

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.
Application received from Jackson
Bakery for new bakery facility on
Southern half of site.

0

0

0

24.9

24.9

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

0

0

0

19.1

19.1

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.
Car storage site.
Willowbrook North has planning
permission.

ELR11f

Willowbrook
East/Shelton
Road

CBP3

(0)

(0)

(0)

(18.2)

(18.2)

LP J13

0

7.1

0

0

7.1

Corby Borough Council owns an
18.2ha site off Baird Road (currently
used by British Car Auctions for car
storage – lease expiring in 2021).
Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

15/00003/DPA
– Site G Land
Willowbrook
East Industrial

(0)

(0.28)

(0)

(0)

(0.28)

Started in 2015.
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Estate

Toxic Ponds off
Phoenix Parkway
ELR11g

Land at Steel
Road

ELR11h

Land off Phoenix
Parkway
SEMLEP Proposal

ELR11i

Corus, Phoenix
Parkway

16/00028/WASF
UL
- Erection of an
Energy Recovery
Facility
LP J28

(0)

(2.53)

(0)

(0)

(2.53)

0

0

9.3

0

9.3

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

LP J12 (part)
06/00118/OUT
10/00446/REM
LP J29 (part)

0

15.4

0

0

15.4

Discounted. Developed.
Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

15.15

15.15

0

0

30.3

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

0

0

0

26.5

26.5

0

0

0

0.59

0.59

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.
Within East Northamptonshire.
Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

CBC003
07/00031/REM

ELR12

Land to the West
of Uppingham
Road, Corby

JCS 91

0

0

0

6.3

6.3

ELR13

Land North of
the Western
Urban Extension
(Corby West
(additional land))
Adjacent Railway
Station,
Corby/Corby

92/00238/CO
JCS 92

0

0

0

49.7

49.7

JCS 90
CBC0009(Corby
Community

0

0

0

1.6

1.6

ELR14(a/c)
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Discounted. Corus, Phoenix Parkway
completed.
Promoted for either employment,
housing or mixed use development
as part of JCS process. Shortlisted.
Assessed at strategic (JCS) level.
Shortlisted. Assessed at strategic
(JCS) level.

Shortlisted. School developed on part
of site (CBC009). Total
masterplanned site comprised

Community
College
Site/Station
Gateway/ Central
Business Park
ELR15(a/b/c
/d)

Tripark
Includes:
Adjacent Astra
Headway/Adj
Oakley Hay
Roundabout/CNT
Plots Oakley
Hay/Southern
Gateway

ELR16

Parkland
Gateway Site
B/Former
Tresham College
Site
South Eastern
Gateway/Crown
House Site

College)/0010/0
029
SELA C10
LP J18/J24
Prom
CFS -HCA
CBC0008/0021/0 0
022/0023
SELA C9/C27
LP J8/J9/J11
Prom
10/00331/OUT
11/00461/DPA
15/00111/DPA Tripark 01
(retail)
17/00367/DPASouthern
Gateway
(Restaurants/Co
mmercial)

3.96ha.
HCA submitted current details via
call-for-sites exercise.

0

0

8.1

8.1

Shortlisted. Strategic in scale. Part of
site is former pharma factory burnt
down.

(1.0)

Southern Gateway - Land mostly
developed.

(1.3)
(Tripark
01)

The smallest site, Tripark 01 extends
to 1.3 ha and benefits from a
planning consent, granted in
February 2016, for class A1 foodstore
obtained by Aldi Stores Ltd. Now
under construction.

(4.0)
(Tripark
02)

CBC0030
SELA C26
Prom

1.1

0

0

0

(1.8)
Tripark
03)
1.1

Prom

0

0

0

0

1.7
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Cinema and 3 restaurants completed
on adjacent site A. Commercial part
is approximately 0.28ha with the
remainder of the site planned for
residential. Total site area 2.8ha.
Discounted. Application
16/00447/DPA currently being
considered for demolition of existing
multi-storey car-park, creation of

ELR17

ELR18

Land at Former
Sludgebeds/Land
East of Corby
Water Recycling
Centre
Barn Close

Bangrave Road

ELR20

Former Tarmac
Land
Science Park,
Oakley Vale,
Corby

surface level car-park and mixed
retail scheme.
Shortlisted. Saved Local Plan
Allocation. Submitted as part of call
for sites.

SELA C32
CBC0026
LP J26
CFS-Savills

0

0

0

7.3

7.3

CBC0025
SELA C31
LP J20
11/00160/OUT
(Gefco)
15/00029/REM
(Gefo)
CBC0012
SELA C14

0

0

42.0

0

42.0

Shortlisted. Strategic in scale.
Currently car storage site,
understood site not for sale.

0

0

0

1.87

1.87

CBC0024
SELA C30
LP J19
SELA C24
CBC0018
15/00138/OUT
(Oakley Vale
Phases 8 & 9)

0

0

0

8.6

8.6

Discounted. Proposed restaurant and
petrol filling station not developed.
Part of Bela administration. Currently
being marketed by GVA. S.106
discussions ongoing with Corby
Developments Ltd, administrators for
Bela, to use site for roundabout
improvements required for Priors
Hall. Site forms part of HIF bid.
Shortlisted. Strategic in scale.

0

0

0

0

0
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Discounted. Employment policies
relating to this site have now expired
and have not been replaced.
15/00138/OUT will create a
sustainable extension to the existing
Oakley Vale site providing extra
community facilities in the way of a

ELR21

Princewood
Road, Earlstrees
Industrial Estate,
Corby

ELR22

Maylan Road

ELR23

Weldon Stone
Quarry
Willowbrook
South
CDC Plots Oakley
Hay
Fircroft Park

ELR24

CBC0014
SELA C16
LP J36 (part)
07/00267/DPA
(B2/B8)
08/00441/COC
(minerals
extraction)
16/00011/DPA
(B2/B8)
CBC0027
LP J33
LP J22

0

0.8

0.8

0

1.6

new primary school and local centre,
which in turn will create employment
opportunities.
Shortlisted.

0

0

0

1.8

1.8

Shortlisted.

0

0

0

1.1

1.1

Shortlisted.

LP J15

0

0

0

5.5

5.5

Discounted. Developed.

CBC0020
LP J7
08/00197/OUT

0.4

0

0

0

0.4

Shortlisted.

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1.1 –
counted
within
ELR03)
0.7

0.5

Shortlisted. Falls within Midlands
Logistics Park ELR03. Currently being
marketed by Potter Learoyd
Commercial.
Shortlisted. Currently being
marketed by CBC for range of uses
subject to planning. Agent: Budworth
Hardcastle.
Promoted by HCA on behalf of
Ministry for Justice as part of Call for
Sites. Possible
residential/commercial

ELR26

Land off Courier
Road

LP S17 (part)

0

0

0

(1.1 counted
within
ELR03)
0.7

ELR27

Former
Magistrates
Court

CFS-HCA2

0.5

0

0

0

ELR25
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Land at Boyle
Road and Curver
Way
Howitt’s Yard

CBP1

0

4.6

4.6

0

9.2

CBP2

0

0

0

1.8

1.8

(17/00266/COU)
CBP4

0

0

0

0.9

0.9

ELR31

Land at Pearson
Training
Academy
Midlands
Logistics Park
(formerly Stanion
Lane Plantation)

0

0

0

95.3

95.3

ELR32

Tata Land

12/00259/OUT/
16/00524/SCOP
CBC0006
SELA C6
Prom
ED1

0

0

0

19.8

19.8

Arnsley Road

ED2

0

0

0

0.79

0.79

ELR34

Pen Green

07/00547/OUT
ED3

0

0

0

8.3

8.3

ELR35

Saxon 26

07/00155/DPA
LP J8 (part)
CFS-Tata2

0

0

0

0.6

0.6

0

0

0

1.21

1.21

ELR28

ELR29

ELR30

Land on
Rockingham Hill
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redevelopment of site.
Put forward by Corby Borough
Property. Owned by Tata Steel.
Put forward by Corby Borough
Property. Principal landowner may
be unwilling to sell/develop land.
Put forward by Corby Borough
Property. Site acquired by Corby
Borough Council in 2016.
Shortlisted.

Western part of Tata’s main site may
be cleared and disposed of within
next 18 months (as at July 2017).
Discounted. Part of Bela
administration. Currently being
marketed by GVA. S.106 discussions
ongoing with Corby Developments
Ltd, administrators for Bela, to use
site for roundabout improvements
required for Priors Hall. Site forms
part of HIF bid.
Application for housing and
apartments in 2007 not brought
forward for development.
Shortlisted.
Discounted. Abuts land owned by
Rockingham Estates (Seymour

Plantation). Small in scale.
Total

31.5115

46.724

207.42
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382.57

677.0355

APPENDIX 3: Short list for detailed assessment
Key
Sites included on the shortlist of potential sites (unallocated)
Shortlisted sites with planning permission or allocated in an adopted Development Plan Document

List of abbreviations used in the ‘ref/source’ column below
CBC

Corby Borough Council Proposed Site Specific Allocations DPD for Corby Borough

JCS

Joint Core Strategy 2011-2031 Pre-Submission Stage Background Paper on Strategic Housing and Employment Sites (January 2015)

SELA

Northamptonshire Strategic Employment Land Assessment

REM/DPA/O
UT/COU/TLE
/COC/RVC/S
COP

Planning Permission

LP

Saved Local Plan

Prom

Site Promotion

CBP

Put forward by Corby Borough Property

ED

Put forward by Corby Borough Economic Development

CFS

Call for Sites Part 2 Local Plan Regulation 18 Consultation 7th November – 20th December 2016

Key

Site

Ref/source

B1 (gross

B2 (gross
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B8 (gross

Mixed
(B1/B2/B

Total
(gross

Comment/reason for discount

ELR02

ELR03

ELR04

ELR05(a/b/c)

Land adjacent to
Iron Pit Close,
Geddington
Road, Corby

(11/00047/DPA)
16/00102/DPA
SELA C25

has)

has)

has)

8) gross
has)

has)

0

0.1

0.1

0

0.2

Land at
Geddington
Road, Corby

JCS 20
CBC0007
SELA C7

0

0

143.7

0

143.7

Includes Fircroft
Park ELR25
Priors Hall
Development
Site, Stamford
Road, Weldon,
Corby

(08/00197/OUT)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1.3)

(1.3)

04/00240/OUT
13/00026/RVC
15/00038/RVC
CBC0001a/b
SELA C1
JCS 29

0

0

0

4.4

4.4

Land at Weldon
Park, Oundle
Road, Weldon

09/00083/OUT
CBC0028
SELA C29
JCS 11

3.4

0

0
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0

3.4

Earlier permission lapsed.
Shortlisted. Site constrained by flood
risk and TPOs.
Application 16/00102/DPA use of site
for siting of storage containers
approved on 22 September 2016.
Site being marketed by Potter
Learoyd. Currently under offer.
Shortlisted. Strategic in scale.

Currently being marketed by Potter
Learoyd Commercial.
Shortlisted. Assessed at strategic
(JCS) level.
Proposed Development Framework
submitted in February 2015 sets out
employment land use. Parcel E2
comprised 1.9ha; Parcel E3
comprised 3.0ha; Parcel E4
comprised 1.4ha.
Shortlisted. Part of application for
mixed use urban extension for up to
1,000 dwellings, local centre,
employment, primary school,
community facilities,
footpaths/cycleways, A427 Weldon

ELR06

Corby West

ELR07

Gretton Brook
Road (Brookfield
Plantation),
Corby
South of Gretton
Brook Road
Manton
Park/Land at
Cockerell Road,
Corby

ELR08
ELR09

ELR10

ELR11a

St Luke’s Road,St
James Industrial
Estate

Centrix Park

JCS 7
CBC0013
SELA C15
17/00180/OUT
tbd
JCS 8
CBC0016
SELA C21
CFS-Tata
CBC0019
LP J5
(15/00301/DPA)
(17/00059/DPA)
JCS 14
CBC0004
SELA C4
Prom
14/00108/DPA
(St Luke’s
Rd./East part of
site)
JCS 18
SELA C23
CBC0017
LP J35
05/00117/OUT
JCS 17
SELA C11

relief road, roads, car parking,
balancing ponds, formal and informal
open space, landscaping and
associated development.
B1/B2 uses and ancillary uses as part
of SUE. Shortlisted. Assessed at
strategic (JCS) level.

0

0

0

7.9

7.9

0

0

0

18.3

18.3

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

7.4

7.4

Shortlisted. Strategic in scale. Wickes
(class A1) operational on part of site.

0.99

0

0.81

0

1.8

Tesco Extra now operational on
majority of original 9.6 ha site
assessed at strategic (JCS) level.

Shortlisted. Assessed at strategic
(JCS) level. Agent for Tata Steel
submitted details through call-forsites exercise.
Shortlisted.

Application 14/00108/DPA granted.
Project currently on hold.

0

0

0
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14.0

14.0

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

ELR11b

ELR11c

ELR11d

ELR11e

Genner Park

North of
Birchington Road
(Bela Land)
North of
Birchington Road
(Morrisons Land)
Willowbrook
North/Baird
Road

Prom
CBC011
SELA C12
LP J14(part)
Prom
17/00275/REG4
tbd
05/00119/OUT
JCS 13
CBC0002
SELA C2
LP J23
Prom
JCS 15
SELA C5
CBC005
LP J14

0

0

0

8.4

8.4

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.
Application received from Jackson
Bakery for new bakery facility on
Southern half of site.

0

0

0

24.9

24.9

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

0

0

0

19.1

19.1

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.
Car storage site.
Willowbrook North has planning
permission.

ELR11f

Willowbrook
East/Shelton
Road

CBP3

(0)

(0)

(0)

(18.2)

(18.2)

LP J13

0

7.1

0

0

7.1

Corby Borough Council owned an
18.2ha site off Baird Road (currently
used by British Car Auctions for car
storage – lease expiring in 2021).
Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

15/00003/DPA
– Site G Land
Willowbrook
East Industrial
Estate

(0)

(0.28)

(0)

(0)

(0.28)

Started in 2015.

16/00028/WASF

(0)

(2.53)

(0)

(0)

(2.53)
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ELR11g

Land at Steel
Road

ELR11h

Land off Phoenix
Parkway
SEMLEP Proposal

ELR11i

UL
- Erection of an
Energy Recovery
Facility
LP J12 (part)
06/00118/OUT
10/00446/REM
LP J29 (part)

0

15.4

0

0

15.4

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

15.15

15.15

0

0

30.3

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

0

0

0

26.5

26.5

Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.
Within East Northamptonshire.
Promoted for either employment,
housing or mixed use development
as part of JCS process. Shortlisted.
Assessed at strategic (JCS) level.
Shortlisted. Assessed at strategic
(JCS) level.

ELR12

Land to the West
of Uppingham
Road, Corby

JCS 91

0

0

0

6.3

6.3

ELR13

Land North of
the Western
Urban Extension
(Corby West
(additional land))
Adjacent Railway
Station,
Corby/Corby
Community
College
Site/Station
Gateway/ Central
Business Park

92/00238/CO
JCS 92

0

0

0

49.7

49.7

JCS 90
0
CBC0009(Corby
Community
College)/0010/0
029
SELA C10
LP J18/J24
Prom
CFS –HCA1
CBC0008/0021/0 0
022/0023
SELA C9/C27
LP J8/J9/J11

0

0

1.6

1.6

ELR14(a/c)

ELR15(a/b/c
/d)

Tripark
Includes:
Adjacent Astra

Shortlisted. School developed on part
of site (CBC009). Total
masterplanned site comprised
3.96ha.
HCA submitted current details via
call-for-sites exercise.

0

0
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8.1

8.1

Shortlisted. Strategic in scale. Part of
site is former pharma factory burnt
down.

Headway/Adj
Oakley Hay
Roundabout/CNT
Plots Oakley
Hay/Southern
Gateway

ELR16

ELR17

ELR18

ELR20

Parkland
Gateway Site
B/Former
Tresham College
Site
Land at Former
Sludgebeds/Land
East of Corby
Water Recycling
Centre
Barn Close

Former Tarmac
Land

Prom
10/00331/OUT
11/00461/DPA
15/00111/DPA Tripark 01
(retail)
17/00367/DPASouthern
Gateway
(Restaurants/Co
mmercial)

(1.0)

Southern Gateway - Land mostly
developed.

(1.3)
(Tripark
01)

The smallest site, Tripark 01 extends
to 1.3 ha and benefits from a
planning consent, granted in
February 2016, for class A1 foodstore
obtained by Aldi Stores Ltd. Now
under construction.

(4.0)
(Tripark
02)

CBC0030
SELA C26
Prom

1.1

0

0

0

(1.8)
Tripark
03)
1.1

SELA C32
CBC0026
LP J26
CFS-Savills

0

0

0

7.3

7.3

CBC0025
SELA C31
LP J20
11/00160/OUT
(Gefco)
15/00029/REM
(Gefo)
CBC0024
SELA C30

0

0

42.0

0

42.0

Shortlisted. Strategic in scale.
Currently car storage site,
understood site not for sale.

0

0

0

8.6

8.6

Shortlisted. Strategic in scale.
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Cinema and 3 restaurants completed
on adjacent site A. Commercial part
is approximately 0.28ha with the
remainder of the site planned for
residential. Total site area 2.8ha.
Shortlisted. Saved Local Plan
Allocation. Submitted as part of call
for sites.

ELR21

Princewood
Road, Earlstrees
Industrial Estate,
Corby

ELR22

Maylan Road

ELR23

Weldon Stone
Quarry
CDC Plots Oakley
Hay
Fircroft Park

ELR24

LP J19
CBC0014
SELA C16
LP J36 (part)
07/00267/DPA
(B2/B8)
08/00441/COC
(minerals
extraction)
16/00011/DPA
(B2/B8)
CBC0027
LP J33
LP J22

0

0.8

0.8

0

1.6

Shortlisted.

0

0

0

1.8

1.8

Shortlisted.

0

0

0

1.1

1.1

Shortlisted.

CBC0020
LP J7
08/00197/OUT

0.4

0

0

0

0.4

Shortlisted.

(0)

(0)

(0)

(1.1 –
counted
within
ELR03)
0.7

Shortlisted. Falls within Midlands
Logistics Park ELR03. Currently being
marketed by Potter Learoyd
Commercial.
Shortlisted. Currently being
marketed by CBC for range of uses
subject to planning. Agent: Budworth
Hardcastle.
Promoted by HCA on behalf of
Ministry for Justice as part of Call for
Sites. Possible
residential/commercial
redevelopment of site.
Put forward by Corby Borough
Property. Owned by Tata Steel.

ELR26

Land off Courier
Road

LP S17 (part)

0

0

0

(1.1 counted
within
ELR03)
0.7

ELR27

Former
Magistrates
Court

CFS-HCA2

0.5

0

0

0

0.5

ELR28

Land at Boyle
Road and Curver
Way

CBP1

0

4.6

4.6

0

9.2

ELR25
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ELR29

Howitt’s Yard

CBP2

0

0

0

1.8

1.8

ELR30

(17/00266/COU)
CBP4

0

0

0

0.9

0.9

ELR31

Land at Pearson
Training
Academy
Midlands
Logistics Park
(formerly Stanion
Lane Plantation)

0

0

0

95.3

95.3

ELR32

Tata Land

12/00259/OUT/
16/00524/SCOP
CBC0006
SELA C6
Prom
ED1

0

0

0

19.8

19.8

ELR34

Pen Green

07/00547/OUT
ED3

0

0

0

8.3

8.3

ELR35

Saxon 26

07/00155/DPA
LP J8 (part)

0

0

0

0.6

0.6

21.54

43.15

192.01

343.3

600.0

Total
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Put forward by Corby Borough
Property. Principal landowner may
be unwilling to sell/develop land.
Put forward by Corby Borough
Property. Site acquired by Corby
Borough Council in 2016.
Shortlisted

Western part of Tata’s main site may
be cleared and disposed of within
next 18 months (as at July 2017).
Application for housing and
apartments in 2007 not brought
forward for development.
Shortlisted

APPENDIX 4: Map of potential employment sites on the short list

© Crown Copyright and database rights 2016 Ordnance Survey 100018791
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APPENDIX 5A: Sustainability criteria appraisal matrix
SA TOPIC
SA OBJECTIVE
DECISION MAKING CRITERIA
SUITABILITY
1. Accessibility

Housing

2. Health

To improve accessibility
and transport links from
residential areas to key
services, facilities and
employment areas and
enhance access to the
natural environment and
recreation opportunities

Ensure that new housing
provided meets the
needs of the area,
provide affordable and
decent housing for all
Improve overall levels of
physical, mental and
social well-being, and
reduce the disparities
between different
groups and different
areas

SYMBOL

Public transport

Convenience shopping

Overall Score

On a bus route (“hourly or
better”)

Local shop nearby (walkable)

5-6



On a bus route (“hourly or
better”)

Local shop between 1-3 miles

3-4

-

Not directly served by regular
Nearest shop is more than 3
2
public transport/one journey a
miles away/not walkable
day
All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not
therefore a criterion for choosing between sites

2.1 Recreational facilities:
2.1.1 Would provide new existing sporting or recreational facilities, including
allotment land
2.1.2 Not result in the loss of any indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational
facilities
2.1.3 Result in the loss of existing indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational
facilities, including allotment land, but could be mitigated
2.2 Health and Safety:
2.2.1 Not within a specified consultation zone of a notifiable installation (Health
and Safety Executive)
82



N/A




-

Crime

3. Community

Skills
4. Liveability

5. Biodiversity

To improve community
safety, reduce the
incidences of crime and
the fear of crime - a safe
place to live
Value and nurture a
sense of belonging in a
cohesive community
whilst respecting
diversity

To improve overall levels
of education and skills
To create healthy, clean
and pleasant
environments for people
to enjoy living, working
and recreating in and to
protect and enhance
residential amenity
To protect, conserve and
enhance biodiversity,
Geodiversity, wildlife
habitats and green

2.2.2 Within the specified consultation zone of a notifiable installation –
development however is unlikely to be precluded
2.2.3 Within a specified consultation zone of notifiable installation – development
likely to be precluded
All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not
therefore a criterion for choosing between sites



N/A

3.1 Impact on community facilities:
3.1.1 Results in an increase in facilities



3.1.2 Site will have no specific impact on community facilities other than those
specified by Criterion 2.1 (e.g. village halls, community centres, scout huts, church
etc.)
3.1.3 Development would result in the loss of a community facility
Not relevant to this assessment. It will not assist in choosing between sites

-

4.1 Impact on neighbouring land uses:
4.1.1 Development removes the disruptive features associated with current uses
on the amenities of neighbouring properties
4.1.2 Compatible with neighbouring land uses
4.1.3 Compatible, subject to mitigation measures


N/A




4.1.4 Incompatible, unlikely that impact could be mitigated



5.1 Impact of development on bio-diversity (RNP assessment):
5.1.1 Not within an area of sensitivity or within an area of low sensitivity
5.1.2 Within an area of medium sensitivity
5.1.3 Within an area of high sensitivity
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infrastructure to achieve
a net gain and to avoid
habitat fragmentation

5.2 Impact of development on a protected species or on a site recognised for its wildlife or
geological importance:
5.2.1 Have no effect on any designated site or known protected species

5.2.2 Constraints are identified although it may be possible for some
development with appropriate mitigation (impact on CWS or PWS)

5.2.3 Significant constraints such that it is not considered appropriate for
development to take place
Lead to permanent disturbance of known protected species and extensive land
take of their habitat or significant impact on SSSIs

6. Landscape

7. Cultural
Heritage

To protect and enhance
the quality, character
and local distinctiveness
of the natural and
cultural landscape and
the built environment

Protect and enhance
sites, features and areas
of historical,
archaeological,
architectural and artistic
interest and their

Fragment acknowledged areas of habitat
6.1 Impact on visual landscape:
6.1.1 Within an area of low sensitivity or not within an area of sensitivity
6.1.2 Within an area of medium sensitivity
6.1.3 Within an area of high sensitivity
6.2 Impact on the existing form and character of settlement:
6.2.1 Significant positive impact (e.g. gateway development, or redevelopment of
brownfield land in a prominent position)
6.2.2 Neutral impact on the form and character of the settlement
6.2.3 Some impact but can be mitigated
6.2.4 Significant negative impact, unlikely to be mitigated (affecting setting of a
listed building, prominent vistas/view lines, coalescence with neighbouring
villages, loss of open space)
7.1 Impact on cultural heritage:
7.1.1 Not within an area of sensitivity or within an area of low sensitivity
7.1.2 Within an area of medium sensitivity
7.1.3 Within an area of high sensitivity
7.2 Impact on designated heritage asset
7.2.1 Development would be positive by enhancing a designated historic asset
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settings

Climate Change

Air
8. Water

Reduce the emissions of
greenhouse gases and
the impact of climate
change (adaptation)
To maintain or improve
local air quality
Maintain or improve the
quality of ground and
surface water resources

(e.g. removing unattractive features to enhance the setting or ensuring the
survival of a designated asset)
7.2.2 Have no effect on any heritage assets
7.2.3 Constraints identified although it may be possible for some development
with appropriate mitigation (e.g. development within a conservation area or the
setting of a listed building or development affecting a local heritage asset)
7.2.4 Significant constraints identified such that it is not considered appropriate
for development to take place (e.g. development involving the loss of or harm to
a designated heritage asset or on a SAM)
7.3 Archaeology:
7.3.1 Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the site has had
archaeology excavated in advance of current buildings or previous quarrying
practices
7.3.2 No known archaeology or archaeological activity. Site may have some
potential for activity but the area has never been archaeologically investigated
7.3.3 Site has real potential for archaeological activity due to any visual features
found on the land (e.g. cropmarks, significant artefact finds, etc.)
7.3.4 Site has significant archaeological activity such that it is not considered
appropriate for development to take place
All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not
therefore a criterion for choosing between sites. Other objectives such as Water
Conservation and Management contribute to addressing climate change.
All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not
therefore a criterion for choosing between sites
8.1 Impact on water resources:
8.1.1 Not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata
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N/A

N/A

-

9. Natural
Hazard

10. Soil and
Land

11. Minerals

and minimise the
demand for water
Reduce the impact of
flooding and avoid
additional risk

Ensure the efficient use
of land and maintain the
resource of productive
soil

Ensure the efficient use
of minerals and primary
resources

8.1.2 Be located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata
9.1 Impact on flood risk:
9.1.1 The site is outside a designated flood zone
9.1.2 The site is entirely located in or is partly affected by a zone 1 flood risk area
/ and or entirely located in or is partly affected by a zone 2 flood risk area / and or
is partly affected by a zone 3 flood risk area
9.1.3 The site is entirely located within a zone 3 flood risk area
10.1 Agricultural land:
10.1.1 Development would not affect any agricultural land
10.1.2 Development is not likely to result in the loss of best and most versatile
agricultural land (grades 1, 2, or 3a)
10.1.3 Development is likely to result in the loss of best and most versatile
agricultural land
10.2 Previously developed land:
10.2.1 The site is Brownfield
10.2.2 A significant proportion of the site is brownfield
10.2.3 The site is predominately greenfield
10.3 Land stability:
10.3.1 There are no known land stability issues in the area
10.3.2 There are potential land stability issues in the area
10.3.3 There are known land stability issues in the area
10.4 Land contamination:
10.4.1 There are no known land contamination issues
10.4.2 There are potential land contamination issues
10.4.3 There are known land contamination issues
11.1 Impact on minerals stock:
11.1.1 The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral extraction and
outside an area of sand and gravel safeguarding area as stated in the
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Energy Use

To mitigate climate
change by minimising
carbon based energy
usage by increasing
energy efficiency and to
develop North
Northamptonshire’s
renewable energy
resource, reducing
dependency on nonrenewable resources
Waste
To reduce waste arisings
and increase reuse,
recycling and
composting
12. Employment Maintain and enhance
employment
opportunities and to
reduce the disparities
arising from unequal
access to jobs
Wealth Creation Retain and enhance the

Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan / Northamptonshire Minerals and Waste
Development Framework
11.1.2 The site is partially located on land allocated for mineral extraction and/ or
a sand and gravel safeguarding area as defined in the Northamptonshire Minerals
Local Plan / Northamptonshire Minerals and Waste Development Framework
11.1.3 The site is entirely located on land allocated for mineral extraction and/ or
a sand and gravel safeguarding area as defined in the Northamptonshire Minerals
Local Plan / Northamptonshire Minerals and Waste Development Framework
All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not
therefore a criterion for choosing between sites

-



N/A

All sites are likely to offer similar opportunities to meet this objective; it is not
therefore a criterion for choosing between sites.

N/A

Not relevant because all sites being assessed will create employment
opportunities

N/A

Not relevant to this assessment. It will not assist in choosing between sites

N/A
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factors which are
conducive to wealth
creation, including
personal creativity,
infrastructure and the
local strengths and
qualities that are
attractive to visitors and
investors
Town Centres
Protect and enhance the
vitality and viability of
town centres and market
towns
13. Physical Limitations
N/A
N/A

Not relevant to this assessment. It will not assist in choosing between sites

13.1 Physical constraints:
13.1.1 The has no obvious physical constraints
13.1.2 The site has physical constraints that can be mitigated (e.g. TPOs, existing
buildings)
13.1.3 The site has constraints that cannot be mitigated (e.g. steep slopes, pylons,
gas pipeline)
13.2 Ease of utility provision:
13.2.1 Very easy to service (score of 5 from SHLAA)
13.2.2 Easy, average or moderately easy (score of 4, 3 or 2 from SHLAA)
13.2.3 Least easy to service (score of 1 from SHLAA)
13.3 Existing Use:
13.3.1 Site is vacant
13.3.2 Site is in current active use which may need to be relocated
13.4 Vehicular access:
13.4.1 No known constraints to vehicular access
13.4.2 Vehicular access unsuitable and or restrictive but possible though effective
88

N/A











mitigation
14. Availability
N/A

N/A

14.1 Site ownership
14.1.1 The site is held by a developer or landowner willing to develop or the site
already has planning permission
14.1.2 Ownership is unknown
14.1.3 Site is known to be in complex or multiple ownership
13.1.4 Site is owned by a landowner who is known to be unwilling to develop
their land
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APPENDIX 5B: Sustainability criteria methodology
Criteria
Proximity to
services

Methodology for assessment
Sites have been assessed based on their proximity to a bus route and local shops. This assessment has been undertaken using
GIS.
Information on bus routes has been derived from Northamptonshire County Council Interactive Mapping which includes
frequency data. This data was correct at July 2016.

Recreational
facilities
Health and
Safety
Community

Impact on
neighbouring
land use
Impact on
biodiversity
sensitivity
Impact on
protected

37

Each site has been awarded a score of 1 to 3 in respect of its proximity to each service with a score of 3 indicating that
proximity to a particular service is ‘good’ whilst scores of 2 and 1 represented ‘medium’ and ‘poor’ access respectively. The
individual scores have then been added together to provide an overall score. For example, a total score within the range of 5 or
6 would result in an overall assessment of ‘good’ for employment development.
This assessment has been undertaken using GIS. Sporting and recreational facilities are taken to include gyms and leisure
centres, important amenity areas, allotments etc.
This criterion assesses the development sites that may be entirely or largely precluded due to their proximity to a notifiable
installation. Some sites may be able to mitigate this by restricting certain size, types or amounts of development. This
assessment has been undertaken using GIS.
The impact on community facilities has been assessed. This includes those community facilities as outlined in the NPPF
(meeting places, cultural buildings, public houses, places of worship and shops). This does not include any facilities that fall
within the ‘Recreational facilities’ criterion. This assessment has been undertaken using GIS.
This focuses on whether the development would affect the surrounding land use. For example, employment sites proposed
within a residential area would be less compatible. This assessment has been undertaken using GIS.
The RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation Study published in 200937 brought together earlier studies to identify areas
of high, medium or low sensitivity of three landscape elements (visual landscape, biodiversity and cultural heritage) in relation
to their potential to accept mixed use development. The data in this document has been used to determine the sensitivity
score.
GIS mapping has been used to determine if the site is likely to affect a site of international or national importance: land
designated as a Local Nature Reserve, local wildlife site or local geological site; a potential wildlife site and/or containing

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/publications/docdetail.asp?docid=1134
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species of
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visual
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Archaeology
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Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Previously
development
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38

protected species. The NIA Natural Development Officer was also contacted for comment on the impact on biodiversity and
protected species.
The RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation Study published in 200938 brought together earlier studies to identify areas
of high, medium or low sensitivity of three landscape elements (visual landscape, biodiversity and cultural heritage) in relation
to their potential to accept mixed use development. The data in this document has been used to determine the impact on
visual landscape score.
Effects on character and setting of the town including the loss of open space (Environmentally Important Open Space or EIOS
land). This assessment has been undertaken using GIS.
This focussed on heritage assets including scheduled ancient monuments, historic parks and gardens, and whether the site fell
within a conservation area.
A two staged assessment will be undertaken. The first stage is desk based assessment based on GIS mapping and officer
knowledge to determine if the site is likely to affect a site of archaeological interest including scheduled ancient monuments,
historic parks and gardens, and whether the site falls within a conservation area. The second stage of assessment will involve
consultation with the archaeology department at Northamptonshire County Council regarding this assessment to comment on
individual sites as to whether there was the presence or possible presence archaeology or archaeological activity on the site.
The impact on water resources was assessed on the groundwater vulnerability of a site. A site located on a major high
permeable strata has a higher groundwater vulnerability and therefore scored an ‘amber’ (see Table 4.5).
Sites where development would be entirely within flood zone 3 are scored red. In practice the assessment indicates that whilst
a number of sites on the shortlist include land within zones 2 and 3 the designation applies to a limited area of the site. Such
land may well provide opportunities for development on the undesignated section and for ancillary uses such as recreation and
biodiversity enhancement within the designated part.
The Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) system defines the best and most versatile land as Grades 1, 2 and 3a. This is the land
which is most flexible, productive and efficient in response to inputs and which can best deliver future crops for food and nonfood uses such as biomass and pharmaceuticals. There is also grade 3b and 4 agricultural land. The map does not distinguish
between Grade 3a and Grade 3b land and for the purposes of the assessment a precautionary approach will therefore be
adopted with any area of Grade 3 land assumed to include the best and most versatile land (i.e. Grade 3a).
Previously developed land is defined in national planning policy as ‘land which is or was occupied by a permanent structure,
including the cartilage of the developed land (although it should not be assumed that the whole of the cartilage should be
developed) and any associated fixed surface infrastructure. This excludes: land that is or has been occupied by agricultural or
forestry buildings; land that has been developed for minerals extraction or waste disposal by landfill purposes where provision
for restoration has been made through development control procedures; land in built-up areas such as private residential

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/publications/docdetail.asp?docid=1134
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Land stability

gardens, parks, recreation grounds and allotments; and land that was previously-developed but where the remains of the
permanent structure have blended into the landscape in the process of time’.
Corby Borough Council Environmental Health was consulted on each individual site regarding potential presence of unstable
land e.g. whether there has been historic mining in the area.
Corby Borough Council Environmental Health was consulted on each individual site in terms of land contamination.

Land
contamination
Minerals stock The Northamptonshire Minerals and Waste Development Framework (MWDF) allocates sites for minerals and waste
development. The maps identifying land allocated for minerals extraction of sand and gravel safeguarding have been used to
assess the impact of development.
Physical
This criterion focuses on constraints that can be mitigated (e.g. TPOs, existing buildings) and constraints that cannot be
constraints
mitigated (e.g. steep slopes, gas pipelines). However, some sites may be affected by major constraints only on part of the site,
leaving part of the site developable. In such cases sites have been scored ‘yellow’.
Ease of utility In preparing the 2011 update to the North Northamptonshire Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)39,
provision
electricity, gas, water and phone/cable infrastructure providers were contacted and asked to grade settlements according t the
ease with which these could be serviced. Responses were received from Central Networks, National Grid and Anglian Water,
whilst the Strategic Flood Risk Assessments were used to provide scores for surface water. It was not possible to obtain
updates from telecommunications companies and the scores in the earlier 2009 SHLAA40 was therefore used. An average
utilities score for each settlement was generated from the information to provide an overall ‘ease of utility provision’ score.

Existing use
Vehicular
access
Availability

39
40

The assessment concluded that all of the growth towns and market towns are ‘average’ to service and consequently, based on
the findings of the study, it has not been possible to conclude from the evidence that any strategic location offers an advantage
over other locations in terms of ease of utility provision and all sites have therefore been assessed as ‘yellow’.
Sites that are vacant are scored ‘green’ as they are likely to come forward quicker and more easily. GIS, Google maps, council
tax and land searches have been used to assess this criterion.
A desk based assessment of the adequacy of potential access points into the site and the capacity of the highway network to
accommodate the proposed scale of development.
The NPPG indicates that a site is considered available, when, on the best information available there is confidence that there
are no legal or ownership problems. This will often mean that the land is controlled by a developer or landowner who has

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/docs/SHLAA%202011%20FINAL%20May%202013.pdf
http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/publications/docdetail.asp?docid=1093
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expressed an intention to develop, or the landowner has expressed an intention to sell. The assessment is based on
information in the Northamptonshire Strategic Employment Land Assessment (SELA) published in November 2009 41. This
information has subsequently been updated for individual sites where further information has become available, for example
through the returned site checklists.

41

http://www.nnjpu.org.uk/docs/Northamptonshire%20SELA%20-%20Final%20Report%20(Excluding%20Appendices).pdf
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APPENDIX 6: “Call for Sites”/checklist for potential
sites pro-forma
Corby Borough Council
“Call for Sites”/Checklist for Potential Sites Pro-forma
POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT SITE SUBMISSION FORM
Please use this form to provide supporting information on non-strategic sites suggested for
future development.
Please note that the submission of a site through the ‘Call for Sites’ process only places the
site before the Council for consideration as a potential site for future allocation. It does not
guarantee its allocation, nor does it prejudice any decision the Council may wish to take
should an application for any site be forthcoming.
Site Owner(s) and Representatives
Name of site owner(s)
Owner 1 …………………………………………………………………………………………….
Owner 2 …………………………………………………………………………………………….
Owner 3 …………………………………………………………………………………………….
I confirm that the owner(s) have been informed of this submission:

Yes 

No 

Site Promoter’s contact details (owner agent or representative)
Name: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Postcode: …………………………………
Telephone: …………………………………………………… Email: ………………………………………………………………………………………….
Site Information
Name and address of the site:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Postcode: …………………………………
Central OS Grid Reference (full 8 figure reference):
Easting ……………………………………………………………. Northing ……………………………………………………………
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(Please note that all submissions should be accompanied by a detailed site plan at 1:2500
or 1:1250 scale identifying the site’s boundaries)
Size of site in hectares: ……………………………………

or acres: …………………………………….

Approximate site dimensions (in metres): ……………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Is the site Greenfield [] or Previously Developed []?

Existing Use(s)……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..................
Is the site adjacent to other potential site(s) that may also have development potential?
Yes 

No 

If yes, please give brief details of the site(s) address, location and size in hectares/acres:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
If these other sites are in your control, please submit a separate pro-forma for additional
sites.
Site Proposal
Proposed Use (please indicate preferred use(s) that you would like the site to be
considered for. Please tick all that apply).
USE TYPE

TICK

FURTHER INFORMATION

Residential
Retail
Employment
(Type, floorspace)

Commercial
Industrial

Traveller/Showman Pitches
Open space/Community Use
Leisure
Other

Opportunities (housing sites only)
How many dwellings is the site capable of accommodating?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Is the site suitable for mixed use development?  Yes  No
If Yes, please indicate the breakdown of residential to mixed uses, and specify the type of
mixed use:
……….% Residential
………. % Other (Please specify …………………………………………………………………………………………………………)
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Why do you consider the site to be suitable for housing development?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Constraints
Do any of the following constraints apply to the site? If so, what needs to be done to
overcome them, and when might this be achieved?
CONSTRAINT

MEANS OF OVERCOMING CONSTRAINT

APPROXIMATE DATE
FOR OVERCOMING
CONSTRAINT

Contaminated Land Constraints
Topographical Constraints
Bad Neighbour Constraints (i.e. the
site is next to a sewerage works etc)
Highways Infrastructure Constraints
Water Supply Provision
Waste Water Services Provision
Gas Services Provision
Electricity Provision
Drainage Provision
Other (Please
specify……………………………)

Additional Information
Is the site in single or multiple ownership?
Single 
Multiple  (Please specify the number of owners: ……………………………)
In ownership terms, is the site available now (i.e. owned by a single or multiple owners(s)
with an intention to release the site for development, and is free from legal and other land
constraints)?
Yes 
No  (Please provide details: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Is the site in private [] or public [] ownership?
Is there market interest in the site? Yes  No  Unknown 
Any other information that you feel is relevant: …………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Please ensure that all potential site submissions are accompanied by a detailed plan
identifying the site’s boundaries (1:2500 or 1:1250 scale)

Please return completed site submission forms by 5pm on Tuesday 20th December
2016 to:
By email to:
Localplans.consultation@corby.gov.uk
Or by post to:
Part 2 Local Plan for Corby consultation
Local Plans
Corby Borough Council
Deene House, New Post Office Square
Corby, NN17 1GD
For assistance, please contact the Local Plan team on 01536 464158

Data Protection
The responses received as part of the ‘Call for Sites’ will be published and used in the plan
making process. Please note that responses cannot be treated as confidential and will be
made available for public inspection. All responses will be able to be viewed at the Council’s
offices and online. By sending the Council your details you will automatically be informed of
future consultations on planning policy documents unless you indicate otherwise.
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14.Availability

8.Water Quality

4.1

Overall Score

7.Cultural
Heritage – Impact
on cultural
heritage/Impact
on heritage
assets/
Archaeology

3.1

13.Physical
Limitations –
Physical
constraints/Utilit
y
provision/Existing
use/Vehicular
access

6.Landscape –
Impact on visual
landscape/Impact
on character of
settlement

2.2

11.Minerals

5.Biodiversity –
Impact on biodiversity/Impact
on protected
species

2.1

10.Soil and Land –
Agricultural
land/PDL/Land
stability/Land
contamination

4.Liveability

1.1

9.Natural Hazard

3.Community

Area
Matrix Id
Site Name
(ha)
Weighting 3=critical or statutory issue or difficult to mitigate, 1=
non-statutory issue or mitigation more achievable (multiple by
‘’=0, ’–‘ =1, ‘’=2, ‘’=3). Lowest scoring sites are potentially the
most appropriate to bring forward for development.
0.2
ELR02
Land adjacent to Iron Pit Close
143.7
ELR03
Land at Geddington Road
4.4
ELR04
Priors Hall Development Site
3.4
ELR05
Land at Weldon Park
7.9
ELR06
Corby West
18.3
ELR07
Gretton Brook Rd. (Brookfield Plantation)
0.5
ELR08
South of Gretton Brook Road
7.4
ELR09
Manton Park
1.8
ELR10
St Luke’s Road,St James Industrial Estate
14.0
ELR11a
Centrix Park
8.4
ELR11b
Genner Park
24.9
ELR11c
North of Birchington Road (Bela)
ELR11d
North of Birchington Road (Morrisons)
19.1
ELR11e
Willowbrook North/Baird Road
7.1
ELR11f
Willowbrook East
15.4
ELR11g
Land at Steel Road
30.3
ELR11h
Land off Phoenix Parkway
26.5
ELR11i
SEMLEP Proposal
6.3
ELR12
Land to the West of Uppingham Road
49.7
ELR13
Land North of Western Urban Extension
1.6
ELR14
Adjacent Railway Station
8.1
ELR15
Tripark
1.1
ELR16
Parkland Gateway Site B
7.3
ELR17
Land at Former Sludgebeds
42.0
ELR18
Barn Close
8.6
ELR20
Former Tarmac Land
1.6
ELR21
Princewood Road
1.8
ELR22
Maylan Road
1.1
ELR23
Weldon Stone Quarry
0.4
ELR24
CDC Plots Oakley Hay
1.1
ELR25
Fircroft Park
0.7
ELR26
Land off Courier Road
0.5
ELR27
Former Magistrates Court
9.2
ELR28
Land at Boyle Road and Curver Way
1.8
ELR29
Howitt’s Yard
0.9
ELR30
Land at Pearson Training Academy
95.3
ELR31
Midlands Logistics Park
19.8
ELR32
Tata Land
8.3
ELR34
Pen Green
0.6
ELR35
Saxon 26

2.Health –
Recreational
facilities/H&S

Sustainability Matrix

1.Access Services

APPENDIX 7: Site assessment matrix (1st quartile =36 (up to 36 Green), 2nd quartile=43 (37-43 Yellow), 3rd quartile=49 (44-49 Orange), 4th quartile=61 (50-61 Red))
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APPENDIX 8: Individual site assessments of shortlisted sites
Site: ELR02 – Land adjacent to Iron Pit Close
Other References: (11/00047/DPA), 16/00102/DPA , SELA C25
Site Area: 0.2 ha
Site Capacity: 0.2 ha B2/B8 use
Proposed Development: Use of the site for the siting of self-storage containers (40 no).
Site Description: Holiday Inn to the East. Geddington Road to the South. Other commercial
development to the North/West. Site constrained by a number of TPOs.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Local shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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-

land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

existing employment area.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-

-

-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
A large part of the site is located on a ‘Major High’
permeable strata.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield/Brownfield.

-

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are potential land stability issues. Type:
Abandoned Mines Catalogue Number: OM6372 (source
Coal Authority interactive map).
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-

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
located within 500 metres of Ironpits Wood Quarry
landfill (closed in 1983) and Barn Close Quarry landfills
(closed in 1990 and 1991 respectively). Site will require
a full contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (TPOs on site) that can
be mitigated.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-



-

Existing use

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.

Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
Good although some minor improvements may be
required at existing access point.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Burdett Pension Fund. Site being marketed by Potter
Learoyd. Currently under offer.



Ownership
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Site: ELR03 – Land at Geddington Road
Other References: JCS 20, CBC0007, SELA C7
Site Area: 143.7 ha
Site Capacity: 143.7 ha B8 use
Proposed Development: Strategic distribution and rail freight interchange.
Site Description: The site lies to the east of the A43 (Stamford Rd). The southern end
includes Cowthick Plantation, which is located adjacent to the A6116 (Brigstock Rd) and the
village of Stanion. To the east/north of the site is a landfill site and recycling site.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Local shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as it is



Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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land uses

located in close proximity to an existing employment
area and would be surrounded by fields. However,
close to Stanion Village also, but could be mitigated.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The Southern part of the site is within an area of high
sensitivity.



Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on LWS and PWS).



Visual
landscape

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Parts of the site are within areas low, medium and high
sensitivities.



Impact on form
and character

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Water

Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata.



Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Agricultural
land

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site includes agricultural land within grades 3 and 4
as well and non-agricultural land so development could
result in the loss of some of the best and most versatile
agricultural land.
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Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues in the area.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. A
dismantled railway is located along the southern
border of the site associated with a historic ironstone
quarry. Cowthick Limestone Quarry landfill site is
located to the north of the site and Weldon Landfill site
is located to the east. Stanion historic landfill is located
adjacent to the sites southern border. Site will require a
full contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
There is an electricity pylon and a large number of trees
to the South of the site but no TPOs. There are some
buildings on ELR25 site, however this can be mitigated.

-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Existing use

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Greenfield.



Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site does not benefit from existing formal access
points.



Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known.
Includes Fircroft Park ELR25.

-

Ease of utility
provision
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Site: ELR04 – Priors Hall Development Site
Other References: 04/00240/OUT, 13/00026/RVC, 15/00038/RVC, CBC0001a/b, SELA C1, JCS
29
Site Area: 4.4 ha
Site Capacity: 4.4 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Mixed use urban extension to Corby including residential (up to
5,100 dwellings), employment (up to 14 ha), 1 district centre, 2 neighbourhood centres,
schools (1 secondary, 3 primary), hotel, formal and informal open space.
Site Description: Outline planning permission existed for up to 14 ha of employment
development as part of the SUE. Part of this within East Northamptonshire (Masterplan
Parcel E1) now developed as Lloyds data centre. Southern part of the site within Corby
Borough remains. To the North of this site is Corby Enterprise Centre and land sold to RS
Components for car-parking.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance. New district centre serving Priors
Hall proposed.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-
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Neighbouring
land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as it is
located in close proximity to Weldon North Industrial
Estate. However, forms part of Priors Hall Park SUE so
development needs to be mitigated through design and
would be dependent on use.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.





-

-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices. The
site was evaluated and excavated by APS in 2006 in
advance of the Priors Hall Development.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Agricultural

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is classified as grade 3 agricultural land
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land

although does not appear to be in current agricultural
use. Development does have the potential to result in
the loss of some of the best and most versatile
agricultural land.

Previously
developed land

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The land where employment development is proposed
is Greenfield/Brownfield.

-

Land stability

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues in the area.



Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access

Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are no known contamination issues. Priors Hall
Quarry historic landfill is located to the east of the site
and Refractory Tip, North East Materials Stockyard and
Railway Cutting historic landfills are located to the west
of the site (mainly inert waste).
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Existing buildings on the South of the site could be a
constraint.





-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Analysis: Desk based research.
The masterplan for the site incorporated separate
entrance points. Some infrastructure has already been
provided.



Analysis: Desk based research.

Bela Partnership (in administration).
Masterplan splits site into 3 parcels. Parcel E2 (North of site) comprises
1.9ha; Parcel E3 comprises 3.0ha; Parcel E4 (South of site) comprises
1.4ha. Corby Enterprise Centre developed on Parcel E2. Parcel E4 now to
be developed as residential.
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Site: ELR05(a/b/c) – Land at Weldon Park
Other References: 09/00083/OUT, CBC0028, SELA C29, JCS 11
Site Area: 3.4 ha
Site Capacity: 3.4 ha B1 use
Proposed Development: Mixed use urban extension for up to 1,000 dwellings, local centre,
employment, primary school, community facilities, footpaths/cycleways, A427 Weldon relief
road, roads, car parking, balancing ponds, formal and informal open space, landscaping and
associated development.
Site Description: Outline planning permission exists for employment development as part of
the development.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
Not currently served by a bus route (may be provided
following development). Local shops within walkable
distance.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Forms part of Weldon Park urban extension so



Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

development needs to be mitigated through design and
would be dependent on use.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.



-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Sites a. and b. no known archaeology or archaeological
activity. Site may have some potential for activity but
the area has never been archaeologically investigated.
The Weldon Park development area is covered by a
Scheme of Archaeological Resource Management,
Weldon Park, Northamptonshire, July 2017, MOLA. This
requires archaeological evaluation of these areas in
advance of any development. Site c. this has been
evaluated and no mitigation was required.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.

-

-

Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Agricultural
land

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Weldon Park is classified as grade 3 agricultural land
which was in agricultural use. Development of Weldon
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Park will result in the loss of some of the best and most
versatile agricultural land.

Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination
Minerals

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are no known land contamination issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
The scheme will have access off the A427 and A43.



Analysis: Desk based research.

Persimmon Homes.
Employment parcels could potentially be reallocated for other uses.
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Site: ELR06 – Corby West
Other References: JCS 7, CBC0013, SELA C15, 17/00180/OUT tbd
Site Area: 7.9 ha
Site Capacity: 7.9 ha mixed (B1/B2) use
Proposed Development: The promoter is seeking an allocation for 4,000 dwellings during
the plan period together with employment land (B1/B2 uses) and ancillary facilities. Further
information relating to Corby West can be found on the promoter’s website at:
http://www.westcorby.com
Site Description: The area allocated for development is separated from the existing urban
area by the A6003, which forms the eastern site boundary. The land forms a plateau
between the slopes of the Welland Valley to the north and Harper’s Brook to the South. It is
essentially in agricultural use with hedgerows, areas of woodland and several shallow valleys
with small streams running West to East.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Comments
Not currently served by a bus route (will be provided
following development). Local shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-
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Community
facilities

Neighbouring
land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Forms part of the proposed development to the North
of Corby West SUE so development needs to be
mitigated through design and would be dependent on
use.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Essentially an area of medium sensitivity, although the
woodland in the south-west corner is of high landscape
value. The site forms a plateau between the Welland
Valley to the north-west and the valley of Harper’s
Brook (in which Pipewell is located) to the south.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-





-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
No known archaeology or archaeological activity. Site
may have some potential for activity but the area has
never been archaeologically investigated. Site has been
subject to geophysical survey and is to be evaluated in
Autumn 2017 by ULAS.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.
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-

-

Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Corby West is classified as grade 3 agricultural land
which is currently in agricultural use. Development will
therefore result in the loss of some of the best and
most versatile agricultural land.





Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. The site
boundary is located less than 500 metres from
Cottingham Stone Quarry historic landfill site. Site will
require a full contamination assessment to include
landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Existing use

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Greenfield.



Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
It should be possible to provide 1 or 2 access points
from the A6003 and 1 access point from the A427.

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Ownership
Notes



Analysis: Desk based research.

The Great Oakley and Rockingham Castle Estates.
Boundary is indicative and employment area may be repositioned as part
of masterplanning. Suitable for B1/B2, particularly good quality offices.
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Development may be beyond plan period. Pre-app discussions ongoing
with Wilson Bowden/Barratts/Taylor Wimpey (50% developers of SUE).
Retained interest by Rockingham Estates/Great Oakley Farms (remaining
50%). Outline application to be determined in New Year (2018).
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Site: ELR07 – Gretton Brook Road (Brookfield Plantation)
Other References: JCS 8, CBC0016, SELA C21, CFS-Tata
Site Area: 18.3 ha call for sites (136.7 ha
Site Capacity: 18.3 ha mixed use (136.7 ha
total)
mixed use total)
Proposed Development: Agent notes potential for extension of existing uses within the
industrial estate, plus new offices. And potential for uses connected to the Renewable
Energy Generation Facility about to be constructed in the existing industrial estate, to use
heat and locally generated power.
Site Description: Restoration plantation woodland. Agent notes existing uses within the
Gretton Brook Industrial Estate have expressed an interest in expanding into the woodland.
Detailed site investigations and environmental impact assessments carried out for the whole
area of the proposed Resource Recovery Park, therefore there is considerable information
available to inform the preparation of a detailed scheme for the area.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Comments
Not directly served by regular public transport. Local
shops between 1-3 miles.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Partially within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation - development however is
unlikely to be precluded.
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Symbol
-

-



Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Analysis: Desk based research.
The majority of the site is within an area of high
sensitivity.

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on LWS and PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Area of high sensitivity – the site is located on an
elevated ridge line and the woodland is an important
feature within the landscape.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.







-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
A small part of the site is located on a ‘Major High’
permeable strata.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The Southerly tips and a small part of the Southern
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corner of the larger site are within flood zone 2 and 3.

Agricultural
land

Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The Northern tip of the site is classified as grade 3
agricultural land with a small area at the North-Easterly
edge being grade 4. Development could result in the
loss of some of the best and most versatile agricultural
land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. There
are dismantled railway lines associated with a historic
ironstone quarry on the site. There are several historic
landfill sites located to the south of the site and one to
the east. Site will require a full contamination
assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
There are a large number of trees on the site but no
TPOs.

-





Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Restoration plantation woodland.



Analysis: Desk based research.
This site is to the north of the Rockingham Master Plan
Development area. Whilst access appears achievable
off Gretton Brook Road, infrastructure upgrading would
be required dependant on the intensification of the site
and to accommodate the high HGV movements that
would be generated.
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Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Desk based research.

Tata Steel. Agent: Ms Maureen Darrie, GP Planning Ltd.
Tata Steel would like to see some land surrounding the established
industrial estate allocated for employment uses as they argue part of the
site has a fully consented energy from waste site. They understand No.2
companies are pursuing the acquisition of this site with a view to
generating biomas power. There will be companies interested in locating
to this power plant in order to secure the benefit of securing electrical
power direct from this generating plant. The power generator would also
have a preference for this arrangement. Believe therefore that this land
would be appropriate for employment based uses who will use the
electrical power generated from the energy from waste plant. In addition
they note that there are currently six companies located on the existing
industrial estate to the south of the plantation. Three of those companies
wish to expand on site. Providing land adjacent to their existing sites
would provide a ‘quick win’ as regards economic development.
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Site: ELR08 – South of Gretton Brook Road
Other References: CBC0019, LP J5
Site Area: 0.5 ha
Site Capacity: 0.5 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: No known proposals.
Site Description: The site is within an existing industrial estate, however it is near to a flood
reservoir and opposite two County Wildlife sites.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Within the specified consultation zone of a notifiable
installation - development however is unlikely to be
precluded.

Symbol
-

-



Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within
Earlstrees Industrial Estate.

-

Analysis: Desk based research.
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Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-

-

-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are known contamination issues. Site is located
on the historic landfill ‘Refractory Tip’. Site will require
a full contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
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Minerals

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Access issues into site will need to be overcome.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known.
Site has access issues and may be most suitable for businesses looking to
expand.
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Site: ELR09 – Manton Park/Land at Cockerell Road
Other References: (15/00301/DPA), (17/00059/DPA) , JCS 14, CBC0004, SELA C4, ED
Site Area: 7.4 ha remaining
Site Capacity: 7.4 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Currently being marketed for range of B1/B2/B8 uses and other
uses. Wickes opened on Southerly end of site late 2016. Planning permission recently
granted for car-dealership on 0.8ha plot next to Wickes. Plan shows area remaining.
Site Description: The site, located on the edge of an existing employment area, is vacant land
formerly used as part of the British Steel Plant. The Corby-Oakham railway line is located to
the west, beyond which is an existing residential area. The railway embankment is being
managed as a reptile reserve. Manton Park/Land at Cockerell Road provides direct access
onto the A6116, which forms part of the principal road network.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Comments
On a high frequency bus route. Shops (including
Phoenix Parkway Retail Park) within walkable distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Partially within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation - development however is
unlikely to be precluded.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.
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Symbol


-



-

Neighbouring
land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have some impact but
this can be mitigated (Natural Green Space).

-

-

-

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
located on former sidings associated with the historic
iron and steelworks. Site will require a full
contamination assessment.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (drain) that can be
mitigated.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Wickes opened on Southerly end of site late 2016. The
rest of the site is vacant.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Access is off Cockerell Road.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Corby Borough Council, Frenbury Developments
(developer). Currently being marketed by Budworth
Hardcastle/prop-search.com.
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-



-

-







Site: ELR10 – St Luke’s Road, St James Industrial Estate
Other References: JCS 18, SELA C23, CBC0017, LP J35, 14/00108/DPA
Site Area: 1.8 ha
Site Capacity: 1.8 ha B1/B8 granted
Proposed Development: Planning permission for commercial development comprising plant
maintenance depot with associated offices, service yard with parking for plant and storage
bins for aggregates currently on hold.
Site Description: Site previously comprised 1960s industrial buildings which have mostly
been demolished. Tesco Extra opened to the West of the site in January 2013.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops (including
Tesco Extra) within walkable distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within St
James Industrial Estate.

-

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-

-

-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The Southern half of the site is located on a ‘Major
High’ permeable strata.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
A small part of the Northerly edge of the site is within
flood zone 2 and 3.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Land stability

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known stability issues.



Land

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is

-

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
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contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

crossed by former railway lines. Site will require a full
contamination assessment.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (electricity pylon) that
can be mitigated.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Existing use

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
Some improvements to existing access may be
required.

Ownership

Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known.

Ease of utility
provision
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-

Site: ELR11a – Centrix Park
Other References: 05/00117/OUT, JCS 17, SELA C11, Prom
Site Area: 14.0 ha
Site Capacity: 14.0 ha mixed (B1/B2/B8) use
Proposed Development: Centrix Industrial and Distribution Park comprises a development
site that is suitable for the construction of Industrial / warehouse buildings of between
40,000 sq ft and 260,000 sq ft. The site has outline planning consent for the provision of B1,
B2 & B8 uses totalling 600,000 sq ft.
Site Description: Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area. The site is fully serviced and
landscaped and development has commenced on site with the speculative construction of
Alpha Court, which comprises 2 terraces of Industrial / warehouse / trade counter units
totalling 61,000 sq ft. Current occupiers on Alpha Court include Crown Decorator Centre,
Cyclomarket, MJD, Pumpkin Print and Larsson.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Shops within walkable
distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Within the specified consultation zone of a notifiable
installation - development however is unlikely to be
precluded.
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Symbol
-

-



Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-



-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices. The
southern area contains quarry pits.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
A drain running through the site is classified as flood
zone 2 and 3.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
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-



Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
partially located on a former ironstone quarry. There
are several historic landfill sites located to the north
and east of the site. Site will require a full
contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (electricity pylon,
pond, drain) that can be mitigated.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Some speculative construction has already taken place
and units are operational. The rest of the site is vacant.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Access is off Phoenix Parkway.

-



-

-





Analysis: Desk based research.

CWC-group.co.uk.
Pre-app discussions taking place with CWC Group for spec warehouse
development.
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Site: ELR11b – Genner Park
Other References: CBC011, SELA C12, LP J14(part), Prom, 17/00275/REG4 tbd
Site Area: 8.4 ha
Site Capacity: 8.4 ha mixed (B1/B2/B8) use
Proposed Development: Agent offering plots from 0.4ha (1 acre) design and build.
Application received from Jackson Bakery for new bakery facility on Southern half of site.
Site Description: Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops within
walkable distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Mostly within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation - development however is
unlikely to be precluded.

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

Neighbouring

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
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Symbol


-



-

-

land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

existing employment area.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-



-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
partially located on a former ironstone quarry. There
are several historic landfill sites located to the north
and northeast of the site. Site will require a full
contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (gas governor) that can
be mitigated.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Part of the site is in current active use which may need
to be relocated – car storage.

-



-

-



Analysis: Desk based research.
Access is off Genner Road.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Agent is Potter Learoyd.
Site now sold subject to planning under a private agreement.
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Site: ELR11c – North of Birchington Road (Bela land)
Other References: 05/00119/OUT, JCS 13, CBC0002, SELA C2, LP J23, Prom
Site Area: 24.9 ha (includes Morrisons
Site Capacity: 24.9 ha mixed (B1/B2/B8) use
land ELR11d)
(includes Morrisons land)
Proposed Development: B1/B2/B8 uses.
Site Description: Part of Rockingham Enterprise Area. Possible contamination.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as it is
located in close proximity to existing employment area.



Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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However, close to Rockingham Motor Speedway also,
and may need to be mitigated.

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Analysis: Desk based research.
Part of the site is within an area of high sensitivity.



Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).



Visual
landscape

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The Southern part of the site is within an area of high
sensitivity.



Impact on form
and character

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site

Cultural
heritage

Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Part of the site falls within an area of low sensitivity and
a small part of the Eastern edge of the site falls within
an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.

-





-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The North-East tip of site is within flood zone 2 and 3.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Part of the site is classified as grade 4 agricultural land.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.
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developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known stability issues in the area.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
bounded by dismantled railways on the north and west.
There are several historic landfill sites located to the
east of the site. Site will require a full contamination
assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (ponds and drains)
that can be mitigated.



-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Existing use

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
Good but access will be improved on completion of
Corby Northern Orbital.

Ease of utility
provision

Ownership
Notes



Analysis: Desk based research.

Bela Partnership (in administration).
ELR11c, 11d and 11i SEMLEP scheme. Land under offer by Tata. Pre-app
discussions ongoing.
ELR11c and ELR11d sites on market. GVA is agent for administrator for
Bela.
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Site: ELR11d – North of Birchington Road (North of Morrisons)
Other References: 05/00119/OUT, JCS 13, CBC0002, SELA C2, LP J23, Prom
Site Area: 24.9 ha (includes Bela land
Site Capacity: 24.9 ha mixed (B1/B2/B8) use
ELR11c)
(includes Bela land)
Proposed Development: B1/B2/B8 uses.
Site Description: Morrisons distribution centre operational to the south of site. Part of
Rockingham Enterprise Area. Possible contamination.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Analysis: Desk based research.
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Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage

Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

The majority of the site is within an area of medium
sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The North-East corner of the site is within an area of
high sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Part of the site falls within an area of low sensitivity and
a small part of the North-Eastern edge of the site falls
within an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



-



-





Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The Southern corner of the site is located on a ‘Major
High’ permeable strata.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
A significant proportion of the site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
located immediately to the north of historic landfill
sites Refractory Tip and North East Materials Stockyard.
There are further historic landfill sites located to the
north and northeast of the site. Site will require a full
contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (drain) that can be
mitigated.

-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Existing use

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
Good but access will be improved on completion of
Corby Northern Orbital.

Ease of utility
provision

Ownership
Notes



Analysis: Desk based research.

Bela/GVA.
ELR11c, 11d and 11i SEMLEP scheme. Land under offer by Tata. Pre-app
discussions ongoing.
ELR11c and ELR11d sites on market. GVA is agent for administrator for
Bela.
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Site: ELR11e – Willowbrook North/Baird Road
Other References: JCS 15, SELA C5, CBC005, LP J14, CBP3
Site Area: 19.1 ha
Site Capacity: 19.1 ha mixed (B1/B2/B8) use
Proposed Development: Potential for industrial within B1c, B2 and more limited B8, possibly
quasi-retail, leisure.
Site Description: Currently used by British car auctions for car storage – lease expiring in
2021.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Partially within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation - development however is
unlikely to be precluded.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
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Symbol


-



-

Neighbouring
land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-

-

-

-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
A very small part of the site is located on a ‘Major High’
permeable strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site
historically crossed by railways. Site is located within
500 metres of historic landfill sites to the north and
northeast of the site. Site will require a full
contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Some buildings on site associated with car storage
facility.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is in current active use which may need to be
relocated – car storage.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Access is off Sheldon Road and Baird Road.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Corby Borough Council owns an 18.2ha site off Baird
Road. Lease expires in 2021. Can then come forward as
part of wider regeneration scheme for area.
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-



-

-







Site: ELR11f – Willowbrook East/Shelton Road
Other References: LP J13, 15/00003/DPA – Site G Land Willowbrook East Industrial Estate,
16/00028/WASFUL – determined by Northamptonshire County Council - Erection of an
Energy Recovery Facility comprising a Materials Recovery Plant and Advanced Thermal
Treatment Facility with an integrated education and visitor centre, access, landscaping and
associated works.
Site Area: 7.14 ha
Site Capacity: 7.14 ha B2
Proposed Development: Erection of a new industrial building with a gross floor area of 1,430
square metres with yard and car parking. Commenced October 2015. Erection of an Energy
Recovery Facility.
Site Description: Willowbrook Stream bounds the site to the North and Shelton Road and a
low landscaped mound to the East. The site is bounded to the South by industrial units on
Shelton and Pywell Roads and to the West by site ELR12e. The site was extensively quarried
for Northampton Sand Ironstone from 1904 up until 1948. Up until 1958 the site consisted of
open fields. After this time, settlement ponds for waste slurry from the nearby steelworks
were present along the Eastern part of the site.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-
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Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-



-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.
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Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access

Ownership
Notes

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
located within 500 metres of historic landfill sites to the
north and northeast of the site. Site will require a full
contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Part of the site is in current active use which may need
to be relocated – new Energy Recovery Facility,
development commenced October 2015.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Access to the site entrance is from Shelton Road, which
currently serves the Willowbrook Industrial Estate and
provides access to the A6116 (Steel Road) to the south
of the site.





Analysis: Desk based research.

Site G land - C Davies Properties Ltd. Development
commenced. Remaining site – ownership not known.
Has been marketed for open storage and attracted interest for vehicle
storage but more intensive industrial use preferred. Subject of discussions
with East Northants Council.
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Site: ELR11g – Land at Steel Road
Other References: LP J12(part), 06/00118/OUT, 10/00446/REM
Site Area: 15.357 ha
Site Capacity: 15.357 ha B2
Proposed Development: New bio refinery development not commenced.
Site Description: Roquette produce starch and derivates from agricultural raw materials in
the form of corn wheat and potatoes. The existing processing plant comprises of a mill and
pelletization building, the fermentation, distillation and evaporation plant.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Analysis: Desk based research.
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Biodiversity
sensitivity

The Northern tip of the site is within an area of high
sensitivity.



Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).



Visual
landscape

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity or not within
an area of sensitivity.

-

Impact on form
and character

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site

Cultural
heritage

Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
A small part of the Northern tip of the site is within an
area of low sensitivity with the majority of the site not
within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.

-

-



Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The Southern part of the site is located on a ‘Major
High’ permeable strata.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site
historically bisected by former mineral railway. Site is
partially located on a former ironstone quarry. Site is
located within 500 metres of historic landfill sites to the
northwest, southeast and south of the site. Site will
require a full contamination assessment to include
landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (GVC) that can be
mitigated.

-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant/unused.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Access is off Sondes Road.



Analysis: Desk based research.

Roquette.
Roquette reported in April 2017 that they have no immediate plans to
build on site.
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Site: ELR11h – Land off Phoenix Parkway
Other References: LP J29 (part)
Site Area: 30.3 ha
Site Capacity: 30.3 ha B1/B2 use
Proposed Development: Tata Steel will shortly be submitting a planning application on the
Western part of this site to bring it forward for employment use. Discussions are under way
with the Planning Authority and with the Environment Agency.
Site Description: Former quarry subsequently used as a landfill site. Current environmental
permits are in the process of being extinguished after a number of years of monitoring the
landfill area. Part of Rockingham MRC Enterprise Area.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Partially within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation - development however is
unlikely to be precluded.

Symbol


-



Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as it is
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land uses

located in close proximity to existing employment area.
However, close to Rockingham Motor Speedway also,
and may need to be mitigated.
Analysis: Desk based research.
A large proportion of the site is within an area of high
sensitivity.



Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).



Visual
landscape

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
A large proportion of the site is within an area of low
sensitivity.

-

Impact on form
and character

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

Cultural
heritage

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
A large proportion of the site is within an area of low
sensitivity.

Heritage asset

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site

Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.

-

-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Parts of the site are within flood zone 2 and 3.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
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Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

The site is Greenfield/Brownfield.

-

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site
historically contained several sludge beds. Active sludge
bed located on the northwest corner of the site.
Bounded to the north historically by a mineral railway.
Site is located within 500 metres of historic landfill sites
to the north and northeast of the site. Site will require
a full contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (pond, drain) that can
be mitigated.

-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Existing use

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
Good but access will be improved on completion of
Corby Northern Orbital.

Ease of utility
provision

Ownership
Notes



Analysis: Desk based research.

Tata Steel.
Pre-app discussions with Tata ongoing. The application to be submitted
will be to establish employment use on the site and to get consent for
enabling works to allow this site to be developed out. Those enabling
works will involve the importation of suitable inert fill to raise the level of
the quarry so that the land can be satisfactorily serviced. In raising the
level of the site the land will be capable of taking small/medium scale
industrial structures (but not large footprint distribution units). It is
anticipated that an application will be made in September 2017.
Forthcoming HIF bid to complete Corby Northern Orbital Road will
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enhance prospects for development.
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Site: ELR11i – SEMLEP Proposal
Other References:
Site Area: 26.5 ha

Site Capacity: 26.5 ha mixed (B1/B2/B8)
use
Proposed Development: Proposed development on sites ELR11c/d/i.
Site Description: Part of Rockingham MRC Enterprise Area within East Northamptonshire.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Neighbouring
land uses

Comments
Not directly served by regular public transport. Local
shops between 1-3 miles.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Partially within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation - development however is
unlikely to be precluded.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as it is
located in close proximity to existing employment area.
However, close to Rockingham Motor Speedway also,
and may need to be mitigated.
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Symbol
-

-



-



Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site falls within areas of medium and high
sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.





-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is largely Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access

Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are known land contamination issues. Site is
located on the British Steel Corporation and North
Brook historic landfill sites. Site will require a full
contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.





Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Part of the site is in current active use which may need
to be relocated – car-park.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Good but access will be improved on completion of
Corby Northern Orbital.





Analysis: Desk based research.

Bela (in administration). Under offer from Tata Steel.
Site located within East Northants. Pre-app discussions on this site and
ELR11c taking place with Corby Developments Ltd, administrators for
Bela, to sell off for employment land. East Northants also received
planning application on ELR11i for industrial units. Land under offer by
Tata.
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Site: ELR12 – Land to the West of Uppingham Road
Other References: JCS 91
Site Area: 6.3 ha
Site Capacity: 6.3 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Promoted for either employment, housing or a mixed-use
development as part of JCS process.
Site Description: The site is located to the west of Corby to the north-west of the junction of
Uppingham Road (A6003) and Corby Road (A427). The remaining boundaries adjoin
agricultural land.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Neighbouring
land uses

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops within
walkable distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as
surrounded by fields on three sides. However, close to
residential area to the East, but could be mitigated.
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Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.



-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has real potential for archaeological activity due to
any visual features found on the land (e.g. cropmarks,
significant artefact finds etc.).



AWS Empingham to Hannington Pipeline identified
activity study area is adjacent to the line of the Roman
road from Leicester to Godmanchester.

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is classified as grade 3 agricultural land which is
currently in agricultural use. Development will
therefore result in the loss of some of the best and
most versatile agricultural land.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
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-





The site is Greenfield.



Land stability

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues in the area.



Land
contamination

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are no known land contamination issues in the
area.



Previously
developed land

Minerals

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access

Ownership

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Access to the site can be achieved with relatively little
infrastructure. The A6003 has good capacity. The
A427/A6003 junction requires highway capacity
upgrade and a site specific transport assessment will be
needed to establish other junctions which would be
impacted on by this development.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known.
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-

Site: ELR13 – Land North of the Western Urban Extension
Other References: 92/00238/CO (poultry rearing and egg production), JCS 92
Site Area: 49.7 ha
Site Capacity: 49.7 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Promoted as an extension to the West Corby SUE with
opportunities for a mix of land uses. Extant planning permission for chicken farm. Falls
outside of West Corby SUE.
Site Description: The site is located to the west of Corby and to the south of the A427 east of
its junction with the A6003. It adjoins agricultural land and Great Cottage Wood to the east
and borders agricultural land to the west and south.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-
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Neighbouring
land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Would be developed to the North of Corby West SUE so
development needs to be mitigated through design and
would be dependent on use.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.





-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
No known archaeology or archaeological activity. Site
may have some potential for activity but the area has
never been archaeologically investigated.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Land North of Corby West SUE is classified as grade 3
agricultural land which is currently in agricultural use.
Development will therefore result in the loss of some of
the best and most versatile agricultural land.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
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-

-





Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access

Ownership

The site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. The site
boundary is located less than 500 metres from
Cottingham Stone Quarry historic landfill site. Site will
require a full contamination assessment to include
landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Access to this site can be provided off A427 and should
be masterplanned as part of the wider West Corby
development to deliver a sustainable development.
Modelling has shown that broadly within Corby there is
a good degree of available highway capacity, however
some junction improvements will be necessary. A site
such as this will need to mitigate its impact on junctions
within the vicinity and implement measures to
discourage rat-running through the villages nearby.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known.
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-

Site: ELR14(a/c) – Adjacent Railway Station
Other References: JCS 90, CBC0009/0010/0029, SELA C10, ED, LP J18/J24, CFS-HCA1
Site Area: 1.6 ha
Site Capacity: 1.6 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Agent states that the site could accommodate new homes, with a
small proportion of convenience retail possible consistent with adjacent station complex, as
part of predominant residential scheme, and a small proportion of complimentary ground
floor commercial possible consistent with adjacent station complex - as part of predominant
residential scheme.
Site Description: Currently bare land.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as it is
located in close proximity to an existing office



Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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development and bus depot. However, close to Corby
Station and housing also, but could be mitigated
through design and would be dependent upon use.

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have a significant
positive impact (redevelopment of brownfield land in a
prominent position).

-

-

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Sites a and c have no archaeology or archaeological
activity or the site has had archaeology excavated in
advance of current buildings or previous quarrying
practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site ELR14a is Brownfield. ELR14c has been landscaped
as part of the Exchange Court development.
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Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues: ELR14a
has historically been used as railway sidings and goods
sheds. Site will require a full contamination assessment.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
There are a number of trees on site ELR14c but these
do not have TPOs (Trees at Cottingham Wood with
TPOs run adjacent to site).



-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.



Analysis: Desk based research.

The majority of the site is owned by the HCA.
ELR14a site possible employment but possible constraints from
Stagecoach operations; site to the South (was ELR14b) removed from
process and will now come forward for residential development.
Implications for Corby Walk project.
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Site: ELR15(a/b/c/d) – Tripark and Southern Gateway Business Park
Other References: CBC0008/0021/0022/0023, SELA C9/C27, LP J8/J9/J11, Prom,
10/00331/OUT, 11/00461/DPA, 15/00111/DPA, 17/00367/DPA
Site Area: 8.1 ha
Site Capacity: 8.1 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: ELR15a site subject to application 15/00111/DPA from Aldi for retail
development approved. ELR15c is a 1.8ha site marketed for industrial/warehouse and
commercial buildings between 20,000 sq ft and 100,000 sq ft on a build to suite basis.
ELR15b is a 4ha site marketed for industrial/warehouse and commercial buildings between
50,000 sq ft and 200,000 sq ft on a build to suite basis.
Site Description: Area around Southern Gateway (ELR15d) is largely developed and includes
petrol filling station, Beefeater, hotel and residential. Only small parcel of land (as shown)
remaining for housing or employment development. ELR15b is the site of a former
pharmaceutical factory which burnt down.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-
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Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Analysis: Desk based research.
ELR15b and ELR15c are within an area of medium
sensitivity. ELR15d is within an area of low sensitivity.



Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on LWS and PWS).



Visual
landscape

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The sites are within an area of low sensitivity or not
within an area of sensitivity.

-

Impact on form
and character

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

Cultural
heritage

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
ELR15d is within an area of medium sensitivity. Sites
ELRa-c are not within an area of sensitivity.

Heritage asset

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site

Archaeology

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site a) No known archaeology or archaeological activity.
Site may have some potential for activity but the area
has never been archaeologically investigated.
Site b) has real potential for archaeological activity due
to any visual features found on the land (e.g.
cropmarks, significant artefact finds, etc.).
Site c) has no archaeology or archaeological activity or
the site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Site d) No known archaeology or archaeological
activity. Site may have some potential for activity but
the area has never been archaeologically investigated
Archaeological activity, Romano British identified off
the Uppingham Road to the west of the site.
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-





Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination
Minerals

Physical
constraints

Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Small parts of ELR15b and ELR15c are within flood zone
2.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The sites (ELR15a-d) are classified as grade 3
agricultural land although do not appear to be in
agricultural use. Development could however result in
the loss of some of the best and most versatile
agricultural land.

-





Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The parcels of land are Greenfield/Brownfield.

-

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are no known land contamination issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The sites (including the remaining part of ELR15d) have
no obvious physical constraints.





Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Existing use

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The sites are vacant.



Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
Access is off existing roads, including the A6003 Oakley
Hay Roundabout.

Ease of utility
provision
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Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Desk based research.
Corby Southern Gateway Limited (Southern Gateway).
Agent: Prop-search.com.
Corby Borough Council owns a small strip of land on ELR15c.



Planning application on remaining part of ELR15d for McDonald's
freestanding two storey restaurant with drive-thru, car parking,
landscaping and associated works; Costa Coffee cafe and drive-thru; and 2
commercial units totalling 232msq use class A1-A5; and associated
parking, access and landscaping submitted August 2017.
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Site: ELR16 – Parkland Gateway
Other References: CBC0030, SELA C26, ED
Site Area: 1.1 ha
Site Capacity: 1.1 ha B1 use
Proposed Development: Residential, hotel. Possibility for some B1.
Site Description: Land off George Street has been cleared and offers a major town centre
regeneration opportunity focused on residential use. Southern part of site is currently being
promoted for hotel/restaurant development.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities
Neighbouring
land uses

Comments
On a high frequency bus route. Shops (Corby Town
Centre) within walkable distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would result in an increase in facilities.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site is within Town Centre boundary. Any B1 (office)
development would need to take into account
proposed residential and hotel use as well as the
neighbouring town centre uses and the regeneration
strategy for Corby Town Centre.
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-

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have a significant
positive impact (gateway development).

-

-

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Water

Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata.



Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are no known land contamination issues.



Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination
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Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints
(Thoroughsale and Hazel Wood TPO shown to bisect
site is incorrect).





Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.



Analysis: Desk based research.

HCA.
Negotiations underway with HCA. Expected residential mixed use scheme
including hotel. Application expected before Christmas.
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Site: ELR17 – Land at Former Sludgebeds
Other References: SELA C32, CBC0026, LP J26, CFS-Savills
Site Area: 7.3 ha
Site Capacity: 7.3 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Commercial or Industrial employment use.
Site Description: Vacant previously developed land.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
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-

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.



-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
A drain and pond within the Southerly part of the site
are within flood zone 2 and 3.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
former sludge beds and is within 500 metres of
Prestons Pit historic landfill site which is located
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-

immediately to the north. Site will require a full
contamination assessment to include landfill gas. Site
may also be exposed to unacceptable levels of odour
from the adjacent sewage treatment works.

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access

Ownership

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (buildings related to
industrial processes) that can be mitigated.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Site could potentially be accessed off Weldon Road.
Alternatively could potentially be accessed through the
south via ELR18/ELR20 sites.
Analysis: Desk based research.
AWG Landholdings Ltd. Promoted by Savills.
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Site: ELR18 – Barn Close
Other References: CBC0025, SELA C31, LP J20, 11/00160/OUT (Gefco application),
15/00029/REM (Gefco application)
Site Area: 42.0 ha
Site Capacity: 42.0 ha B8 use
Proposed Development: Rail served B8 warehouse and distribution development with
associated infrastructure (Gefco application).
Site Description: Currently being used for car storage.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Local shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Analysis: Desk based research.
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Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset

Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Previously
developed land
Land stability

The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-

-

-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The majority of the site is located on a ‘Major High’
permeable strata.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The North-West tip of site is within flood zone 2 and 3.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The South-Easterly part of the site is classified as grade
3 agricultural land, although only part appears to be in
current agricultural use. Development could result in
the loss of some of the best and most versatile
agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is largely Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access

Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are known land contamination issues. Site is
partially located on Barn Close Quarry landfills (closed
in 1990 and 1991 respectively) and is within 500 metres
of Ironpits Wood Quarry landfill (closed in 1983). Site
will require a full contamination assessment to include
landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.





Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Some buildings on site associated with car storage
facility and a drain on site.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is in current active use which may need to be
relocated – car storage.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is currently accessed off Geddington Road.
Access into the site would need to be improved.

-





Analysis: Desk based research.

Main ownership not known. SELA notes land not for
sale.
Site boundaries include previous assessed Barn Close and additional land
comprising Gefco application.
ELR18 on long lease. ELR18 and ELR20 are largely one site, with no
separate access to ELR20. Area to West of ELR18/20 (included in ELR18
boundary) was previously the subject of a separate planning application
(Gefco). July 2017 update from Mulberry – All of the land is now subject to
a lease and is therefore unlikely to come forward for development in the
immediate future, however redevelopment still remains an option if the
site becomes surplus to the tenant’s requirements. Agent’s update on the
rail line - There is very little to impede bringing the rail line back into
operation when it is required.
Tata own a 6ha strip of land to the South of the site. Tata note the
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landholding to be unlikely to be suitable for built development
(environmental corridor). Tata note it could be an important area for
structural landscaping which would enable landscaping that might be
required within the Logistics Park to be displaced to this area of land.
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Site: ELR20 – Former Tarmac Land
Other References: CBC0024, SELA C30, LP J19
Site Area: 8.6 ha
Site Capacity: 8.6 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Possible constraints associated with previous use.
Site Description: Much of site in use for car storage. Better access would be created by joint
development with adjacent site ELR18.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
Not directly served by regular public transport. Local
shops between 1-3 miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Biodiversity

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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-

sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.



-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
A drain and pond within the Northerly part of the site
are within flood zone 2 and 3.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield/Brownfield.

-

Land stability

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Land
contamination

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are known land contamination issues. Site is
partially located on the former landfill site ’Refractory



Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
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Tip’. Site will require a full contamination assessment to
include landfill gas.

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (ponds and drains)
that can be mitigated.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
A large part of the site is in current active use which
may need to be relocated – car storage.

Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
Potential for access of A43. Better access would be
created by joint development with adjacent ELR18 site.

Ownership

Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known. Subject to lease.
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-

-







Site: ELR21 – Princewood Road
Other References: CBC0014, SELA C16, LP J36 (part), 07/00267/DPA, 08/00441/COC,
16/00011/DPA
Site Area: 1.6 ha
Site Capacity: 1.6 ha B2/B8 use
Proposed Development: Application for new industrial units (Classes B2 and B8) with new
car park and balancing pond for surface water granted in June 2016. B2/B8 design and build
currently being marketed.
Site Description: Vacant land. The site is situated off Princewood Road on the Earlstrees
Industrial Estate in Corby to the north of the Town Centre. The nearby A6003 that has a large
section of dual carriageway providing direct access to junction 7 of the A14 dual carriageway
at Kettering being approximately 15 – 20 minutes’ drive time. The A14 connects the M1 / M6
interchange to the west and the A1/M11 Huntingdon / Cambridge to the east giving
excellent access to the surrounding motorway network.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Partially within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation - development however is
unlikely to be precluded.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
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Symbol
-

-



-

facilities

other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is within an area of medium sensitivity.



Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).



Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The majority of the site is within an area of high
sensitivity.

Impact on form
and character

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Agricultural
land

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Part of the site is classified as grade 4 agricultural land
but does not appear to be in current agricultural use.

-
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Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues in the area.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
located within 500 metres of a historic landfill site. Site
will require a full contamination assessment to include
landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (electricity pylon to
East of site, some change in levels) that can be
mitigated.

-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Access via Princewood Road.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership believed to be Rockingham Estates. Agent
for Design and Build is Budworth Hardcastle.
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Site: ELR22 – Maylan Road
Other References: CBC0027, LP J33
Site Area: 1.8 ha
Site Capacity: 1.8 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: 1997 Local Plan Policy looked to retain main area of woodland.
Site Description: The site is bordered on at least two sides by existing urban use.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Within the specified consultation zone of a notifiable
installation - development however is unlikely to be
precluded.

Symbol
-

-



Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Biodiversity

Analysis: Desk based research.
The majority of the site is within an area of high
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sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site

sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).

Visual
landscape

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The majority of the site is within an area of high
sensitivity.

Impact on form
and character

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Previously
developed land
Land stability





-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The Southerly tip of the site runs along Gretton Brook
and is within flood zone 2 and 3.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The majority of the site is classified as grade 4
agricultural land but is not in current agricultural use.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
located within 500m of Solway Foods historic landfill to
the north and Refractory Tip to the south. The
Princewood Road historic landfill site is located to the
northeast of the site. Site will require a full
contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (electricity pylon to
North-East of site, pond and trees (not TPO’d) that can
be mitigated.

-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known.
Site has ransom strip.

-
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Site: ELR23 – Weldon Stone Quarry
Other References: LP J22
Site Area: 1.1 ha
Site Capacity: 1.1 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: None.
Site Description: Site in current use by Weldon Stone Enterprises Ltd.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
Not directly served by regular public transport. Local
shops within walkable distance.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an
existing employment area.

-

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Analysis: Desk based research.
The majority of the site is within an area of medium
sensitivity.



Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

Impact on form
and character

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

Cultural
heritage

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The majority of the site is within an area of low
sensitivity.

Heritage asset

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

Archaeology

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



-

-

-



Water

Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata.



Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Agricultural
land

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The South-West half of the site is classified as grade 3
agricultural land although does not appear to be in
current agricultural use. Development does have the
potential to result in the loss of some of the best and
most versatile agricultural land.



Previously
developed land

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is largely Brownfield but there are trees in
North-East corner of site.

-

Land stability

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are known land contamination issues. Cowthick
Limestone Quarry landfill site is located to the south of
the site and Weldon Landfill site is located to the
souteast. Site will require a full contamination
assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Some buildings on site associated with Weldon Stone
Enterprises business.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is in current active use which may need to be
relocated – Weldon Stone Enterprises Ltd.





-

-



Analysis: Desk based research.
Access off Stamford Road.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known.



Contact details for Weldon Stone Enterprises Limited:
106 Kettering Road, Weldon, Corby, Northamptonshire,
NN17 3JG. Tel: 01536 261545. Email:
peter@weldonstone.co.uk.
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Site: ELR24 – CDC Plots Oakley Hay
Other References: CBC0020, LP J7
Site Area: 0.4 ha
Site Capacity: 0.4 ha B1 use
Proposed Development: None.
Site Description: Site is within existing built up area in Oakley Hay Industrial Estate but
adjacent to a residential area.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a high frequency bus route. Shops within walkable
distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring
land uses

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within
Oakley Hay Industrial Estate.

-

Biodiversity

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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-

sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have a significant
negative impact, unlikely to be mitigated (loss of green
space).

-

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Water

Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata.



Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Part of the site is within flood zone 2.



Agricultural
land

Previously
developed land
Land stability

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is classified as grade 3 agricultural land
although does not appear to be in current agricultural
use. Development does have the potential to result in
the loss of some of the best and most versatile
agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
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Land
contamination
Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

There are no known land contamination issues.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
There are a large number of trees on the site but no
TPOs.







Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known.
Thought to be limited opportunity for employment development or other
uses on this site.
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Site: ELR25 – Fircroft Park
Other References: 08/00197/OUT
Site Area: 1.1 ha
Site Capacity: 1.1 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Prior consent for Roadside service area and lorry park consisting of
petrol filling station with capacity for both car and HGV vehicles, restaurant/pub, hotel, HGV
drivers rest area containing a cafe/WC/showers and 240 HGV parking space with means of
access and associated works. Some works completed leaving planning valid in perpetuity.
Currently being marketed for a variety of other uses subject to a change of use.
Site Description: The site benefits from prominent road frontage. The land has a gentle slope
from north to south. Site contained within site ELR03.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Local shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is compatible with neighbouring land uses as

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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-

land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

surrounded by fields. Falls within ELR03 but less likely
to have an impact upon Stanion due to its size.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Part of the site is within an area of high sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on LWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is within an area of high sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.







-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Water

Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata.



Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield/Brownfield.

-

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues.
Dismantled railways are located along the eastern and
southern borders of the site associated with a historic
ironstone quarry. Site will require a full contamination
assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
There are some buildings on site and pylons running
down the site, however this can be mitigated.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Part of the site is in current active use which may need
to be relocated.

Vehicular
access

Analysis: Desk based research.
Access from the Southbound carriageway of the A43,
between the junctions of the A6086 at Geddington
Road and the A6116 Brigstock Road.

Ownership

Analysis: Desk based research.
Ownership not known. Currently being marketed by
Potter Learoyd Commercial.
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-



-

-







Site: ELR26 – Land off Courier Road
Other References: LP S17 (part)
Site Area: 0.7 ha
Site Capacity: 0.7 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Was being marketed by Corby Borough Council for range of uses
subject to planning. Agent: Budworth Hardcastle. Now under offer for business use.
Site Description: Access of fully adopted road. Established retail, leisure and office location.
Prominent site.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Neighbouring
land uses

Comments
On a high frequency bus route. Shops (including
Phoenix Parkway Retail Park) within walkable distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is compatible with neighbouring land uses
which include office and retail units. Some residential
within close proximity but site could be accessed
through existing employment/retail access. Further
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-

impact could be mitigated through design and would
be dependent on use.

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-

-

-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield/Brownfield.

-

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. An
infilled pond is located along the southern border of
the site. A tramway and sidings are noted on the site
associated with the former iron and steelworks. Site
will require a full contamination assessment to include
landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Corby Borough Council. Site under offer.
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Site: ELR27 – Former Magistrates Court
Other References: CFS-HCA2
Site Area: 0.5 ha
Site Capacity: 0.5 ha B1 use
Proposed Development: (Former court building only) Agent states that the location of the
court building on the town centre fringe, situated on the eastern side of Elizabeth Street,
could mean that the site is suitable for some form of mixed residential and commercial redevelopment, but no scoping work has been completed at this time. The site provides an
opportunity to facilitate re-development of a surplus, low density public sector property to
create early additional housing supply. The location, separated from the core town centre by
Elizabeth Street, is close to existing housing to the east and an appropriate residential
scheme would not be inconsistent with the immediate surroundings.
Site Description: Smaller site is closed former court building.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Comments
On a high frequency bus route. Shops (Corby Town
Centre) within walkable distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-
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Neighbouring
land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site is just outside the Town Centre boundary. Any
commercial development would need to take into
account impact on proposed residential development
and be appropriate for location adjacent to Corby Town
Centre.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have a significant
positive impact (site in a prominent position).

-

-

-

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.
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developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination
Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership

Notes

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are no known land contamination issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The former court building is on the site, however this
can be mitigated.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site comprises a vacant former court building.



Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.



Analysis: Desk based research.

Ministry of Justice – Her Majesty’s Court Service.
Proposed to be transferred to the Homes and
Communities Agency with the intention of supporting
the supply of public land for housing.
The CFS site is small with limited room to provide parking that can support
office development. A residential scheme more likely to come forward.
Wider boundary also includes police station and car-parking which may
come forward within plan period.
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Site: ELR28 – Land at Boyle Road and Curver Way
Other References: CBP1
Site Area: 9.2 ha
Site Capacity: 9.2 ha B2/B8 use
Proposed Development: Potential development site put forward by Corby Borough Property.
Site Description: Site is currently vacant land located off Willowbrook Industrial Estate.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Neighbouring
land uses

Biodiversity

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is part of
former steelworks site and adjacent to Weldon North
and Willowbrook Industrial Estates.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
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-

-

sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.



-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The majority of the site is located on a ‘Major High’
permeable strata.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site was
previously part of the iron and steelworks and has
railway sidings showing across the southern part of the
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-

site. Site is located within 500 metres of historic landfill
sites Refractory Tip and North East Materials Stockyard.
There are further historic landfill sites located to the
north and northeast of the site. Site will require a full
contamination assessment to include landfill gas.

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (including electricity
sub-station and pond) that can be mitigated.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant.



Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Tata Steel.
The site could be accessed onto Curver Way.



Proposal for the site to be developed as a cold storage facility. The land to
the East of the site is Tata Steel’s metal recycling area which is to be
retained by Tata Steel.
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Site: ELR29 – Howitt’s Yard
Other References: CBP2
Site Area: 1.8 ha
Site Capacity: 1.8 ha B1 or residential use
Proposed Development: Site could potentially be developed for housing or B1 type
employment use.
Site Description: Potential development site adjacent to Shire Lodge Cemetery.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Neighbouring
land uses

Comments
Not directly served by regular public transport. Local
shops within walkable distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will result in the loss of
existing indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational
facilities, including important amenity areas or
allotment land, but could be mitigated.

Symbol
-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as it is
located in close proximity to some existing employment
uses. The site is also adjacent to a playing field and
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cemetery. However, also close to housing, particularly
at the South-West end of the site, but could be
mitigated through design.

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have some impact but
this can be mitigated (Green Space).

-

-

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has real potential for archaeological activity due to
any visual features found on the land (e.g. cropmarks,
significant artefact finds, etc.).



20th Century Military remains within study area. HER:
report gazetteer makes specific reference to two sites
defending Stewart & Lloyds in Corby. Equipment
comprised 34 x Lewis guns and this site was in use in
June 1940. The gazetteer places the battery as having
been in use respectively in June 1940 and May 1942.
Note that this documentary reference may equate with
possible LAA site identified from 1942 APs at
SP8730/9055.

Water

Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata.



Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.
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Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield/Brownfield.

-

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
located within 500 metres of the Princewood Road
historic landfill site. Site has previously been used as a
depot. Site will require a full contamination
assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
There are some buildings and trees (not TPO’d) on site,
however this can be mitigated.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Part of the site is in current active use which may need
to be relocated.
Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Mrs Howitt. Corby Borough Council owns strip of land
to North-West of site. Mrs Howitt may be unwilling to
sell land.
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-



-

-







Site: ELR30 – Land at Pearson Training Academy
Other References: (17/00266/COU), CBP4
Site Area: 0.9 ha
Site Capacity: 0.9 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Corby Borough Property put forward site for consideration for
employment development.
Site Description: Surplus land acquired by Corby Borough Council in purchase of Pearson
Training Academy.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Neighbouring
land uses

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Likely compatible with neighbouring land uses - as it is
located within the Pearson Training Academy site depending on use. However, also close to housing,
particularly to the East of the site, therefore
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-

intensification of site may need to be mitigated through
design.

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.

-

-

-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.



Water

Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata.



Flood risk

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
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Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

There are potential land contamination issues. Site is
marked as ‘refuse tip’ on historic maps. Site will require
a full contamination assessment to include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (outbuildings) that can
be mitigated.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Part of the site is in current active use which may need
to be relocated.
Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.

-



-

-





Analysis: Desk based research.

Corby Borough Council.
Former Training Academy now owned by Corby Borough Council with
potential for additional smaller units on highlighted site. Corby Borough
Council currently considering planning application 17/00266/COU for
change of use to B1 and B8; proposed service yard and service doors for
articulated vehicles and additional parking for the subdivision of the
building to East of site (encroaches on SE corner of ELR30 site).
May be suitable for D1 use.
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Site: ELR31 – Midlands Logistics Park (Stanion Lane Plantation)
Other References: 12/00259/OUT, 16/00524/SCOP, CBC0006, SELA C6, Prom
Site Area: 95.3 ha
Site Capacity: 95.3 ha Mixed (B1/B2/B8) use
Proposed Development: Development of land for employment uses (use Classes B1/B2/B8)
with ancillary parking, highway infrastructure, engineering works and landscaping and
ancillary works.
Site Description: Site has primarily been seen as an opportunity to provide national strategic
warehousing.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Neighbouring
land uses

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Shops between 1-3
miles.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as it is
located in close proximity to an existing employment
area and fields. However, close to Little Stanion also,
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but could be mitigated.

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Analysis: Desk based research.
A section of the Southern part of the site is within an
area of high sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on LWS and PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is within an area of high sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.







-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is within an area of low sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
A very small part of the Eastern edge of the site is
located on a ‘Major High’ permeable strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are potential land stability issues. Type:

-
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Abandoned Mines Catalogue Number: OM6372 (source
Coal Authority interactive map).

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access

Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues.
Southern part of the site shows a former ironstone
quarry and associated mineral railways. Northern part
of the site is located within 500 metres of Ironpits
Wood Quarry landfill (closed in 1983) and Barn Close
Quarry landfills (closed in 1990 and 1991 respectively).
Site will require a full contamination assessment to
include landfill gas.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (ponds, electricity
pylons) that can be mitigated.

-



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant - Greenfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
The site does not benefit from existing formal access
points. Proposed access to development established
with planning consent.



Analysis: Desk based research.

Mulberry.
Seen as a regional scale development, Midlands Logistics Park will provide
2.5 million sq ft of storage and distribution space. Construction started on
site in Summer 2016.
Pre-app discussions taking place. Mulberry to submit planning application
in mid-August 2017.
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Site: ELR32 – Tata Land
Other References: ED1
Site Area: 19.8 ha
Site Capacity: 19.8 ha mixed use
Proposed Development: Initial discussions held with Tata over future use of site within plan
period. Likely constraints associated with steel works.
Site Description: Site may become available due to consolidation of current steel works.
Likely contamination issues associated with previous use.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Neighbouring
land uses

Comments
On a medium frequency bus route. Shops within
walkable distance.

Symbol


Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is main
steelworks site and adjacent to Weldon North
Industrial Estate.
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-

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have some impact but
this can be mitigated (Natural and Green Space).

-

-

-



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Land stability

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Land
contamination

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site was
previously part of the iron and steelworks and has

-

Flood risk

Agricultural
land
Previously
developed land
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railway sidings showing across the site. Site is located
within 500 metres of historic landfill sites Refractory
Tip, North East Materials Stockyard and Prestons Pit.
Site will require a full contamination assessment to
include landfill gas.

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (including buildings
related to steel works, electricity sub-station and drain)
that can be mitigated.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Part of the site is in current active use which may need
to be relocated - Tata Steel operations.
Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.



-

-





Analysis: Desk based research.

Tata Steel.
Existing Tata Steel tubeworks on site and on land to the East which is
currently fully operational.
Tata Steel in discussions to clear and dispose of the Western part of their
main site (boundary shown) within next 18 months. Suitable for industrial
use.
Pre-app discussions for further residential development took place in April
2017.
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Site: ELR34 – Pen Green
Other References: 07/00547/OUT, ED3
Site Area: 8.3 ha
Site Capacity: 8.3 ha mixed (B1/B2/B8) use
Proposed Development: Earlier application for new build housing and apartments with
associated gardens, parking, roadways and open space, community centre with associated
parking and open space and new build active elderly apartments not developed. New
proposal for residential scheme coming forward from housing association.
Site Description: Former quarry. Currently mixed vacant, scrub wasteland and water
balancing ponds.

Criteria
Accessibility

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety

Community
facilities

Comments
On a high frequency bus route. Shops within walkable
distance.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Within the specified consultation zone of a notifiable
installation - development however is unlikely to be
precluded.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.
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Symbol


-



-

Neighbouring
land uses

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with some neighbouring land uses as it is
located adjacent to Earlstrees Industrial Estate. The site
is also adjacent to housing to the South and West of the
site and a playground. Could be mitigated through
design and would be dependent on use.
Analysis: Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Constraints are identified although it may be possible
for some development with appropriate mitigation
(impact on PWS).
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.



-



-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.



-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The South East part of the site is within flood zone 2
and 3.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development would not affect any agricultural land.
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land
Previously
developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination

Minerals

Physical
constraints

Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership

Notes

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is Brownfield.



Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are potential land contamination issues. Site was
previously an ironstone quarry and slag heaps. Site will
require a full contamination assessment.
Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has physical constraints (ponds) that can be
mitigated.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.
Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
Part of the site is in current active use which may need
to be relocated – Water balancing ponds.
Analysis: Desk based research.
No known constraints to vehicular access.
Analysis: Desk based research.
Site owned by Metropolitan Housing Association who
were previous given permission to construct housing
and apartments on the site, along with additional
community facilities. It is not known whether the site is
available for other uses.
Employment development now unlikely.
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-



-

-







Site: ELR35 – Saxon 26
Other References: 07/00155/DPA, LP J8 (part)
Site Area: 0.6 ha
Site Capacity: 0.6 ha mixed (B1/B2/B8) use
Proposed Development: Agents marketing site to comprise built to suit
industrial/warehouse buildings of between 10,000 and 26,000 sq ft.
Site Description: On Oakley Hay Industrial Estate, North of Tripark (ELR15a-d). Currently carparking, mixed vacant.

Criteria
Accessibility

Comments
On a low frequency bus route. Local shops within
walkable distance.

Symbol
-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
Development of the site will not result in the loss of any
indoor or outdoor sporting or recreational facilities.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Not within the specified consultation zone of a
notifiable installation.

-

Community
facilities

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site will have no specific impact on community facilities
other than those specified by Criterion 2.1.

-

Neighbouring

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Compatible with neighbouring land uses as is within an

Recreational
facilities

Health & Safety
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-

land uses

existing employment area.

Biodiversity
sensitivity

Analysis: Desk based research.
The South-West corner of the site is within an area of
medium sensitivity.

Biodiversity
impact on
species or
recognised site
Visual
landscape

Impact on form
and character

Cultural
heritage
Heritage asset
Archaeology

Water

Flood risk

Agricultural
land

Previously

Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site will have no effect on any
designated site or known protected species.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.
Analysis: RNRP Environmental Sensitivity Consolidation
Study.
Development of the site would have neutral impact on
the form and character of the setting.



-

-

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is not within an area of sensitivity.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Development will have no effect on any heritage assets.

-

Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
Site has no archaeology or archaeological activity or the
site has had archaeology excavated in advance of
current buildings or previous quarrying practices.
Analysis: Northamptonshire County Council
archaeology department.
The site is not located on a ‘Major High’ permeable
strata.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is outside a designated flood zone.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site is classified as grade 3 agricultural land
although does not appear to be in current agricultural
use. Development does have the potential to result in
the loss of some of the best and most versatile
agricultural land.
Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The land is Greenfield/Brownfield.
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-





-

developed land
Land stability

Land
contamination
Minerals

Physical
constraints
Ease of utility
provision

Existing use

Vehicular
access
Ownership
Notes

Analysis: Desk based research.
There are no known land stability issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
There are no known land contamination issues.



Analysis: Corby Borough Council Environmental Health.
The site is located outside of land allocated for mineral
extraction and/or a sand and gravel safeguarding area
as stated in the Northamptonshire Minerals Local Plan.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD.
The site has no obvious physical constraints.



Analysis: GIS Constraints MXD and Desk based research.
The site is easy, average or moderately easy to service.

-

Analysis: Work undertaken for the SHLAA and JCS
background paper on housing and employment sites
identifies the whole of Corby as ‘average’ to service.
The site is vacant/unused.



Analysis: Desk based research.
Access is off existing roads.



Analysis: Desk based research.

Ownership not known. Currently being marketed by
Budworth Hardcastle/prop-search.com.
Small site which could be suitable for office development but not
attractive to occupiers, and felt limited chance of development in plan
period. Limited potential for other uses.
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APPENDIX 9: Schedule of completed B1 loses to residential (2011-2016)
Permission
Reference
11/00283/COU

Address

Dwellings

Howitts Aquatic Village,
291 Rockingham Road,
Corby

1

Original
Use
Class
B1a

Change
of Use
to
Residen
tial

Sqm Net
Loss

Year
completed

63

2013/14

Totals
Year
B1 loss
(sq m)

2011/12
0

2012/13
0
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2013/14
63

2014/15
0

2015/16
0

APPENDIX 10: Outstanding employment commitments as 31st March 2016
Address
Midlands Logistics Park
(ELR31)
8 St. Marks Road,
St. James Industrial
Estate,
Corby
(Discounted-below
threshold)
St Lukes Road,
St James Industrial
Estate,
Corby
(ELR10–part)
P C M Group UK Ltd,
Pilot Road,
Corby
(Discounted-extension to
existing units)
Proposed new office
block,
St. Marks Road,
St James Industrial
Estate,
Corby
(Discounted-extension to
existing unit)
Land West of Briggs
Irrigation Ltd,
Boyle Road,

Permission Ref
12/00259/OUT

Date
Granted
23/12/2013

B1
(Sq.m)
6000

B2
(Sq.m)
58000

B8
(Sq.m)
177000

14/00072/DPA

12/06/2014

0

0

14/00108/DPA

07/08/2014

0

14/00207/DPA

17/09/2014

14/00338/DPA

14/00401/DPA

0

Total
(Sq.m)
241000

Total
(Has)
95.30

267

0

267

0

0

0

634

634

1.74

0

826

320

0

1146

0.71

22/10/2014

92

0

0

0

92

0.71

15/01/2015

0

940

0

0

940

0
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Mixed
(Sq.m)

Corby
(Discounted-below
threshold)
Site G Land,
Willowbrook East
Industrial Estate,
Shelton Road,
Corby
(ELR11f-part)
9 St. Marks Road,
St. James Industrial
Estate,
Corby
(Discounted-below
threshold)
Avon Cosmetics Ltd,
Earlstrees Road,
Earlstrees Industrial
Estate,
Corby
(Discounted-extension to
existing unit)
10 Princewood Road,
Earlstrees Industrial
Estate,
Corby
(Discounted-change of
use)
Land Rear Of Boc Site,
Weldon Road,
Corby,
Northamptonshire
(Discounted-demolition

15/00003/DPA

19/06/2015

0

1430

0

0

1430

0

15/00019/DPA

21/05/2015

0

0

0

1312

1312

0

15/00181/DPA

19/08/2015

0

7600

0

0

7600

0

15/00349/COU

06/11/2015

0

4465

-4465

0

0

0

15/00399/DPA

18/02/2016

0

0

1507

0

1507

0
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and re-build)
Land at Weldon Park
(ELR05)
100 Kettering Road,
Weldon
(Discounted-change of
use)
Total site area (has)
Total floor space (Sq./m)
Sq./m converted to
hectares (divide by
10,000)

09/00083/OUT

25/11/2014

3450

0

0

0

3450

3.4

15/00169/DPA

22/12/2015

0

0

0

902

902

0.46

102.32
9542
0.95
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73261
7.33

174629
17.46

2848
0.28

260280
26.03

APPENDIX 11: Changes of use within established industrial estates (2011-2016)
Industrial Estate/Address
4 Curie Courtyard,
Cockerell Road, Corby,
NN17 5DU
Fage UK,
Great Folds Road, Corby,
Northamptonshire, NN18
9AS
Displaymode Ltd,
4 Princewood Rd.,
Earlstrees Industrial
Estate, Corby, NN17 4AP
Peavey Electronics Ltd.,
Great Folds Road, Corby,
NN18 9ET
Unit G,
Marconi Courtyard,
Brunel Road,
Earlstrees Industrial
Estate,
Corby,
Northamptonshire,
NN17 4LT
Storafile Ltd.,
Unit 1, Davey Road,
Corby,
Northamptonshire,
NN17 5XZ
10 Princewood Road,
Earlstrees Industrial

Permission
Reference
14/00277/COU

Original Use
Class
B1/B8

Change of Use to
Sui Generis

Change of use from B1/B8 to storage, assembly, display and
sales of kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms

14/00352/COU

B1

B8

Change of use from B1 to B8

14/00373/COU

B8

B2

Change of use from B8 (storage and distribution) to
fabrication, storage and distribution of display items (B2)

14/00474/COU

B2

B8

Change of use from B2 (General Industrial) to B8
(Warehousing /distribution)

15/00206/COU

B8

D2

Change of use from B8 storage to table tennis centre (D2)

15/00238/COU

B2

B8

Change of use from B2 to B8

15/00349/COU

B8

B2

Change of use of existing warehouse to B2 use including
associated operational development
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Description

Estate, Corby, NN17 4AP
Unit N,
St Marks Road,
St James Industrial
Estate, Corby,
Northamptonshire,
NN18 8AN
St James Snooker Club, 4
St James Road, St James
Industrial Estate, Corby,
NN18 8AL
8 Fleming Road,
Earlstrees Industrial
Estate,
Corby,
NN17 4SW

15/00357/COU

Mixed

B1/B8 and D1

Change of use to mixed B1/B8 and D1 uses

16/00044/COU

D2

D1

Change of use from D2 to D1

16/00099/COU

B8

D2

Change of use to D2 - Assembly and Leisure for the purposes
of a gymnastics facility
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